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ABSTRACT 

This research examined the serve and serve-return behaviours of professional and 

high performance level age group tennis players. Five studies were undertaken and 

these are an examination of the reliability and validity of an alternative tennis coding 

system; an examination of gender and age-group differences in serve and serve-

return performance; gender associations and within gender age-group associations 

with serve location; gender associations and within gender age-group associations 

with serve-return location; and recall of serve and serve-return performance of elite 

age-group tennis players. 

 

In Study 1, a notational analysis of men‟s and women‟s singles matches at the 2008 

Australian Open was made. The results revealed that the inter-rater reports were 

highly similar on first or second serve (r = .972), serve landing location (r = .999), 

returner‟s impact location (r = .990) and return of serve landing location (r = .995). 

Hawk-Eye data validated the coding measurement for ball landing location. The 

coded ball location data of coaches and those of Hawk-Eye were highly correlated 

for landing of serve location (r = .998), returner‟s impact location (r = .993) and 

return of serve landing location (r = .997). Thus, the match notation system used in 

this study is reliable and valid and, therefore, could be presented as an effective 

method of studying strategies and tactics involved in game play. This system also 

provides a template for other researches and coaches to help them understand game 

tactics in tennis. 

 

In Study 2, the serve and the serve-return performances of professional, high 

performance Under-16 and high performance Under-12 male and female players 
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were examined. Collectively, the players hit approximately 60% of their first serves 

in. A significant interaction between gender and player group was found for serving 

aces. Male professionals served significantly more aces than Under-16 and Under-12 

male players (ps < .001) and female professional players (p < .004). Similarly, 

female professional players served more aces than Under-12 female players (p < 

.003). Regardless of gender, professionals served significantly fewer double faults, 

won significantly greater percentage of points on first serves, and won significantly 

more points on second-serve returns than the Under-16 and Under-12 groups (ps < 

.001). The professionals also won a significantly higher percentage of points from 

second-serve returns than from first serve-returns (p < .004). Interestingly, the male 

professionals won significantly fewer points from first serve-returns than all the 

other groups (ps < .001). These findings are discussed in relation to past research on 

serve and serve-return, and the implications on youth coaching are highlighted. 

 

Study 3 examined the serve location patterns of male and female tennis players 

competing at the professional level and that of high performance Under-16 and 

Under-12 players. Several findings of practical relevance were revealed. Firstly, as 

players became more experienced or older, they served more often to the corners of 

the service box and less to their opponents‟ bodies (ps < .001). The professional 

players also tended to treat first and second serves as opportunities to attack, serving 

mostly to the corners of the service box on both sides of the court (p < .001). In 

contrast, the Under-16 and, especially, the Under-12 players served the largest 

proportion of their serves to the middle of the service boxes, to their opponents‟ 

bodies (ps < .001). Whether this is due to a lack of experience, skill or confidence in 

younger players is not known. 
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Secondly, when points were won through service aces and service winners, players 

from all the three age groups did so by targeting their shots primarily to the corners 

of the service box (ps < .001). On second serve, this pattern was also evident among 

male professionals on both sides of the court and female professionals on the deuce 

side of the court (ps < .001). However, with the Under-16, Under-12 and female 

professional players serving on the advantage side of the court, points were won 

from serves hit to the centre of the service box or at the opponents‟ bodies (ps < 

.001). Thirdly, gender preference was evident, where male players hit more serves to 

the corners of the service box, while female players hit more serves to their 

opponents‟ bodies (ps < .001). 

 

Study 4 established that the largest proportion of serve-returns was directed to the 

middle of the court, regardless of age and gender. More generally, in response to a 

wide serve, Under-12 and Under-16 female players had the tendency to direct first 

serve-returns to their opponents‟ forehand (p < .001). The Under-12 male players, on 

the other hand, generally hit first serve-returns more to the middle of the court and to 

their opponents‟ backhand (p < .001). In response to body serve, the Under-12 male 

players were inclined to direct their first serve-returns to their opponents‟ backhand 

(p < .001), whereas their female counterparts to their opponents‟ forehand (p < .001). 

 

Finally, Study 5 examined post-match recall of serve and serve-return during match 

play by high performance junior tennis players. This was accomplished by 

comparing the responses of players to a questionnaire administered at post-match 

based on their video-taped games.  The results indicated that there were no 

differences in the patterns recall across age groups and/or gender.  Thus, recall of 
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players‟ own serve and serve-return patterns as well as those of their opponents was 

similar among the Under-16 and Under-12 players. The implications, limitations and 

strengths associated with these findings as well as the directions of future research 

are highlighted. 
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CHAPTER 1: THE PROBLEM 

 

1.1   Introduction 

Success in competitive tennis revolves around many factors.  Among the key 

determinants of excellent sport performance are technical, physical and 

psychological factors, plus strategy and tactics (Figure 1). Coaches world-wide 

concur that in advanced tennis play, strategy and tactics are vital components of 

performance. Indeed, Mechsner (2004) suggests that strategy may be the most 

important component of performance acquired through practice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Four components of sport performance. 

 

In tennis, the concept of strategy refers to the overall use of shot combinations and 

game plans that are connected to a player‟s technical, mental and physical capacities 

(Braden & Bruns, 1998). On the other hand, tactic comprises sport-specific 

knowledge, declarative and procedural, and situational probability information 

manifested in the placement of shots and movement about the court in response to 

various situations within the course of a match (Alain & Proteau, 1980; French & 
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Nevett, 1993; McPherson, 1994; McPherson & Kernodle, 2003; Over & 

O'Donoghue, 2010). 

 

The tactics employed by a player can be gleaned from five game situations: the 

serve, the serve-return, both players on baseline, approaching or at the net, and 

passing (Crespo & Miley, 1998; Dent, 1994; Van Der Meer, 1996). The serve and 

serve-return are regarded as the two most important shots in tennis (Gillet et al., 

2009; Gullikson & MacCurdy, 2002; Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 2004). In the modern 

game, most first serves are fast and attacking, making these difficult to return 

successfully. Thus, the first serve-return is about getting the ball back in play. The 

second serve is typically slower, however, with the emphasis being on tactical 

placement.  Thus, on the second-serve returns, players usually seek to dictate point 

(Crespo & Miley, 1998). 

 

There has been a notable interest on research involving strategy and tactics in tennis 

in recent years (A. Filipčič & Ferjan, 2003; Gillet et al., 2009; Gullikson & 

MacCurdy, 2002; McPherson & Kernodle, 2007; Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 2004). 

Past research has shown that there are two main sources of information used by 

expert players to assist with their tactical decision making. These are (1) probability, 

the opponent‟s strategic habits and tendencies; and (2) information on postural cues, 

specifically the arm and racquet movement of opponents prior to ball contact 

(Abernethy & Wollstein, 1989). Much research in the latter has focused on the serve 

and the serve-return as these two elements are generally perceived to be influencing 

the outcome of a game (Gillet et al., 2009; Jackson & Gudgeon, 2004; Unierzyski, 

2003; Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 2004). For example, temporal occlusion paradigms 
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have been employed to examine players‟ predictive capabilities in reading serve 

tactics (Cauraugh & Janelle, 2002; Farrow & Abernethy, 2002; Shim, Carlton, 

Chow, & Chae, 2005). This research centres on the comparison between expert and 

novice players, pointing to the superior ability of the former to correctly and quickly 

predict the likely direction of the opponents‟serves (Cauraugh & Janelle, 2002; 

Farrow & Abernethy, 2002; Shim et al., 2005). The underlying practical message is 

that players can acquire and/or develop sound declarative and procedural knowledge 

that allows them to „know when and what to look for‟ in terms of discrete kinematic 

(body or racquet) cues to predict tactical intention in game play. The potential 

problem with these approach include the operational definition of experts, the fact 

that expert tennis players are known to have the techniques to outwit opponents, and 

ecological validity (Flynn, 1996; James, Bradley, & Mellalieu, 2006). To examine 

the performance of experts, several researchers have suggested the use of a broader 

and more inclusive framework that incorporates both response selection (declarative) 

and response execution (procedural) in a naturalistic environment (Hodges, Huys, & 

Starkes, 2007; MacMahon & McPherson, 2009; McPherson & Kernodle, 2003). 

 

With this in mind, the notation of game tactics and strategy in an actual competition 

setting is important for developing ecological and meaningful information (Gillet et 

al., 2009; Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 2004). By charting tennis behaviour, one can 

gain an understanding of a player‟s habitual response execution, his/her tactical 

tendencies associated with certain game situations. Knowing a player‟s shot 

preferences adds to one‟s declarative and procedural knowledge and helps one 

develop strategy and tactics for impending competition (Crespo & Miley, 1998; 
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McGarry, 2004; McPherson, 1994; Over & O'Donoghue, 2010; Reid, McMurtrie, & 

Crespo, 2010; Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 2004).  

 

The selection of three groups of players in the study was made on the basis that the 

professional group provides a benchmark for comparison, while the Under-16 and 

Under-12 groups represent distinct and important stages in player development – 

effectively book–ending puberty, where physical change may influence a player‟s 

tactics on serve and serve-return. 

 

Unfortunately, the depth of this information is limited by the current match notation 

systems in use. The notation system has been shown to be inadequate for addressing 

the complexity of the game fully (Gillet et al., 2009; Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 

2004). To date, no studies have validated a tennis coding system that simultaneously 

records the characteristics of serves and serve-returns (Hawk-Eye Innovations, 

2007). Moreover, despite past research reporting the existence of gender differences 

in the way tennis is played (O'Donoghue & Ingram, 2001; Verlinden et al., 2004), 

there has been no study to systematically evaluate the impact of gender and age on 

the spatial distributions of serves and the serve-returns during actual competition to-

date. 

 

The current research, therefore, focuses on the extraction of ecologically more valid 

strategic and tactical information from competition matches, with an emphasis on 

performance patterns of serves and serve-returns by high level male and female 

tennis players across three age groups: adult professional, Under-16 and Under-12. 

Evaluating the serve and serve-return tactics of male and female players from 
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different age-groups is important to better understand the components of players‟ 

response executions in actual competition, and determine if gender and or age have 

an impact on these response executions in specific ways. From a theoretical 

standpoint, the current set of studies will deliberate on knowledge representation, in 

particular, the component of response-execution and procedures (quality of response 

executions based on overt patterns of behaviour) during tennis competition. In 

particular, Study 5 provides additional information about the declarative knowledge 

of players based on their recall and a post-match questionnaire survey (McPherson, 

1994). The findings from these studies are useful to coaches in providing more 

informed tactical instructions that are gender and age/experience-specific. 

 

1.2   Statement of the Problem 

The serve and serve-return are the two most important game situations and shots in 

the game of tennis (Gillet et al., 2009; Gullikson & MacCurdy, 2002; Unierzyski & 

Wieczorek, 2004). While researchers have focused on the mechanics of serve and 

serve-return, comparatively less effort has been expended on serve and serve-return 

strategy. As a result, the current coaching literature tends to dwell on a „one-size-fits-

all‟ approach in the development of game tactics. Very little is known about the 

effect of gender or age on serve and serve-return performance, and this does not help 

coaches in providing specific instructions and developing individual players 

effectively. The understanding of stakeholders on the extent to which players are 

conscious about their patterns of serve or serve-return is low. With this in mind, the 

current thesis addresses these deficiencies by examining age and gender associations 

with the location patterns of serves and serve-returns of players competing at the 

highest level. A match notation system was validated and then used to analyse 
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general match statistics and spatial distributions of serves and serve-returns. Finally, 

the ability of elite youth tennis players to recognise and recall the spatial 

distributions of serves and serve-returns were examined. 

 

The specific objectives of each study are as follows: 

 

Study 1: The objective was to validate a charting method to measure the spatial 

distributions of the tennis serve and serve-return using the following methods: 

 Intra-rater reliability. 

 Inter-rater reliability. 

 A comparison with gold-standard spatial data provided by Hawk-Eye. 

 

Study 2: The objectives were: 

 To examine the serve and serve-return performance of high performance 

male and female players from three groups – professional, Under-16 and 

Under-12. The seven performance variables representing serve and serve-

return performance were: 

a. Percentage of first serve that are in. 

b. Number of aces per match. 

c. Number of double faults per match. 

d. Winning the point on first serve, expressed as a percentage. 

e. Winning the point on second serve, expressed as a percentage. 

f. Winning the point on first-serve return, expressed as a percentage. 

g. Winning the point on second-serve return, expressed as a percentage. 
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 To examine the effect of gender and age on first-serve points won and 

second-serve points won. 

 To examine the effect of gender and age on first-serve return points won and 

second-serve return points won. 

 

Study 3: The objectives were to analyse the effect of gender and age on serve 

performance by comparing: 

 At a general level 

 The spatial distributions of the first serve on both sides of the court. 

 The spatial distributions of the second serve on both sides of the court. 

 

At specific level related to points won 

 The spatial distributions of the first serve on both sides of the court. 

 The spatial distributions of the second serve on both sides of the court. 

 

Study 4: The objectives were to analyse the effect of gender and age on serve-return 

performance by comparing: 

At a general level 

 The spatial distributions of the first-serve return on both sides of the court. 

 The spatial distributions of the second-serve return on both sides of the court. 

 

At specific level related to points won 

 The spatial distributions of the first-serve return on both sides of the court. 

 The spatial distributions of the second-serve return on both sides of the court. 
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 To establish whether there was an association between point outcome when 

returning from a position inside the tram line markings (RITL) and from a 

position outside of the court markings (ROCM). 

 To examine the effect of gender on first-serve return compared to second-

serve return when points were won. 

 

Study 5: The objectives were to determine if the capacity for players to recognise 

patterns of serves and serve-returns increased with age, and/or were influenced by 

gender. 

 

1.3   Significance of the Study 

This thesis contributes to research on the tactics and strategy of serves and serve-

returns in tennis. As recommended by recent research, it includes the components of 

response selection and response execution, as well as some of the tenets of 

declarative and procedural knowledge that are linked to expert performance 

(MacMahon & McPherson, 2009; McPherson & Kernodle, 2003). 

 

The notational systems of past studies had failed to comprehensively describe serve 

and serve-return tactics in tennis (Gillet et al., 2009; Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 2004). 

Take the case of the tennis match notation system developed by Gillet et al. (2009). 

Despite being appropriate for research question, it does not describe the landing 

locations of serves and the returners‟ impact locations. Moreover, studies on 

components of response execution of serves and serve-returns tend to be general in 

nature, and these have not included expert players of varying age and gender (A. 

Filipčič & Ferjan, 2003; T. Filipčič, Filipčič, & Berendijaš, 2008; Gillet et al., 2009). 
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Thus, there is a need for a detailed analysis of serves and serve-returns that take into 

account age and gender for first serves, second serves, first-serve returns and second-

serve returns to both sides of the court (Gillet et al., 2009; Over & O'Donoghue, 

2010). 

 

Much of the early work on assessing the recall ability of experts was performed 

under laboratory settings (Allard, Graham, & Paarsalu, 1980; Starkes & Deakin, 

1984; Ward & Williams, 2003; Ward, Williams, & Bennett, 2002; Williams, 

Hodges, North, & Barton, 2006). Several authors have emphasised the importance of 

ecological validity in studying sport expertise (Crognier & Fery, 2005; Fery & 

Crognier, 2001; Hodges et al., 2007). McPherson and colleagues attempted to 

enhance the ecological validity of their methodology (French & McPherson, 1999; 

McPherson & Kernodle, 2003, 2007) by assessing a player‟s declarative knowledge 

using recall interview, and their verbalised thoughts about the point just completed 

during each game play (McPherson & Kernodle, 2007). The limitations of recall are 

well established, and the use of such an approach is unlikely during competition. 

Consequently, the method proposed by Hodges et al. (2007) in obtaining players‟ 

situational cognitive processing from post–match evaluation is adopted in this study. 

This approach does not interfere with match play, and is also consistent with the time 

players typically review their performances. 

 

The current research uses a broader and more inclusive framework.  It assesses the 

components of response selection (declarative knowledge) and response execution 

(procedural knowledge) of serve and serve-return performance. The process of 

assessment involves (1) validating a notation system to describe serve and serve-
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return performance; (2) analysing the influence of gender and age on serve and 

serve-return performance across groups; (3) evaluating the pattern of recall ability 

using the notation of response selection (recalling tasks) and response execution 

(„doing it‟) across age and gender; (4) analysing sequential shots instead of isolated 

shots to understand response execution; (5) evaluating actual tournament play 

instead of laboratory tests or practice matches, as well as, using a 40-item post-match 

questionnaire to ascertain a player‟s capacity to recall pattern, thereby enhancing the 

novelty of this dissertation; and (6) selecting professional, the Under-16 and Under-

12 players for the study in line with junior tournament classifications and consistent 

with the development of players‟ key time-points. 

 

1.4   Delimitations and Limitations 

The study was delimited to: 

 A population of high performance junior players competing at National 

Junior Championships and senior players competing at Grand Slam Tennis. 

 Competitions that were held on the same court surface (synthetic hard court) 

under relatively consistent environmental conditions. 

 Only the serve and serve-return performance from right-handed players 

analysed. 

 

The study was limited given that: 

 The generalised classification of professional and national junior players 

as „high performance players‟. The professionals and juniors may not be 

at the same „high performance‟ level. 
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 The selection of participants may not allow for the generalisation of 

findings to players with different levels of expertise. There is also no 

provision in the methodology by which the psychological, motivational 

and behavioural aspects of the participants could be examined. Nor is the 

evaluation of their physical capabilities and technical execution skills 

possible.  This limits the scope of the investigation, and the findings will 

only be applicable to tennis players who have reached a similar 

competitive level, as well as game style. 

 The use of synthetic hard court surfaces may affect the tactical decision 

of players, thereby rendering the findings not relevant to other types of 

court surfaces. 

 Wind conditions during tournaments may also influence shot selection 

and execution by players. 

 

1.5   Definition of Terms 

For the purpose of this study, the following terminologies are listed and defined: 

 Ace: A serve in, where the returner fails to make contact with the ball, 

and the server wins the point immediately. 

 Adult experts: Competitive tennis players aged 19-22 years with a rating 

of at least 5.5 in the national tennis-rating programme (NTRP) developed 

by the U.S Tennis Association in 1979. Adult experts have experience 

more years of formal coaching and tournament play compared to youth 

experts. 

 Advantage court: Left side of the court from the centre mark. 
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 Advantage server/receiver: A point directly after deuce.  When the 

server wins the deuce point, it is called advantage server or advantage 

„in‟; when the receiver wins the deuce point, it is called advantage 

receiver or advantage „out‟. 

 B location: Serve landing in the centre of the service box, between W 

and T. 

 Body serve: A serve hit towards the returner‟s body to limit the latter‟s 

swing. 

 Court side: Whether a player is serving from the deuce side (i.e., from 

the right of the centre mark) or from the advantage side of the court (i.e., 

the left of the centre mark). 

 Declarative knowledge: Knowledge concerned with „what to do‟ in 

game situations; it is typically verbalised (Magill, 2003). 

 Deuce: When the point score is 40-40 in a game. A player needs two 

consecutive points from deuce to win the game. 

 Deuce court: Right side of the court from the centre mark. 

 First serve: First of two serves that a player is allowed at the beginning 

of a point. 

 Flat serve: A fast serve that is hit with less spin and follows a low 

straight trajectory. 

 Game performance: Player behaviour that typically involves action and 

movement in game situations. 

 Hawk-eye data: A measurement that is currently the most valid in 

determining the landing locations of balls (Hawk-Eye Innovations, 2007). 
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 High performance junior tennis players: Advanced tennis players with 

tournament experience and high level skills. The Under-12 and Under-16 

players were selected in line with junior tournament classifications and 

consistent with key time-points in player development. 

 Impact location: Area where players usually stand when returning 

serves. This area is at the back of the court known as baseline. 

 Kick serve: A serve that is hit with heavy spin, causing it to change 

direction or bounce unexpectedly when it lands in the service court. 

 Match notation: Recording information on game performance so that 

analysts, coaches and players could share objective feedback between 

performances. 

 Pattern recall:  Capacity to remember and produce a required response 

with few, if any, available cues or aids (Magill, 2003). 

 Pattern recognition: Capability to select a correct response from several 

alternative responses (Magill, 2003). 

 Performance indicator: A measure or statistics in a game that is 

considered important to coaches and players. 

 Player group: There are three groups of players: professional (18 and 

above), Under-16 (16 years and below), and Under-12 (12 years and 

below). 

 Point won or point lost: Outcome of a point just completed. 

 Procedural knowledge:  Knowledge that enables a person to know „how 

to do‟ a skill. This knowledge is usually difficult to verbalise (Magill, 

2003). 
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 Returner side of the court: Half side of the full court on returner side 

demarcated by the net. 

 Returning from a position inside the tram line markings (RITL): A 

serve-return hit from a position inside the tram line markings. 

 Returning from a position outside of the court markings (ROCM): A 

serve-return hit from a position outside the double alleys. 

 Second serve:  Second and final of two serves that a player is allowed at 

the beginning of a point. 

 Serve:  A shot that players hit to begin each point. 

 Serve performance variable: Percentage of first serves in, aces, double 

faults, first serve points won and second serve points won. 

 Serve type: Either the first or second serve. 

 Server side of the court:  Half side of the full court demarcated by the 

net. 

 Serve-return:  Returning a serve. 

 Serve-return hit to B: A serve-return directed to the backhand area of 

the server. 

 Serve-return hit to F: A serve-return directed to the server‟s forehand 

area. 

 Serve-return hit to M: A serve-return directed to the middle of the 

court. 

 Serve-return performance variable: Percentage of first-serve returns in 

and points won, and percentage of second-serve returns in and points 

won. 
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 Service location: Service placement either to wide, body, or T locations 

in either the right service box (deuce) or left service box (advantage). 

 Service winner: A serve that is reached by the opponent, but 

unsuccessfully returned to play, thereby giving the point to the server. 

 Slice serve: A serve that is hit with sidespin and topspin, causing the ball 

to curve to the left and skid when it bounces.  

 T location: Landing location of serve inside the service box, adjacent to 

the centre line. 

 T serves: A serve that is hit inside the service box, placing the ball near 

the centre service line. 

 Verbal cues: Brief and succinct vocalised phrases that prompt a person‟s 

attention to perform key movement components of skills (Magill, 2007). 

 Verbal label: A brief description given by a person for purposes of 

identification. 

 Volley: A tennis return made by hitting the ball before it bounces. 

 W location: Landing location of serve inside the service box, adjacent to 

the singles sideline. 

 Wide serve: A serve that is hit inside the service box, targeting closer to 

the singles sideline. 

 Youth experts: Competitive junior tennis players aged 12-18 years with 

more than 2 years of tournament experience. Compared to adult experts, 

youth experts have experienced fewer years of formal coaching and 

participated in fewer competitions. 
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1.6   Thesis Structure 

There are a total of eight chapters in this dissertation (Figure 2). Chapter 1 presents 

an overview of the thesis, including the objectives of each study. A review of the 

relevant literature is presented in Chapter 2. Chapters 3 through 7 articulates 

procedures, results, and discussion of the five studies: an examination of the 

reliability and validity of an alternative tennis coding system; an examination of 

gender and age-group differences in serve and serve-return performance; gender 

associations and within gender age-group associations in serve location; gender 

associations and within gender age-group associations with serve-return location; 

and recall of serve and serve-return performance of elite age group tennis players. 

Finally, Chapter 8 summarises the dissertation and presents recommendations for 

further study. 
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Figure 2.  A schematic representation of the research undertaken. 
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CHAPTER 2: A REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 

2.1   Introduction 

This chapter provides a review of research in tennis related to notational analysis; 

strategy and tactics; evaluation of research on situational probabilities research in 

tennis; evaluation of past studies concerning serves and serve-returns; impact of 

gender and age on performance; and knowledge representation in sports. As the 

current research is also concerned with the recall capability of tennis players, the 

concept of memory in sports will be addressed. 

 

2.2   Notational Analysis 

Notational analysis in sport science has made significant advances over the last 

decade. Hughes (2008d) noted that notational analysis is concerned with four main 

aspects of performance. These are analysis of movement, technical evaluation, 

tactical evaluation, and statistical compilation. Crespo and Miley (1998) and Hughes 

and Barlett (2008) extend the purpose of notational analysis to include creating data 

base and modelling of player performance, as well as highlighting its educational 

value with both coaches and players. 

 

Notational analysis allows competition and/or training performance to be recorded 

objectively and systematically, resulting in consistent and reliable performance 

assessment. These performance data can then be used by coaches to focus their 

athletes‟ game performance (Hughes & Bartlett, 2008; More, 2008; Nevill, Atkinson, 

& Hughes, 2008). Franks (1997) opined that the more objective the feedback 

coaches could deliver to their athletes, the better it would be for the athletes. 
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Moreover, to ensure improvement of performance and the learning of new skills, an 

understanding of an appropriate amount of feedback, as well its timing, is also 

important (Murray, Maylor, & Hughes, 1998; Schmidt & Wrisberg, 2004). 

 

In addition to providing objective feedback to athletes, notational analysis also 

serves to overcome the limited ability of coaches to recall complete information on 

game performance via subjective observation. Franks and Miller (1986) observed 

that soccer coaches struggled to remember what took place across a match, and that 

on average, approximately seventy per cent of match information was lost. 

Moreover, athletes often struggle to remember game activities given that they are 

actively reacting to a variety of stimuli in the here-and-now. By offering objective 

observations and outcomes, notational analysis provides coaches and players 

something that their memory seemingly cannot. In this way, it is important to design 

a simple objective tennis notational analytic system to record game performance 

systematically and reliably. 

 

2.2.1   Evaluation of past notational analysis in racquet ball sports 

In an effort to understand patterns of behaviour in sport expertise, researchers have 

attended to numerous performance indicators using various notational system 

methods (O'Donoghue & Brown, 2008; O'Donoghue & Ingram, 2001; O'Donoghue 

& Liddle, 1998a). The first published work that used notation in sport was that by 

Fullerton (1912), who studied the characteristics of baseball players when “batting, 

pitching, fielding, and the probabilities of success” (Hughes & Franks, 2004b, p. 61). 

In tennis, the earliest published notational analysis was undertaken by Downey 

(1973). He designed a system which detailed the type of shot; type of spin used on 
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those particular shots; the result of the shot; and the players‟ court position. 

Sanderson and Way (1977) simplified Downey‟s notational system by employing 

illustrative symbols rather than words to record seventeen different strokes in squash. 

Also recorded were stroke information, game outcome and classification of winning 

strokes through forced or unforced errors, along with court plans to precisely 

measure information related to stroke location. However, the extensive time 

commitment required to learn how to code in this manner, the amount of material 

required to capture the information (e.g., gathering sheets), the time needed to 

analyse the data, and the investment associated with data conversion from graphical 

symbols to numeric (Hughes, 2008b) have failed to attract enthusiasts on the 

method. Nevertheless, it did provide a useful beginning for the development of 

notational systems for racket sports (Hughes & Robertson, 1998). 

 

Underwood and McHeath (1977) presented a brief report on how video tape 

recording could help provide a structured framework for studying tactics in tennis. 

They suggested that such a method could capture a player‟s behaviour more 

comprehensively, including individual positioning on the court, at baseline, at net, 

and when serving and volleying, and committing unforced errors.  In some ways this 

had heralded the advent of a more integrated approach to notational analysis that is 

used today. On the back of this framework, a comparison of the game characteristics 

of grass and hard court was made and the result had prompted (Hughes & Clarke, 

1995) to develop a software programme to manage the entry and interpretation of 

key performance data. The system collated information on the positional behaviour 

of players as well as the frequency distributions of various shots and rally ending 

situations. The move to specific software, while a necessary and expected part of the 
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development of notational analysis in sport, it limits the extent to which this method 

of coding is accessed by coaches. 

 

Taylor and Hughes (1998) developed a notational system to compare how well the 

elite junior tennis players from different countries performed (i.e., British, European 

and American/Canadian). They used symbols to record player position, bounce of 

the ball, and type of shot used for each point located in four zones of the court. 

While appropriate for their research question, the division of the court into these four 

zones only allowed for general landing locations to be recorded. In tennis, the larger 

court all but necessitates the identification of more specific spatial information, 

particularly if it is to be functionally relevant for the player and coach. 

 

The temporal characteristics and point profiles of match play were investigated by 

O‟Donoghue and Ingram (2001) to highlight differences in the strategy and tactics 

used by elite tennis players on different court surfaces. The analysed temporal 

characteristics were rally times, inter-serve times, inter-point times; whereas, the 

point profiles consisted of score, first or second serve, number of shots played in the 

rally, point type (ace, double fault, serve winner, return winner, server and returner 

to net first and baseline rally) and outcome of point (winner, forced, and unforced). 

Despite the system providing useful contextual information, the application has been 

restricted to research. The reasons behind the coaching community‟s reluctance to 

embrace these methods or technologies are unknown, but it is likely to be related to 

accessibility, time and cost. 
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The issue of spatial distributions of serves and serve-returns has attracted more 

research effort recently (Gillet et al., 2009; Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 2004). 

Unfortunately, their findings have been limited in that their coding systems included 

only general demarcations and that it lacks coupled serve and return information. 

 

In summary, past notational studies in tennis have employed different methods to 

objectively describe diverse performance indicators such as stroke distributions 

(Taylor & Hughes, 1998; Underwood & McHeath, 1977); player movement (Hughes 

& Moore, 1998; Taylor & Hughes, 1998); ball placement on serve and serve-return 

(Gillet et al., 2009; Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 2004); serve performance on different 

court surfaces (O'Donoghue & Liddle, 1998a); and rally durations and the time taken 

in between points (Hughes & Clarke, 1995; O'Donoghue & Ingram, 2001; 

O'Donoghue & Liddle, 1998b). To some extent, the information obtained from these 

methods has enabled coaches to match training schedules to actual game situations.  

 

There is no doubt that high technology solutions can offer a detailed log of game 

play in a quick and effective manner, yet their accessibility remains a barrier to their 

use. The extent to which the solutions are able to present or interpret the data so that 

these translate into practical outcomes for coaches and players is critical and this 

needs further improvement (Hughes, 2008c, 2008e). Although notational analysis is 

widely used and an accepted practise in tennis, few of the notational methods 

described above provide reliable and/or valid data. Regardless of the notational 

method (a high technology or a pen and paper approach), it should be valid, reliable 

and easy to use. The following section reviews some of the notational methods from 

the perspective of reliability and validity. 
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2.2.2   Reliability and validity of match notation systems 

Several studies in the literature of match notations used the intra-and/or inter-rater 

correlations to test the reliability of the notations.  Hughes and colleagues reported 

that the data they used to chart the movements of squash players were reliable and 

valid (Hughes, Franks, & Nagelkerke, 1989). To test the accuracy of their newly 

developed mixed image system, they carried out real-time analysis of a rally, along 

with a detailed frame-by-frame analysis via a digitiser. The respective velocity 

distributions yielded a cross-correlation coefficient of .82. The inter-

observer reliability was compared to that of an untrained observer against criterion 

data, yielding coefficients ranging from .73 to .85. The intra-observer reliability was 

assessed using transfer data on successive rallies correlated against criterion data, 

yielding acceptable coefficient of .83 for second rally; .82 for third rally; .82 for 

fourth rally; and .84 for fifth rally.  

 

Hong, Robinson, Chan, Clark and Choi (1996) validated their match notation system 

for squash performance. They found that of the 865 shots notated, no errors were 

recorded when categorising the shots into 13 types of shots; or when classifying 

shots into winning or losing categories. However, there was a 1.85% error when 

classifying shots into effective and ineffective shot categories. They concluded that 

their notation system was reliable and valid. 

 

Blomqvist, Luhtanen and Laakso (1998) examined the reliability of a match notation 

system developed for badminton. Two matches were analysed post-event by three 

trained raters who coded the matches twice using the SAGE Game Manager for 

Badminton software. The most reliable data in the intra-observer assessment were 
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those related to serves, lobs and smash returns (r = 1.000), while the least reliable 

were those of drop shots. (r = .845). The highest inter-observer agreement was 

recorded for lobs and the smashes (r = 1.000), while the lowest was for drop shots (r 

= .87). The overall results indicated good reliability for evaluating playing time, 

player‟s position, type of strokes, and length of shots (Blomqvist et al., 1998). 

 

Wilson and Barnes (1998) evaluated the reliability of a notational system for table 

tennis using five parameters. These are type of service, type of serve-returns, details 

of rally shots, movements of rally shots, and details of end of rally.  They found a 

reasonably high repeatability of intra-rater results, ranging from .86 for rally shot 

movement to .98 for rally shots and details of end of rally. However, when more 

subjective criteria were included, the inter-rater reliability was lower, ranging from 

.40 for serve type to .91 for details of rally shots. The authors contended that the 

inclusion of subjective parameters potentially increased the variability in inter-rater 

reliability. 

 

Accordingly, O‟Donoghue and Ingram (2001) removed subjective assessments from 

their notational system and went on to report relatively good intra-class correlation 

coefficients of above .90 for timing factors such as rally time, inter-serve time and 

inter-point time. 

 

Although the various notational systems presented above are deemed reliable and 

valid, actual assessments of notational systems are rare. Hughes, Cooper and Nevill 

(2002) examined seventy two published papers on notational analyses and 

discovered that 70% of these did not report any reliability assessment. Hughes 
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(2008a) suggests that it is important to express clearly the reliability and validity of a 

notational system to determine whether it is suited to the intended analysis.  

 

Today, it is possible to validate a match notation system for tennis using Hawkeye 

(Hawk-Eye Innovations, 2007), the current gold standard. The Hawk-Eye system 

was assessed by the International Tennis Federation (ITF) and was confirmed to be 

very precise and valid in measuring three-dimensional ball displacement (Hawk-Eye 

Innovations, 2007). Unfortunately, it is expensive and the complexity of technology 

renders it impractical for general use. However, the match notational system 

developed for this study to record the locations of serves and serve-returns was 

subjected to the Hawk-eye validation. 

 

To conclude; various match notation systems have been developed to objectively 

record behaviours in tennis. Despite showing promise, many of these systems have 

limitations: not very suitable for today‟s game standards; complicated to implement; 

costly and lack reliability and validity. Consequently, there is a need for a more 

practical system for studying tennis behaviour, and part of the work in this research 

is directed towards notating serve and serve-return locations during actual 

competition. 

 

2.3   Tennis Strategy and Tactics 

Along with the physical, psychological and technical components of tennis, strategy 

and tactics are also important (Crespo & Miley, 1998). However, in most coaching, 

the terms tactics and strategy are used interchangeably, and this can lead to 

confusion. A general definition of strategy is „the art of planning … describe [as] the 
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overall game plan of coaches‟ (Kent, 1998, p. 487). Strategy is the overarching 

focus/plan for the entire match. The guidelines and general plan about what to do „... 

associated with more elaborate cognitive processes as the decisions made are based 

on reflection without time constraints‟ (Grehaigne, Godbout, & Bouthier, 1999, p. 

166). 

 

A match strategy, then, involves the construction of a realistic game plan. Thus, one 

needs to critically evaluate not only their own-game, but also that of their opponents, 

developing game plans for each match (Braden & Bruns, 1998). For example, in the 

Indian Express Online Media website, Pete Sampras once stated that to beat Roger 

Federer, who was 10 years his junior, his strategy was to stay aggressive (Grand 

Slam match-up, 2007, May 24). Thus, Sampras‟ strategic plan was to keep the 

pressure on Federer for the entire match. This plan was to be achieved using various 

tactics, in line with his aggressive strategy. 

 

Tactics are the practical application of a player‟s strategy, consisting pre-planned 

performance directions designed to achieve a specific outcome (Kent, 1998, p. 501). 

Initially, the player plans how to win the point by selecting the appropriate tools, 

depending on the opponent, and assessing and identifying solutions to different 

problems during match play (Fuller & Alderson, 1990). Thus, tactics also include 

spontaneous adaptive actions, executed during a match based on a predetermined 

strategy (Grehaigne, 1994). On this note, Pete Sampras played aggressively against 

Roger Federer, initially adopting the general game strategy. The former may use his 

typical first serve tactic, hitting powerful well-placed wide serves and followed up 
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with a shot to the open court to continue the pressure. Both the serve and 

groundstroke tactics reflect his aggressive strategy. 

 

This dissertation acknowledges the existence of qualitative differences in strategy 

and tactics. Specifically, the term strategy is used in this study in the context of an 

overall general plan. With regards to „serve strategy‟ and „serve-return strategy‟, 

therefore, these terms apply to general serve and serve-return implications. An 

example of serve strategy is „be consistent and try to make 70% of your serves in‟, 

while a serve-return strategy may be „to make the return and make your opponent 

play‟. Tactics, on the other hand, are more specific. The terms „serve tactic‟ and 

„serve-return tactic‟ apply to specific situations, taking into account specific serve 

landing location (wide, body, or T), side of the court (deuce or advantage), and type 

of serve (first or second serve). Thus, a second serve tactic could be „…on the deuce 

side of the court, hit your second serve to your opponent's body (body location)‟. A 

serve-return tactic could be „... when the server directs their first serve to the T 

location, use a backhand slice and hit the return to their backhand, which appears to 

be weaker than their forehand‟. Such serve and serve-return tactics allow for specific 

preplanning to occur in a player‟s mind for such an occurrence, helping him/her 

develop a sound game or strategy. 

 

2.3.1   Personal communication regarding strategy, tactics, serve and serve-

return patterns 

Fifteen professional coaches with an average of 7 years of experience working at the 

high performance level were interviewed concerning strategy and tactics. The 

responses were fairly consistent, whereby coaches described strategy as the big 
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picture of what player would do; and tactics as a more specific plan of action. The 

usual comments by coaches were on spatial distribution of shot locations, types of 

shot, movement of players and scores, among other things. Some of the coaches‟ 

descriptions of strategy and tactics are presented verbatim as follows (personal 

communications, June 21, 2007). 

 

Table 1.   

Coaches Descriptions of Tennis Strategy and Tactics 

Strategy  

Tennis strategy is using your advantages, natural and learned, against your opponent's 

weaknesses in order to gain advantage and win more points. 

How players adapt their patterns of play against opponents in order to maximise their 

chances of success, taking into account the opponents‟ patterns of play, strengths and 

weaknesses. The end result could be described as a “strategy”. 

Strategy is the ability to observe one‟s opponent by visual and statistical means and then 

having the skill to match up his/her game against yours in technical, physical and mental 

areas. Once you have matched up with each other‟s game, weaknesses against strengths 

and vice versa, you must develop an overall strategy that will capitalise on your 

strengths and exploit your opponent‟s weaknesses. 

Strategy is the use of a set of patterns (most specifically linked to the players‟ own 

technical/physical skills) and tactics (i.e., specific decisions as a reaction to the skills 

and shots of opponents) in order to be effective against a specific opponent, a specific 

game style, on a specific surface and  in specific weather conditions. For example, a 

strategy to serve and stay back mostly on the deuce side of the court, and mix it 

regularly with serve and volley on the advantage side of the court, in a specific match 
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against a specific player. 

Strategy is the overall plan of how you would go about playing a particular athlete. For 

example, I am going to try to get to my opponent‟s backhand as much as possible. I 

would treat this as an overview of an opponent or a competitive advantage. 

Refers to the “umbrella” of decision making on court. Strategies are overarching 

principles. 

Entire plan using game style, looking at both players‟ strengths and weaknesses and 

dealing with court surface that facilitates tactics (based around technical, physical, 

mental capabilities consistency, speed, height, spin, depth, direction, court geometry and 

conditions) and using patterns or sequence of shots to deliver a final outcome from each 

point and entire match. 

A general or overall game plan to approach a specific opponent on a specific court. 

Moving the opponent. 

A player‟s strategy represents an overall game plan that a player would employ during 

competition under almost all conditions and/or court surfaces. The key point is that a 

player‟s basic strategy rarely changes during a match, yet he/she makes tactical 

adjustments. 

Is the overall plan. For example, how often am I going to serve and volley or do I need 

to be more aggressive or more consistent. Will I use more spin and play higher? 

How to use my game and weapons the best possible way during a tennis match and take 

the maximum advantage of it. 

Strategy of the tennis match is the overall “how to win” the competition from match 

through to tournament. Or the “how to” manage and orchestrate tactics and patterns of 

play to win the match play. To win the match, “player A” must develop a backhand to 

backhand cross court rally pattern, with a rally length of 6 to get a short ball to hit the 
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“off forehand” into forehand corner to exploit the opponent‟s weak forehand.  

 

 

 

 

Tactics  

Are more detailed ways of achieving this general strategy. If your main strategy is 

playing aggressively from the baseline, your tactics have to be different. One player's 

tactics may be to use as many inside out forehands as possible (like Jim Courier used to 

play), and the other player's tactics may be to hit the balls on the rise and put pressure on 

the opponent (like Andre Agassi plays). So, this is using the same strategy (aggressive 

baseliner), but with different tactics. 

A tactic is a specific play to create pressure on the opponent and force the latter to 

commit error or make a weak shot. For example, get a ball above shoulder height on the 

opponent‟s backhand to force him/her into the net or take a longer time in between 

points to slow the opponent down. 

You must then employ tactics, which generally would be organised into patterns of play, 

a sequence of balls hit with precision in order to produce a desired result, to suit your 

tactics which help your strategy, the goal of ……is to win. 

Very precise as to how you will execute points. This can also relate to patterns of play 

within a rally. 

Your tactics are the implementation of your game plan (either play the ball directly to 

the backhand or open up the court by hitting to the forehand first then going wide to the 

backhand). 

Tactics is a subset of the overall strategy. Tactics are elements of strategies and are 

related to more specific actions. You perform a variety of tactics to accomplish an 

overall strategy. 
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Use shots in the overall strategy based on technical, physical, mental capabilities 

consistency, speed, height, spin, depth, direction court geometry, conditions, opponent 

and surfaces. 

The detailed game plan is to win not only point, but above all the match. 

It links “decision making” to the technical demands of a shot in a specific “tactical” 

situation. For example, an effective response to a hard and fast flat served your 

backhand at the advantage court is a deep central blocked return with some underspin 

and a reasonable slow, but with straight trajectory to buy time and reduce the chances of 

making an error. 

A player‟s tactics represent the adjustments made within the course of a match in order 

to establish an advantage over an opponent and/or to neutralise or counter an opponent‟s 

strategy or tactics. 

Tactics are the actual execution of the proposed strategy by using specific patterns as a 

result of a good technical foundation. For example, a solid technical foundation on the 

forehand allows “player A” to hit cross court and down the line under pressure by 

dealing with the opponent‟s heavy forehand. Therefore, “player A” can execute a cross 

court pattern to change direction to down the line and force a strong forehand hitting 

opponent on the run. Weaken that person‟s technique over time using other 

physiological parameters. 

 

In explaining tactics, Steve Smith, an internationally recognised professional tennis 

coach with 35 years experience (personal communication, February 9, 2008) had this 

to say: 
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I think a point to be made with tactics is that is the same as technique. Both 

are learned behaviours. Mickey Mantle's quote, “We form our habits and then 

our habits form us." Skill is in the brain. There is no such thing as muscle 

memory, muscles cannot store memory. Tactics and patterns have changed 

over time. Yes, the racquet is a factor but the process of starting competitive 

play earlier in tennis careers is a greater factor. The athlete is programmed as 

a bio-computer. The ego interferes with the de-programming and re-

programming. Another factor is the culture of tennis itself. You have listened 

to me at length. Example, Pete Sampras came to the net 104 times in his last 

ATP match. Most kids do not come in that much in a year. If there was less 

emotion from the grass root level to the world class level, people would have 

copied Sampras. Almost all parties are consumed by winning opposed to 

development. Federer came to the net more in the five sets he played in his 

winning match against Sampras at Wimbledon than the year he had a walk 

over and reached the finals in five matches. Federer knew if he did not go 

forward to capture the net on his serve then Sampras would. Winning is the 

greatest interference of all. Players, parents, pros did not notice Sampras 

stats, his use of geometry, his net appearances. Navratilova won nine 

Wimbledon‟s. It took Venus some time to realise the benefits of going 

forward on grass. Do young players understand what Venus will be doing 

this week in London? If they did, if their coaches did then we would not have 

junior players worldwide who almost never venture forward. There is so 

much mutual ignorance in tennis. Everyone, almost, has no understanding of 

tactics and patterns. You know, there is so little charting and in the end 

winning is confusing. Kids win matches all the time without forcing and 
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playing with a positive differential. In summary, I think players get locked in 

neurologically and tactics, almost always remain the same. In other words, 

play at thirty-four the way they played at fourteen. Research sometimes has 

to be pin point. But I think there are so many factors. Probably the best way 

to summarise is environment. Clay, high altitude, length of one's indoor 

season, if any....the list goes on and on. 

 

A brief profile of Steve Smith follows. He has more than 35 years of national and 

international experience in tennis education. Academically, he developed the first 

accredited curriculum and degree programme for tennis teachers, which fostered the 

development of similar programmes around the globe. Steve has learned from and 

worked with Vic Braden, Dennis Van der Meer, Welby Van Horn and many other 

legendary tennis instructors. Dennis Van der Meer termed Steve's programme "The 

Harvard of Tennis Teaching," and Steve's former students now teach in more than 40 

countries. He has developed players who have made remarkable turnarounds and 

have won titles at every level of the game. Further information about Steve can be 

found in www.tennissmith.com. 

 

In another interview, the internationally recognised coach, Shannon Nettle, discussed 

in-game-tactics and match preparation specific to serving (Shannon Nettle, personal 

communication, April 11, 2008). These serve tactics were related to spatial 

distribution information (e.g., hit your serve to body forehand;  also direct your serve 

to „end range forehand on first serve‟; hit body second serve into right hip on deuce, 

slider end range forehand on both sides; hit your serve to the forehand body on 
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second serve; and so on). It is noteworthy that these comments are in reference to 

shot direction and distribution. 

 

Based on these personal communications and the literature examining the strategy 

and tactics in tennis, conceptually, it appears appropriate to further analyse serve and 

serve-return from the point of spatial distribution, knowledge about an opponent‟s 

specific tendencies and patterns of play (situational probability information), 

knowledge about „what to do‟ in a situation (declarative knowledge) and knowledge 

that enables a person to know „how to do it‟ (procedural knowledge) to better 

understand tennis expertise. 

 

2.4   Situational Probabilities 

2.4.1   A distinction between general and specific situational probabilities 

Williams and Starkes (2002) made a distinction between general and specific 

situational probabilities in that the former was primarily concerned with typical 

scenarios facing an athlete during competition, while the latter refers to the 

knowledge about an opponent‟s specific tendencies. For a baseball player at bat, his 

general situational probabilities would most likely be; „What is the most likely pitch 

that most players would throw in this situation?‟ For a badminton player, this could 

be „How do I respond to a drop shot?‟ In the case of specific situational probability,  

the baseball player at bat would be asking „What is this pitcher likely to do with the 

bases loaded, 3 balls and no strikes?‟; and the badminton player would be 

contemplating, „On the next drop shot I will reply with a similar drop shot cross 

court.‟ 
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Williams (2000) contended that information obtained from these situational 

probabilities were important for elite players, not only when playing against old 

rivals, but also when playing new opponents. 

 

In tennis, general situational probability initially involves tracking or perceptually 

anticipating ball flight (e.g., reading ball flight, speed, height, direction and spin of 

the oncoming ball usually after the opponent has hit it). Once the relevant 

information is registered in the players‟ mind, they then formulate a solution (what 

shot to play now?). Research has shown that experts make calculations about 

situations based on their chances/probability of success, taking into account their 

own behaviour, their opponents‟ behaviour and environmental conditions 

(Abernethy, Gill, Parks, & Packer, 2001; Crespo & Miley, 1998; McGarry, 2004). 

McPherson and Kernodle (2003) presented this idea as aspects of declarative 

knowledge (knowing what to do). On the other hand, specific situational probability 

considers the opponents‟ behaviour to formulate ideas and alternatives. Thus, players 

develop specific response plans in their mind and when the opportunity presents 

itself they execute it (i.e., I already know what I am going to do in this situation). 

The act of execution, based on general and specific situational probability, is usually 

referred to as procedural knowledge (i.e., doing it). 

 

2.4.2   Evaluation of situational probabilities research in tennis 

Evidence advocating the use of situational probabilities in sport exists (Abernethy et 

al., 2001; Alain & Girardin, 1978; Alain & Proteau, 1977, 1980; Alain & Sarrazin, 

1990; Buckolz, Prapavesis, & Fairs, 1988; Farrow et al., 2010; Paull & Glencross, 

1997; G. H. Pollard, 1985; Ward & Williams, 2003; Williams, 2000). 
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Buckolz et al. (1988) examined situational probability information and reported that 

the person at the net makes use of two sources of information when anticipating a 

passing shot. The first type of information is what they call „context‟ variables. 

These include information such as inclination and preferences for shot locations. The 

second type of information relates to „body language‟ cues including the player‟s 

stance (i.e., position of player‟s feet in relation to closed, neutral and open stance 

prior and/or during racket ball contact) and racket arrangement (i.e., picking out 

position of the racquet face prior to hitting the ball). They reported that player at the 

net had more difficulty reading cross-court backhand passing shots than down-the-

line backhand passing shots. Similar findings were obtained by other researchers, 

suggesting that the down-the-line shots were easier to predict than cross-court shots 

and verifying that anticipatory errors were dependent on the type of shot made 

(Crognier & Fery, 2005; Tenenbaum et al., 2000). Buckolz et al. (1988) further 

suggested that players prioritised the use of first type of information (i.e., „context‟ 

variables) to assist their anticipation, and this was also dependent on the type of shot 

and location of the player. They also stated that the second type of information (body 

language cues) was more difficult to interpret. However, more advanced tennis 

players were able to use „body language cues‟ as well as predict the type of passing 

shot more than less skilled players (Buckolz et al., 1988). In line with the above 

studies, Study 3 and Study 4 of this dissertation examine „context‟ variables, notably 

the inclination and preferences for the locations of serve and serve-return of different 

age-groups and gender among high performance tennis players. 

 

However, several authors have suggested that players also made use of other 

important sources of information such as the opponents‟ gestures (Abernethy et al., 
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2001; Farrow, 2001). Evidence shows that experts are better than novices in reading 

the opponents‟ gestures by resorting to advanced visual cues (Goulet, Bard, & 

Fleury, 1989; Tenenbaum, Levy-Kolker, Sade, Liebermann, & Lidor, 1996). In 

addition, variables such as contextual cues that may influence the way an opponent 

behaves could be sourced by the athletes. These contextual variables include players‟ 

positions, shot locations, court surfaces and environmental conditions (weather). 

Collectively, these pieces of information help build possible scenarios for the 

players, allowing them to pre-plan and anticipate. These cognitive skills facilitate 

quicker reaction, and several studies have shown positive connection between 

contextual game information and expertise (Crognier & Fery, 2005; McPherson & 

MacMahon, 2008). Although more research is needed to confirm it, awareness of 

predictable or unpredictable play markedly improves a player‟s ability to predict 

their opponents‟ actions accurately (Williams & Ward, 2003). 

 

Recently, Farrow, McMurtrie, Handke and Reid (in press) examined the contribution 

of probability information to the anticipatory responses of high performance tennis 

players of two age-groups (senior and junior). They asked the participants to place 

themselves as serve-returners and predict the location of serves shown on a large- 

screen television. Serves were sequenced into a series of games and sets with a score 

presented prior to each point, and the game score (e.g., 15-0, 30-15) was controlled 

to provide predetermined probability information. The location of the serve for the 

first point of each game was edited by the experimenter to the same location. A total 

of 96 points (i.e., 12 service games) were displayed to determine whether the 

participants could detect the association between game score and serve location 

quickly and accurately. It was found that the more experienced players could identify 
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the occurrence of the first point service pattern after the ninth service game, whereas 

the junior players were unable to do this at all. 

 

Research shows that the more experienced athletes are able to recognise and use 

situational probability information made available to them to help anticipate 

movement about to be made by the opponent (Abernethy et al., 2001; Farrow et al., 

2010; James & Bradley, 2004; Williams, Ward, Herron, & Smeeton, 2005). An 

analysis of the serves and serve-returns of professionals and age-group players 

would enhance our understanding of the expertise and game knowledge of players. 

 

2.4.3   Ways to evaluate situational probabilities 

Alain and Proteau (1980) suggested that one way of examining situational 

probability information is by verifying whether or not it was a general rule governing 

players‟ strategy to accept the maximum amount of uncertainty about an opponent 

by varying the nature of their shots. Similar views on how knowledge of (specific) 

situational probability should be treated were expressed by (Crespo & Miley, 1998; 

Hughes & Franks, 2004a; Williams, 2000) when they recommended charting the 

tendencies and preferences of the opponents‟ play that could eventually lead to 

increased anticipation skills. 

 

Alternatively, situational probability information may be studied by ascertaining 

whether players evaluate the probability of occurrence of several events and make 

use of this information to reduce the time normally required to execute the 

appropriate response (Alain & Proteau, 1980). This is done mostly under laboratory 

settings by employing choice-reaction time paradigms and manipulating stimulus 
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probability and dependencies (Alain & Girardin, 1978; Alain & Proteau, 1980; 

Farrow et al., 2010; Williams, 2000). 

 

The ecological validity of some of these approaches may be of concern, however 

(Fery & Crognier, 2001; Oudejans, Michaels, & Bakker, 1997). Meanwhile, Hodges, 

Huys and Starkes (2007) suggest that parallel observation or video analysis of actual 

competition is one of the most valid methods for evaluating situational probability 

and declarative and procedural knowledge of high performance players. Therefore, 

the current study analyses the spatial distributions and tactical knowledge of serves 

and serve-returns of high performance players from real competition using notational 

analysis and post-match questionnaire survey. This work will widen our 

understanding of knowledge base/representations and tactical attributes of expertise, 

who would then aid coaches to successfully develop their players. 

 

2.5   Evaluation of Serve and Serve-return Studies, Coaching Texts, and 

Interviews 

2.5.1   Rationale for analysing serves and serve-returns 

The serve and serve-return are regarded as the most crucial strokes in tennis, and are 

the number one and two most often repeated shots (Gillet et al., 2009; Gullikson & 

MacCurdy, 2002; Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 2004). The serve is the only shot in 

tennis where a player has complete control over its speed, spin and direction. In elite 

tennis, players take advantage of the serve by attempting to hit an ace or at least 

placing the returner on the defensive. The need to serve effectively has become 

increasingly important because more professional tournaments are being played on 

slower court surfaces and there are more players who can produce high quality 
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serve-returns. Given the importance of the serve, there has been much research on it 

from several different perspectives (Gillet et al., 2009; Hedelund & Rasmusen, 1997; 

Hughes & Clarke, 1995; Hughes, Hughes, & Behan, 2007; Hughes & Moore, 1998; 

O'Donoghue & Ballantyne, 2004; O'Donoghue & Ingram, 2001; Unierzyski & 

Wieczorek, 2004).  However, there is little research on serves over synthetic hard 

courts and variance in scores among age-group and male and female players, hence 

the emphasis of this study.  

 

The serve-return is very important for the returner to stay in the point. For example, 

a television commentator remarked during the 2000 Men‟s US Open Final that the 

quality of the second serves and second-serve returns played a big role in the 

outcome of this particular match (Tumaini, 2010). Furthermore, in a post-match 

interview, the loser of this match attributed his loss to the excellent serve-return 

ability of his opponent and added, “He passed and returned my serves better than 

anyone I‟ve ever played“.  Although there is some research on serve-returns (Gillet 

et al., 2009; Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 2004), there is still a need to examine this 

important shot with respect to games played on synthetic hard courts. 

 

2.5.2   Evaluation of past studies concerning serve and serve-return aspects of 

play 

Strategy, tactics and game patterns of players have been examined with varying 

emphasis by numerous researchers. They have analysed the temporal characteristics 

of a game and speed of the serves, compared general match statistics, developed 

probabilistic models of serve performances, and examined placement of serves and 

serve-returns (Cross & Pollard, 2009; A. Filipčič, 2002; A. Filipčič & Ferjan, 2003; 
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T. Filipčič et al., 2008; O'Donoghue & Ballantyne, 2004; O'Donoghue & Ingram, 

2001; Paserman, 2007; Reid et al., 2010). 

 

2.5.2.1   Time factors 

Several studies have examined the duration of rallies, time taken between first and 

second serve, and time taken in between points (A. Filipčič, 2002; Hughes & Clarke, 

1995; Hughes & Moore, 1998; O'Donoghue & Ingram, 2001; O'Donoghue & Liddle, 

1998b; Planinšek, 1993; Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 2004). Such knowledge has 

significant tactical implications and is important in the preparation of in-game-

tactics. For example, women play longer rallies than men; and there are longer rallies 

on clay than on grass (O'Donoghue & Ingram, 2001). Such findings point to the need 

for players to practice with purpose: develop their aerobic capacity to postpone 

fatigue when playing on clay court; and in the case of female players, develop 

aerobic capacity and good groundstroke play for longer rallies. Planinšek (1993) 

examined how the court surface impacted on time variables of the finals at the 1993 

US Open and 1993 French Open. On asphalt surface, the game was much faster than 

on clay court, with shorter breaks between points and net playing time representing 

only one fifth of total playing time. Between the grass courts of Wimbledon and 

synthetic surfaces of the Australian Open, Hughes and Clarke (1995) reported that 

the average number of shots per rally was 3.09 for the former and 4.72 for the latter. 

The Wimbledon‟s figure of (3.09) is comparable to that of Hughes and Moore (1998) 

(2.97), and is similar to that found by O'Donoghue and Liddle (1998b), who also 

reported that there were fewer baseline and shorter duration rallies on grass courts. 

Hughes and Clarke (1995) also found that the rest time between rallies was longer on 

grass, perhaps, reflecting the shorter but more intense play at Wimbledon. In another 
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study, A. Filipčič (2002) established that there was an association between speed of 

the court and duration of game. Most of the points were completed within 10 

seconds, implying the predominant use of anaerobic fitness. 

 

Finally, Unierzyski and Wieczorek (2004) examined the patterns of serves and serve-

returns by measuring the average percentage of rally lengths and percentage of usage 

of different strokes (e.g., serve, return, volleys, forehand, and backhand) at the 2000 

Wimbledon and 2000 French Open. They found that the length of rallies varied: 

longer rallies on clay; shorter rallies on grass. They also reported that the total time 

spent playing the serve and serve-return was much longer on grass (approximately 

70% of shots made) than on clay (approximately 32% of shots made). 

 

2.5.2.2   Patterns of player movement 

Hughes and Moore (1998) studied the movement patterns of the serve and volley. 

They reported that certain types of movement such as skip-check and ready position 

were commonly used in combination, but some movements, such as running or 

jumping through a shot, placed pressure on the players, often resulting in them losing 

the rally. Moreover, less successful players displayed a larger number of post impact 

steps, away from the service line of the court. Similarly, Richers (1995) studied the 

patterns of players‟ movements via time-motion analysis, coupled with an evaluation 

of sets and repetitions of continuous foot movements. Players took a similar number 

of steps across hard, clay and grass surfaces per set. However, there were a 

significantly larger number of sets played on both hard and clay surfaces, along with 

a longer duration of each point, than on grass. The findings suggest that high 

performance tennis players display consistent movement patterns to achieve their 
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performance goal, with the different types of courts causing some variation. 

Therefore, it is important to take into account court surface when comparing the 

performance of individual tennis players. 

 

2.5.2.3   Serve speed 

Several studies have examined serve velocity (Brody & Cross, 2000; Cross & 

Pollard, 2009; Magnus & Klaassen, 1999; O'Donoghue & Ballantyne, 2004; 

Paserman, 2007). O‟Donoghue and Ballantyne (2004) found that the number of 

points won on both first and second serves were linked to the speed of the serves. On 

the average, the serve is more important in men‟s singles than in ladies‟ singles. 

Professional male players hit their serves faster, particularly their first serve.  

Although this often results in a lower percentage of serves in, fast serves in win a 

greater percentage of points (O'Donoghue & Ballantyne, 2004). In addition, studies 

show that the speed of the game is increasing faster in men‟s than women‟s (Brody 

& Cross, 2000; Magnus & Klaassen, 1999). Paserman (2007) charted every point for 

nine tennis Grand Slam tournaments throughout 2005 to 2007, and reported that 

female professional players served more conservatively, measured in terms of serve 

velocity, as points become more crucial. Recently, Cross and Pollard (2009) noted an 

increase in serve speed over a decade (1991-2009) in professional events. They 

concluded that players have become stronger and are not only serving more aces, but 

are also actively attempting to do so. 

 

2.5.2.4   Effectiveness of serve 

Very little research has been carried out on the effectiveness of serve. Nevertheless, 

Furlong (1995) reported the number of aces and service winners accumulated 
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whenever a player reached a tie-break. This goes to show that the serve is more 

important in the men's than in the women's game. To win a tie break, male players 

would typically try and serve aces or service winners. Whether this gender-specific 

tendency is still apparent today is unknown. The current research is provided with an 

opportunity to examine the effectiveness of serve of both male and female players. 

 

2.5.2.5   General match statistics 

Research detailing tennis match statistics has also been undertaken by several 

authors (Cross & Pollard, 2009; A. Filipčič, 2009; A. Filipčič & Ferjan, 2003; T. 

Filipčič et al., 2008; Reid et al., 2010). 

 

Frčej (1994) found that winners had won a greater percentage of points on the first 

serve, a higher percentage of point winning strokes in the game, a lower percentage 

of forced errors, more breaks of serve and a higher number of total points won than 

losers. Moreover, T. Filipčič et al. (2008) reported that match winners hit 

significantly less double faults, committed fewer unforced errors, recorded better 

first serve percentages, posting higher percentages of first and second serves points 

won, and registered higher percentage of serve-return points won. On the other hand, 

A. Filipčič and Ferjan (2003) reported that a higher percentage of first serve does not 

always convert to an advantage to the server. They found that players with a lower 

first serve percentage actually went on to win more service points. They suggested 

that the quality of the return was the reason for this, with the returner being forced to 

execute high-risk return shots because the server adopted serve-and-volley game 

style, which enhanced success. Recently, Reid et al. (2010) found that in men‟s 

tennis, the number of second serve points won and second-serve return points won 
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explained 52% of the variation in a player‟s ranking. Cross and Pollard (2009) 

discovered that from 1991 to 2009, the number of double faults had decreased, while 

the number of aces had increased. However, match statistical analyses for different 

age-groups and gender have mostly been neglected, hence the need for its  further 

consideration (Reid et al., 2010). 

 

2.5.2.6   Probabilistic modelling 

Studies on probabilistic models of serve performance are abundant. The seminal 

ideas for this work dates back four decades (Gale, 1971) and has guided subsequent 

work (Barnett & Clarke, 2005; Barnett, Meyer, & Pollard, 2008; George, 1973; King 

& Baker, 1979; McMahon & de Mestre, 2002; Newton & Keller, 2005; Norman, 

1985; G. H. Pollard & Pollard, 2007). George (1973) proposed that a strong first 

serve, followed by a slower second serve was not always the best serve strategy. 

However, King and Baker (1979) contended that women, in particular, benefited 

from this „strong-weak‟ 1
st
 serve and 2

nd
 serve strategy. In contrast, McMahon and 

de Mestre (2002) believed that female players would benefit from a more 

conservative first and second serve strategy (i.e., a slow-slow strategy), while male 

players should assume a more aggressive approach (fast-fast strategy). In another 

study, Norman (1985) utilised a dynamic programming mathematical model to 

postulate when to serve fast and when to serve slow. He suggested that on both first 

and second serves, it was better to serve fast only if one was sure this was the 

„optimal service policy‟ at that time. Barnett and Clarke (2005) suggested that basic 

match statistics can be used to build up strategies and predict the outcomes of a 

match. Further on, G. H. Pollard and Pollard (2007) conclude that each player needs 

to understand his/her own serving ability and the chances of winning the point if the 
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serve goes into the court. They suggested that the percentages of first and second 

serves should be around 50-60% with more than 85% success rate. These 

probabilities differ with different opponents and court surfaces, however (Barnett et 

al., 2008). Thus, further analysis of match statistics, spatial distribution and court 

surfaces is needed in order to deepen knowledge on expert probabilities. 

 

2.5.2.7   Spatial distribution 

Several studies have highlighted the importance of examining spatial distributions of 

the serve and the serve-return (A. Filipčič, 2002; A. Filipčič & Ferjan, 2003; Gillet et 

al., 2009; Schonborn, 1999; Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 2004). Schonborn (1999) 

suggested that the most appropriate serve-return strategy is to vary the location of 

returns, making it more difficult for opponents to predict play. Unierzyski and 

Wieczorek (2004) observed that players exhibited different preferences with respect 

to serving and returning location, depending on whether the surface is grass or clay. 

With respect to serve placement, players generally used wide serves on clay. 

However, on grass, the serves were distributed relatively evenly across wide, body 

and T locations. They also found that players hit more second serves to the 

opponents‟ body. Finally, with respect to the distribution of serve-returns, players 

were more successful if they avoided the middle of court.  This phenomenon is even 

more apparent on a fast surface. 

 

A. Filipčič and Ferjan (2003) examined the direction of the serve in the 2000 US 

Open Final (Pete Sampras vs. Marat Safin – 6/4, 6/3, 6/3). When serving on the 

advantage side of the court, Sampras hit more Body and T serves. The authors 

believed Sampras did this to reduce the return angle, which would help his serve-
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and-volley game. Marat Safin, on the other hand, hit half of his serves to Sampras‟ 

body trying to force the latter to serve-return with a passive backhand underspin. 

 

A. Filipčič (2002) compared the serve and overall return patterns of the winning and 

losing male finalists from the four 2001 Grand Slam events. For the Australian and 

French Open, the winning finalists hit a significantly higher number of return strokes 

to all locations on the court, except the area close to the centre service lines, but not 

the losing finalists. On the other hand, for the Wimbledon and US Open, the losing 

finalists hit a significantly higher number of return strokes into all areas of the court, 

except the area close to the centre service line than the winning finalists. These 

findings also suggest that when serving, players focus on the opponents‟ backhand. 

However, when serving to the deuce side of the court, players frequently serve to a 

wide location, attempting to win the point quickly. The above study also indicated 

that players made use of deep shots (e.g., ball landing near the baseline), as well as 

corner shots (e.g., ball landing close to the sidelines). Unfortunately, little could be 

gleaned from that research concerning the serve-return per se because of the 

generality of the analysis. As it were, all the return strokes were grouped together for 

the analysis (i.e., serve-returns, groundstroke returns using the forehand, 

groundstroke returns using the backhand, returns from hitting volleys, returns from 

hitting smashes, returns from passing shots, and so on). Nevertheless, the said study 

does suggest that there are differences in the patterns of serve-returns of players 

when playing particular opponents and on different court surfaces. 

 

With respect to serve patterns, A. Filipčič (2002) worked on data from both the 

Australian Open and French Open men‟s finalists. The patterns of serve were 
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reported to be different for each player. These data further reveal that court surface 

impact on the serve distribution. At the Wimbledon, both men‟s finalists were found 

to be serving to the opponents‟ backhand, whereas at French Open, players were 

seen applying different serve strategies when playing against different opponents. 

While the existing thesis is unable to look further into the variation in the serve 

distribution of different opponents, it does distinguish the serve distribution of 

players from the different age groups and those of male and female players on the 

same court surface. 

 

Recently, a study by Gillet et al. (2009) systematically evaluated patterns of the 

serve and serve-return. They notated 116 men‟s singles matches in the 2005/06 

French Open tournament. Their aim was to characterise the game patterns of serve 

and serve-return and to determine the effect of these on the point. They also 

examined different serve spins (flat, kick, slice) in reference to the location of first 

and second serves. Based on a total of 15,679 serves recorded, Gillet et al. (2009) 

reported that: 

(1) Significantly more flat first serves were hit to the T location (both sides of 

the court) 

(2) Significantly more topspin and slice first serves were hit to the W location 

(both sides of the court) 

(3) Significantly more flat and topspin first serves were hit to the T location 

(deuce side) 

(4) Significantly more topspin second serves were hit to the T location (deuce 

side) 

(5) Significantly more slice first serves were hit to the W location (deuce side) 
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(6) Significantly more topspin first serves were hit to the W location (advantage 

side) 

(7) Significantly more slice first serves were hit to the W location (advantage 

side) 

(8) Significantly more topspin second serves were hit to the W location 

(advantage side) 

(9) When winning, significantly more flat first serves were hit to the T location 

(both sides of the court) 

(10) Significantly more topspin and slice first serves were hit to the W location 

(both sides of the court) 

 

With respect to the location of serve-return, Gillet et al. (2009) evaluated a total of 

15,565 serve-returns and found that: 

(1) 75% were returned to the middle location (both first and second serve-

returns) 

(2)  24.5% were returned to down the line and cross court (both first and second 

serve-returns) 

(3) Significantly more first serve-returns were to the middle location (on both 

sides of the court) 

(4) Significantly more second-serve returns were to the opponent‟s forehand and 

backhand sides (on both sides of the court) 

(5) When winning, significantly more first and second serve-returns were hit to 

the middle location (on both sides of the court) 

(6) Returners hit significantly more winners as well as more errors with their 

second-serve returns 
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Despite this detailed examination of the serve and serve-return on clay, a slow court 

surface, very little research has examined in detail the locations of serves and serve-

returns on other court surfaces. Moreover, research about the impact of serve 

location (i.e., wide, body, or T) on the distribution of serve-returns is lacking. 

 

2.5.3   Strategies and tactics for the serve and the serve-return 

Crespo and Miley (1998) have reported in detail six serve situations and provided 

recommendations for these situations (Table 2). They suggested that players should 

vary their serve locations (up to 20% if possible) to create uncertainty, while aiming 

to hit 70% of first serves in. On first serve, the recommendation was to hit mostly to 

the opponents‟ weak side (i.e., for right-handers, the T location on the deuce side of 

the court and the W location on the advantage side of the court), and also to the B 

location. On second serve, they recommended players to be aggressive by directing 

the serves to W and T locations, and also to the B location. Players should hit a slice 

serve to the W location on the deuce side of the court and to the T location on the 

advantage side of the court. To serve on „big‟ points, players should look to serve to 

the body of the opponents. 

 

From the general nature of some of these recommendations, it is apparent that 

players should attempt to execute these serves on both sides of the court for their 

first and second serve. However, one should treat the first and second serve and both 

sides of the court separately, and researchers have recently begun to include this 

level of detail in their analysis (Gillet et al., 2009). Such a detailed analysis is 

important as the first and second serves have to be approached and executed in 
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different ways. Comparisons of serve strategies between male and female players 

across age-groups are still scarce and warrant further effort. 

 

Table 2.   

Serving Recommendations (adapted from Crespo & Miley, 1998) 

General  Be confident 

 Use serve to control the point 

 Vary the serve location – 20% to create uncertainty 

First Serve  Place the serve to the weak side of the opponent 

 Direct the serve to body location 

 Be consistent – make good 70% of first serves 

 Hit a big serve and follow up with a volley 

 Execute angled medium serves, run around the return, and 

hit with your forehand 

 With a weak serve, don‟t move up, but stay back and 

expect the return to come to your weak side 

Second Serve  Be aggressive and at the same time be consistent – 100% 

 Serve to the body location 

 Hit serve deep near the service line (if miss, miss it long) 

 Mix spin and pace 

 With good serve, follow the next shot with volley 

 With a weak serve, don‟t move up, but stay back and 

expect the return to come to your weak side 

Spin/direction  Vary the location of serve 
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 On crucial points, direct the serve to the body location  

 On big points, hit angle the serve against an opponent with 

two-handed on both sides 

 Use spin depending on court surface 

 Hit slice to W location to the deuce side 

 Hit slice to T location on advantage side 

 Hit flat serve to the B location on both sides of the court 

 Hit topspin serve to the T location of the deuce side  

 Hit topspin serve to the W location on the advantage side 

 Hit topspin serve to the W location on the advantage side 

 Note: if opponent is left-handed, or plays two handed shots 

Serve/volley  Use serve/volley on clay to surprise opponent 

 Use serve/volley on fast courts 

 On most of first serve point to attack, move in quickly to 

the volley split step as opponent hits returns 

 Move in along the line of flight of the likely return 

 Place the serve down the centre (T serves) and to B 

location 

 Vary serve location 

 With second serve on big points, surprise opponent by 

using “serve and volley approach” 

Serve/groundstroke  Serve and then use forehand to attack after your serve and 

take up position to the left and close to the middle (for a 

right hander) 
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In reference to serve-return tactics, Crespo and Miley (1998) also presented some 

pointers on what to do when dealing with five returning situations.  

 

Situation 1: In general, when returning, keep the return in play; find a return spot 

that targets your opponent‟s weakness; vary the return location; vary the spin and 

speed of the return (i.e., slice, block, and drive topspin); employ a blocked return 

with a short backswing, good hip and shoulder-turn in response to a big serve; follow 

a weak serve by attacking it with pace or hit the approach and follow with a volley; 

when returning wide serves, move diagonally toward the ball and play a high 

percentage shot; on cross court returns, try to aim higher over the net if the server 

serves and stays back; use topspin and flat returns to attack; use the slice and block 

for defensive returns; try to read the ball toss to read the intention of the server, then 

split step and move forward; when returning second serve, be in a good position 

inside the baseline to catch the ball on the rise with forehand if it is your strong side 

strokes. 

 

Situation 2: When returning a first serve, simply make the first serve-return with the 

intention to make no mistakes; if your opponent serves and remains at the back, 

simply block the return deep down the line (i.e., returning from deuce side – hitting 

to opponent backhand area of right handed and returning from advantage side, 

hitting to opponent forehand area of right handed). 

 

Situation 3:  When returning a second serve; be aggressive and attack at every 

chance possible; be in good return position inside the baseline and play the ball on 

the rise; use your forehand if the stroke is your strength and play along the line; play 
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a drop shot sporadically to vary the return pattern, manipulate your serve-return 

standing position to distract the server‟s thought processes; when the server serves, 

run forward and return with heavy spin deep down into court; and if the server serves 

and stays back, return deep down the line or short cross court. 

 

Situation 4: When returning against a good serve and volleyer, consider hitting low 

return at the opponent‟s body and feet. 

 

Situation 5: When returning a good serve and a bad volleyer, consider hitting 

passing shot when they move in to volley or play a lob. 

 

Tennis tactics: Winning Patterns of Play is a coaching guide about spatial 

distribution of the serve and serve-return (United States Tennis Association, 1996). 

They suggested that players should practice and develop certain serve, return 

patterns and tactics in order to give the best chance of winning the points. Players 

should look at every opportunity to use the serve effectively, and from a returner‟s 

standpoint, take advantage of weak serves and attack whenever possible. 

Specifically, with serving, players should practice hitting their serves to a wide 

location of both sides of the court, then hitting the second shot (groundstroke) to the 

open court for a winner, or hitting an approach shot. To reduce the angle available to 

the returner, they suggested hitting serves to the T location on both sides of the court, 

then hitting the second shot (groundstroke) down the line or to the opponent‟s 

weaker side. They also recommended serving to the body location on both sides of 

the court to jam the returner, thereby receiving a weak return and then hit a second 

groundstroke shot down the line or cross court. With respect to returning patterns, 
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when returning against a wide serve on both sides of the court, the USA Tennis 

Association (1996) recommended returning deep crosscourt. When a serve is 

directed to a wide location on both sides of the court, players should return deep 

down the middle of the court, with the aim of forcing the opponent to hit a weak 

shot. When a serve is directed to the T location on both sides of the courts, players 

should return deep down the middle of the court, then hitting to the corner to put the 

server in a defensive position (United States Tennis Association, 1996). Although it 

did not distinguish first and second serve, the material contained in the guide is 

informative and systematic. This coaching guide underscores the importance of 

examining serve and serve-return patterns in a game. This thesis is in a position to 

investigate the tactics of serves and serve-returns in a systematic manner across age-

groups and gender. The findings would be useful to coaches in providing more 

informed tactical instruction that is context-specific for both gender and age-group. 

 

In summary, the abovementioned studies, interviews and coaching text related to 

strategy, tactics and game patterns (e.g., on aspect of time factors in a game, speed of 

the serve, comparison of general match statistics, probabilistic models of serve 

performance, and placement of serve and serve-return) have shown that there is a 

need to better understand the interaction between gender and age, and its effect on 

the choice of serve and serve-return in tennis. Nevertheless, there has been no study 

to methodically evaluate match statistics and detail spatial distribution of the 

locations of serves and serve-returns of high performance male and female players 

from the three age groups: professional, Under-16 and Under-12 (Reid et al., 2010). 

The current research addresses this issue and comes up with information about serve 
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and serve-return tactics that are both gender and age-group specific, and are useful to 

coaches and players. 

 

2.6   Gender and Tennis Performance 

Given that the topic of gender and performance in tennis have received only limited 

coverage in the literature, Crespo and Miley (1998) called for more analysis on male 

and female players separately since they often perform in very different ways 

(Åstrand & Rodahl, 2003). 

 

For instance, Furlong (1995) found that the serve was a much more effective weapon 

in the men's than in the women's game. This has led some to suggest different 1
st
 

serve and 2
nd

 serve strategies for male and female players. McMahon and de Mestre 

(2002) suggested that male players should serve fast on both 1
st
 serve and 2

nd
 serve, 

and female players should adopt a slow 1
st
 serve and 2

nd
 serve. Finally, despite male 

players having a tendency for a lower ratio of successful first serves than their 

female counterparts, the former appeared to have won a greater overall percentage of 

points because of their faster serves (O'Donoghue & Ballantyne, 2004). 

 

O‟Donoghue and Ingram‟s (2001) analysed tennis characteristics across four Open 

tournaments and reported that there were significantly more serve-return winners in 

men‟s singles than in women‟s singles, particularly at the Wimbledon and US Open. 

Their explanation for this gender-specific finding was that at these tournaments, 

male players adopted a more serve-volley strategy, thereby increasing the likelihood 

of being passed by a good serve-return as they approached the net. However, little is 

known about the association between gender and/or age/experience on the one hand, 
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and serve-return performance on the other hand. This thesis reports such associations 

in Chapter 6. 

 

Paserman (2007) charted nine tennis Grand Slam tournaments (2005-2007) and 

found that female professional players responded less aggressively and more 

conservatively in their game strategy as measured by the serve speed, first serve 

percentages, and length of rally on crucial points than their male counterparts. 

Female players were also less likely to hit clean winners and exhibit a higher 

percentage of unforced errors. This conservative serving tendency by female 

professional players was also reported in prior studies (Hughes & Tillin, 1995; 

Klaassen & Magnus, 2003; O'Donoghue & Ballantyne, 2004). 

 

A. Filipčič (2009) found differences between male and female players in the latter‟s 

inclination for scoring a point with a serve and attacking the net following a weak 

serve-return (i.e., playing chip and charge) and the subsequent passing shot. Male 

players frequently played at the net and were more successful than female players. 

However, passing shot performance was optimum for both male and female players 

when playing in a defensive situation. The author also speculated that these gender 

differences in playing style could be attributed to a discrepancy in their biological 

development and approach to training. 

 

Cvetko (1995) studied variation in the structure of the tennis game of 14-year old 

boys and girls. The serve, last stroke within a point and results were analysed, but 

there was no significant difference between male and female players. However, the 

boys had the preponderance of hitting both flat and spin serves, while the girls rarely 
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used a flat serve. For matches won, both male and female players equally recorded a 

greater number of points in a series, more breaks of serve and a higher number of 

points won from kick serves. 

 

Verlinden et al. (2004) found that male players hit more aces, recorded higher 

winning percentages, and registered a higher serve-return winning percentage on 

grass than female players. However, there was no difference in the number of double 

faults between both sexes. Verlinden et al. (2004) also reported that on grass, male 

players served and volleyed more than female players, attempting to win points 

using volleys. 

 

Brown and O‟Donoghue (2008) have also reported a similar serve and volley tactic 

being adopted more often by male players than by female players. Moreover, they 

have also found that despite the introduction of a tennis ball that slows down game, 

male players still won a significantly greater percentage of points on first and second 

serves than female players, serving substantially more aces and hitting substantially 

fewer double faults. 

 

The research mentioned above indicates that there are differences in the way male 

and female players play tennis. It is also plausible that they may place their serves 

and serve-returns differently. However, little research has been carried out on the 

association between gender and the locations of the serves and serve-returns of high 

performance players (Reid et al., 2010). Study 3 and Study 4 of the current research 

seek to address this gap by examining the serves and serve-returns of high 
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performance male and female players from the three age-groups, name, professional, 

Under-16 and Under-12. 

 

2.7   Age and Tennis Performance 

The impact of age on sport performance has been investigated across a number of 

different sports (Abernethy, 1988; Evans, 2010; French et al., 1996; French & 

Thomas, 1987; Helsen, Starkes, & Van Winckel, 1998; Johnson, 1991). Frčej (1994) 

analysed the game elements of different age groups (i.e., senior, Under-16, Under-

14) using the Tennis Expert System statistical programme. The analysis revealed that 

serve dispersion varied by age, with the older players displaying smaller serve 

dispersions than the younger players. Nevertheless, research on tennis performance 

of different age groups is still lacking. As such, this research seeks to narrow the gap 

by examining the serves and serve-returns of professional, Under-16 and Under-12 

tennis players. 

 

2.8   Human Memory 

In sport, the ability to recall declarative knowledge and select response is generally 

believed to be linked to working memory processes (working memory and/or long-

term memory). Deficiencies in players‟ performance, or more specifically in their 

response selections and response executions, can result from errors in the working 

memory, insufficient information in the long term memory, and ineffective processes 

in the storage and retrieval of information from long term memory (Allard et al., 

1993; Baddeley, 1992; Williams & Davids, 1995). Therefore, working memory is 

reviewed in this chapter with specific consideration on knowledge representation, 

recall and recognition, and expertise. 
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Several models of human memory have been proposed (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; 

Baddeley, 1995, 1997; Tulving, 1985). Memory is said to be the “capacity that 

permits organisms to benefit from their past experiences” (Tulving, 1985). It is 

believed that human memory is intrinsically associative in that the more meaningful 

the association, the more efficiently they can recall information (Ivancevic, 

Jovanovic, Djukic, Djukic, & Markovic, 2009). Baddeley (1997) proposed that 

memory consisted two functional components, namely, working memory  and long-

term memory. Both memory components perform three main functions:  inputting 

data (storage process); retrieval of data (transporting data out of memory); and 

processing data inherent to each component (Baddeley, 1995; Magill, 2003). 

 

2.9   Knowledge Base of Expertise 

Several authors have used the term knowledge base to express the interaction 

between working memory and long-term working memory (Anderson, 1976, 1982; 

French & McPherson, 2004; French & Nevett, 1993; Magill, 2003). In order for 

long-term memory to function, it needs to be triggered by working memory. 

Anderson (1982) termed working memory as the present activation and/or 

segmentation of long-term memory. A player‟s lack of performance could be 

attributed to a failure of the working memory, inadequate information in long-term 

memory, or unproductive processing in storing and recalling information from long-

term memory. 

 

According to French and McPherson (2004), knowledge base contains traditional 

propositional networks (TPN) of declarative knowledge, response selection 

component (RSC) for  procedural knowledge and response execution component 
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(REC). In addition, it also contains sport-specific memory (SSM) and domain-

related strategies (DRS) that are accessible from long-term memory. 

 

McPherson (1994) suggested that as a player gained experience from training and 

match play, his/her knowledge base also developed and transformed. This 

transformation and/or development can be systematically explained in seven steps as 

follows. 

 

(1) Substitute plans based on varying levels of goals within a hierarchical goal 

structure with condition-action rule decisions (CARD) 

(2) Substitute inappropriate conditions and actions (CAA) with more tactically 

appropriate responses 

(3) Substitute global approach to sport situations lacking in processing of task 

relevant events with a tactical approach which constantly monitors pertinent 

information of past events (PE) and current situation (CS) 

(4) Replace processing events at the surface of sport situations with processing 

information at a meaningful level and/or deeper tactical levels 

(5) Establish specialised monitoring processes instead of having little or lack of 

monitoring and planning processes 

(6) Enhance tactical action (specialised process) that allows for modification of 

actions in game situations instead of having non-specialised processes 

(7) Set longer playing years (deliberate practice/competition) as a prerequisite to 

attaining satisfactory knowledge base (McPherson & Kernodle, 2003). 
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2.10   Two Adaptations to Long-Term Memory in Sport Research 

According to researchers, knowledge base (KB) and domain-related strategies (DRS) 

for more experienced adult players comprise two long-term memory (LTM) 

adaptations, labelled as action plan profile and current event profile (French & 

McPherson, 2004; McPherson, 1999b; McPherson & Kernodle, 2003, 2007; 

Tenenbaum, 2003). 

 

Action plan profiles are memory structures that contain rule-governed prototypes 

used to activate general rule-based action plan responses (GRBAPR), as well as to 

match certain current conditions (CR) with appropriate visual and/or motor actions 

(McPherson & Kernodle, 2007). For instance, action plan profiles may consist of 

knowledge about shot selections based on current environmental context such as a 

player‟s position, ball location, and knowledge on how to perform, regulate or 

enhance some aspects of motor executions (McPherson & Kernodle, 2003). Players 

with heightened levels of motor execution may have action plan profiles (APP) that 

are suited to their current level of skill (from serving and returning preferences and 

style of play). Because high performance players constantly come up with tactical 

solutions to each game situation, the action plan profiles are mostly consistent with 

the solutions, resulting in appropriate tactics (McPherson, 1999b). It is noted that 

female high performance players have cognitive flexibility, a diverse sport-specific 

response selection process (SSRS) and long-term memory condition profiles. The 

combination of these condition profiles is called current event profile (CEP) 

(McPherson & Kernodle, 2003). 
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Current event profiles (CEP) are memory structures that function to keep relevant 

information active with potential past, current and future game situations 

(MacMahon & McPherson, 2009; McPherson & Kernodle, 2003, 2007). It is 

considered a database and/or bank of information in a player‟s mind, stored in long-

term memory. Specifically, CEP consists of tactical script that is built from past 

training and competition. In tennis, for instance, these profiles usually consist of 

knowledge about „shot selection‟ based on current environmental context such as the 

landing locations of the serve-returns (of opponents as well as their own), position of 

players, knowledge about how to perform, regulate, and/or enhance some aspects of 

motor executions (MacMahon & McPherson, 2009). 

 

Throughout competition, CEP also acts as a specialised programme to help players 

with monitoring, encoding and retrieving relevant information (McPherson & 

Kernodle, 2003). With rich tactical scripts, players can conveniently retrieve 

pertinent game information to assist decision making and action during competition 

(Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995). According to MacMahon and McPherson (2009), high 

performance players would use any chance to build their current event profiles prior 

to the event by practicing and charting opponents‟ preferences of play. Then, 

throughout a match play, they would use an information bank about the opponents as 

well as their own performances. 

 

The response selection memory model proposed by McPherson and Kernodle (2003) 

specified that during competition, expert youth players tended to make more 

decisions based on their action plan profiles and their working memory. Youth 

experts normally have fewer years of formal coaching and participated in fewer 
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competitions than adult experts. With such an inferior development of action plan, 

they tend to make shot selection according to their own capacity and less in response 

to the opponents‟ tactics. On the other hand, adult experts utilise more long-term 

working memory, as well as working memory, during competition, while updating 

action plan and current event profiles. 

 

Selection of responses by adult experts and their tactical decisions were consistently 

detailed and representative of a sophisticated interpretation of conditions and 

planned tactical actions (McPherson, 2000). 

 

2.11   Working Memory Functions 

Working memory is a functional component of the structure of memory. It integrates 

the attributes and functions associated with sensory, perceptual, attention and short-

term memory. It functions not only as a temporary storage, an interactive workspace 

to store and incorporate newly presented information along with information 

retrieved from long-term memory, but is also responsible for producing responses 

and executing memory (Baddeley, 1995). This permits activities such as problem 

solving, production and evaluation of movement and decision making (response 

selection and execution) to be carried out as needed in game situations (Baddeley, 

1995). 

 

2.11.1   Characteristics of working memory 

There are two important characteristics of working memory, namely, „duration‟ and 

„capacity‟. Peterson and Peterson (1959) contended that one would forget or lose 

information from working memory approximately 20 to 30 seconds after a one-time 
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presentation, while Adams and Dijkstra (1966) found that information would remain 

in working memory following an execution of motor skill (e.g., movement in arm 

position) in about the same length of time.  Information that is not reinforced or 

rehearsed would be lost. Miller (1956) and Wilberg and Salmela (1973) studied the 

amount of information (capacity) one could hold. They concluded that human beings 

were capable of storing about seven items (± two items) in the form of digits or 

words under short-term storage. 

   

Several studies in cognitive and motor development have also recognised some 

major developmental changes in working memory processes (Chi, 1976; Gallagher 

& Thomas, 1984; Naus & Ornstein, 1983; Winther & Thomas, 1981). These changes 

in the use of control processes in the working memory can be described in terms of 

one‟s capacity to label, encode, rehearse, organise and retrieve information.  

 

The utilisation of verbal labelling potentially improves children‟s performance. 

Winther and Thomas (1981), for example, reported that young children were 

inconsistent in their labelling of movement responses. This decreases their ability to 

recall task movement accurately. However, when children were asked to use an adult 

like labelling strategy, their performance improved. Several studies have shown that 

verbal strategies can be implemented to improve the ability of young children to 

recall (McCullagh, Stiehl, & Weiss, 1990; Weiss & Klint, 1987). According to Naus 

and Ornstein (1983), children start to demonstrate their ability to mediate cognitive 

performance and execute their motor skill at about the age of seven (Gallagher & 

Thomas, 1984). However, they commonly do not use specific rehearsal strategy 

before the age of seven, except when prompted to do so. McCullagh et al. (1990) 
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studied motor skills in young children and demonstrated the importance of verbal 

cues and/or verbal rehearsal in the reproduction of a series of motor skills. Thomas 

(1994) further suggested that younger children generally organised information on a 

perceptual characteristic basis, but older children and adults used more semantic type 

of information. In addition, he suggested that younger children should use rehearsal 

strategy that could heighten the accuracy of their responses. These studies provide 

evidence that verbal and cognitive strategies or control processes of working 

memory help young children to develop their motor skill. That is, when children are 

prompted to use appropriate strategies, their performances improve. 

 

2.11.2   Characteristics of long-term memory 

The long-term memory is a component that functions as a relatively permanent 

storage of information encompassing three key processes: encoding, storing and 

recalling (retrieving) information (Ivancevic et al., 2009; Magill, 2003). The purpose 

of encoding is to allocate a meaning to the information to be remembered. Storage 

can be considered as the active process of consolidation to retain memories. 

Recalling and retrieving memories involve active mechanisms that utilise encoding 

indexes.  According to Ivancevic et al. (2009), retrieval of information can be 

conventionally categorised into two: recognition and recall. Recognition usually 

requires only one correct response from several alternative responses, whereas recall 

is more complicated as the person in question has to actively reconstruct the 

information without the help of alternative responses. During encoding, Magill 

(2003) suggested that the questionnaire should provide multiple-choice answers to 

ascertain whether the person could remember a piece of information. When one is 

unable to select the correct answer from the multiple-choice list, this indicates that 
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the information needed to answer the question is either not in memory, or the person 

simply cannot recall it.  In a similar vein, the information may be momentarily 

copied from long-term memory into working memory so that it can be activated 

(Ivancevic et al., 2009). 

 

Tulving (1985) described long-term memory as consisting of three memory systems: 

procedural, semantic and episodic. Procedural memory is concerned with providing 

knowledge about „how to do‟ a skill; semantic memory with storing factual and 

conceptual information and/or about general knowledge of the universe that has been 

developed through the years; and episodic (or autobiographic) memory with storing 

knowledge about one‟s own experiences, alongside information about the time and 

space of the event. Moreover, episodic memory helps players visualise strategies 

such as the successful execution of each shot prior to competition.  

 

It is important to consider types of knowledge to understand further how domain 

knowledge in long-term memory affects performance. It is also necessary to 

understand the difference between different types of knowledge as some theoretical 

frameworks postulate that each type of knowledge is symbolised in memory 

distinctively from one another (Anderson, 1982; Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser, 1981; 

Rumelhart & Norman, 1988; Thomas, French, & Humphries, 1986). From the 

standpoint of memory and cognitive development, Chi (1981) came up with three 

types of knowledge: declarative, procedural and strategic. Declarative knowledge is 

concerned with factual information; procedural knowledge with rules or procedures 

on how to execute or when to execute a particular task; and strategic knowledge with 

heuristic rules involved in rehearsal process, organisation and multi-task retrievals.  
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Studies of verbal learning indicate that domain knowledge (the content of a 

particular field of knowledge) affects children‟s performance in a variety of ways. 

For instance, it contributes to the development of strategic knowledge (i.e., rehearsal, 

organisation) (Chi, 1981; Naus & Ornstein, 1983; Starkes, Deakin, Lindley, & Crisp, 

1987), enhances recall performance (Chi, 1978), reduces difference in speed 

processing activities (Roth, 1983), and enhances children‟s assumptions about novel 

stimuli (Chi, Hutchinson, & Robin, 1989). 

 

The ability of an athlete to recall details correctly has important implications on both 

declarative and procedural knowledge. Inaccurate recall of details leads to 

inaccuracies to both knowledge bases, thereby producing less than optimal 

performance (McPherson & Kernodle, 2003). A comparison between professional 

players and elite collegiate players revealed that the former displayed tactical 

processing and behaviour that were more consistent and of a higher order (Nielsen & 

McPherson, 2001). The last study of this thesis will assess the memory recall for 

general and specific spatial distributions of serves and serve-returns from recently 

concluded matches, using multiple choice questions. The study will also assess the 

variation in the capacity of Under-12 and Under-16 boys and girls.  

 

2.12   Knowledge Representation in Sports 

This section reviews knowledge representation and performance in sport. McPherson 

(1994) suggested that researchers use different depths of analysis to acquire expertise 

knowledge in strategic and tactical components of sport performance.  
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French et al. (1996) examined differences in knowledge representations between 

expert and novice youth baseball players in five defensive situations. Ninety-four 

players in two age categories, 7-8 years and 9-10 years, were divided into groups 

based on level of skill: high, average and low. The result showed that experts were 

more accurate than novices. It is noted, however, that both experts and novices were 

in the initial stages of developing their knowledge base in baseball. It was found that 

when novices developed their decision making processes, their ability to detect, 

select and formulate plans was lower than an expert. As a result, novices had 

difficulty monitoring critical conditions and making correct assumptions, resulting in 

more errors in their problem solutions. In addition, the ability of players to manifest 

their baseball skills also appeared to have affected the content and tactical 

knowledge structure accessed during problem solution. Thus, it appears that the level 

of technical expertise is also important in developing knowledge base in basketball. 

 

Use of Advance Cue: Extensive research has been carried out to investigate the use 

of advance cue using spatial or event occlusion paradigm (Abernethy, 1990; 

Abernethy, Neal, & Koning, 1994; Abernethy, Wood, & Parks, 1999; Aviles, 

Benguigui, Beaudoin, & Godart, 2002; Cauraugh & Janelle, 2002; Farrow & 

Abernethy, 2002; Farrow, Chivers, Hardingham, & Sachse, 1998; Jackson & Mogan, 

2007; James & Bradley, 2004; Singer, Cauraugh, Chen, Steinberg, & Frehlich, 1996; 

Vaeyens, Lenoir, Philippaerts, & Williams, 2007; Williams, 2002; Williams & 

Davids, 1998; Williams, Davids, & Williams, 1999). This type of research looks at 

the declarative knowledge of athletes under the response selection component of 

performance. Specifically, this line of research seeks to identify pertinent visual 

search behaviour of experts when scrutinising postural orientation and kinematic 
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movements of opponents to predict an outcome in advance. Much research in this 

area has been laboratory-based. For example, Abernethy and Russell (1987) 

examined visual search attributes of 75 expert and 16 novice badminton players. 

Participants undertook a video-based test to evaluate their anticipatory cue usage. 

Experts were able to identify advanced information earlier than novices. A study on 

the experts‟ anticipation of the direction of opponents revealed that the former were 

able to do it using limited preview information more than novices (Farrow & 

Abernethy, 2002).  Similar findings were reported by Abernethy et al. (1999) that 

experts tended to make more rapid and accurate decisions than novices in terms of 

predicting the occurrence of an event. Williams (2002) contended that high ranked 

tennis players could anticipate the direction in which an opponent would move by 

gazing at the latter‟s postural orientation. Farrow et al. (1998) also found that experts 

were able to anticipate more accurately than novices because of their ability to detect 

useful anticipatory information from the movement pattern of opponents early, 

which novices are not familiar with. Jackson and Morgan (2007) analysed the 

responsiveness of advanced visual information to predict the direction of serves from 

free recall test of 13 experts and equal number of novices.  This is a measure of level 

of confidence of right and wrong decision. They contended that anticipation skill of 

players could be seen from the ball toss and the arm and racquet area. Although the 

results from these studies about anticipating single shots is clear, tennis is not just 

about focusing on isolated shots, but more about understanding and recognising 

sequence of shots. Expert players are also believed to be capable of making good use 

of situational probabilities (general and specific) in linking a series of shots to 

formulate a plan, which helps in making informed tactical decisions during the game. 

The drawback of this method has to do with the issue of ecological validity. 
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Consequently, this thesis focuses on a more ecologically valid method of pattern 

recognition by assessing a series of shots in game situations within its natural setting. 

Recognising and Recalling: Research on different abilities in recognising and 

recalling information has become increasingly common in cognitive and sport 

psychology. Using the expert-novice framework, differences in the structure and 

content of sport declarative knowledge were found to be the result of different 

structured and unstructured game information. It is now accepted that the ability to 

recognise and then recall pattern and structural information is one of the criteria of 

being an expert (Allard & Burnett, 1985; Allard et al., 1980; James & Bradley, 2004; 

Starkes, 1987; Williams & Ford, 2008; Williams et al., 2005) (also see Figure 3). 

In this line of work, athletes are normally required to view slides/films and identify, 

recognise or recall targets within structured and unstructured game situations. The 

ability to organise stimulus information and subsequently recall it has been 

consistently shown to be different between different levels of expertise in cognitive 

skills. The recall paradigm clearly shows that experts are able to organise a larger 

quantity of task-specific information in a short time and to consequently recall the 

information in meaningful units. Principally, this thinking was popularised by de 

Groot (1965) and, soon after, by Simon and Chase (1973). The latter reported that 

expert chess players recalled structured chess boards substantially better than non-

experts given a five-second exposure. However, such thing was not proven for 

unstructured or random patterns. Similar findings were reported for volleyball, 

basketballs, soccer and hockey (Allard et al., 1980; Borgeaud & Abernethy, 1987; 

Starkes & Deakin, 1984; Williams, 2000). Studies have also repeatedly shown that 

experts enjoy specific memory advantage in recalling structured game scenes or 
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sport plays (Abernethy, 1994; Starkes & Allard, 1993; Starkes & Ericsson, 2003; K. 

T. Thomas, 1994). A number of authors are of the opinion that long exposure to 

repeated situations contribute significantly to players being able to recall information 

better (Allard et al., 1980; Allard & Starkes, 1980). 

Starkes and Allard (1983) argued that with long exposure to relevant game 

information, the mechanism of organisation is expanded to a level that allows expert 

players to recall situation better and reacted accordingly. These findings show that it 

is the use of different encoding and retrieval strategies that account for the 

superiority of these expert players, rather than the capacity or the players‟ storage of 

memory (Borgeaud & Abernethy, 1987). According to Prinz (1979), experts use 

more effective memory representations that are sensitive to objects under display 

Past studies assessing the component of response selection have typically focused on 

isolated shots and actions using film-based simulation (i.e., edited film clips) 

(Farrow & Abernethy, 2002; Farrow et al., 1998; McPherson & Kernodle, 2007). A 

more recent approach to the study uses a plasma touch screen to study situational 

probability in which participants were asked to predict the location of serves 

presented by the opponents (Farrow et al., 2010). 

Farrow (2004) assessed the recall ability of Australian netball players, including 

those from  the Australian Open, Under-19 and the Under-17 back-up squad. The 

participants were shown edited 10-second video clips of netball games. They were 

asked to recall the attacking and defensive structures of the two teams by notating on 

a blank diagram of a netball court. For the most part, the national team players were 

able to recall accurately the location of 72% of all players; the backup squad 62%; 

and the Under-19 and Under-17 squads about 57%. This demonstrates the 
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importance of recognising and recalling patterns of play or reading play in sports. 

Figure 3 illustrates the importance of examining the recalling ability of players in 

open skill sports. A post match recall questionnaire was administered to Under-12 

and Under-16 tennis players to evaluate their recall ability, the results of which are 

discussed in Chapter 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tenenbaum, Levy-Kolker, Bar-Eli and Weinberg (1994) examined the recalling 

capability of nineteen experienced and equal number of less experienced handball 

players. They found that in the majority of the situations, the level of expertise were 

not associated with the ability to recall. However, the better athletes did not usually 

engage in explicit recall of game situations. Instead, they used information based on 

implicit memory processes during game scenes. In another study, Williams, Ward, 

 

Can only use discrete 

information to help 

anticipation 

 

Superior memory 

 

Inferior memory 

 

Aid in cognitive decision 

and execution 

Can use cue detection 

(Predicting discrete cues) 

(Farrow & Abernethy, 

2002) 

Can use knowledge about 

opponent‟s tendencies of 

location of serve and 

return (prior to match 

and/or as the match 

progresses. 

Figure 3.  Importance of recognising and recalling post-match events (serve and serve-

return information). 
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Knowles and Smeeton (2002) had eight skilled (average age of 23 years) and equal 

number of less skilled (average age of 27.2 years) male tennis players to execute 

simulated strokes, with an actual racquet, in response to opponents playing ground 

strokes shown on almost life-size video images. The opponents‟ preparatory 

movements and stroke executions were shown on 4-second display clips to simulate 

actual competition. The skilled players were found to be faster than their less skilled 

counterparts in anticipating the direction of opponents' strokes, with this superior 

performance being attributed partly to the more effective visual search behaviours. 

Nevertheless, it was possible that the duration of these clips was too short to present 

the contextual cues about previous sequences of shots that might have influenced the 

participants‟ anticipations. 

 

Given these views, past research on expert cognitive skills (e.g., representation of 

declarative knowledge, recognition and recall ability) have not considered the 

multitude of variables inherent in live competitions, where players are exposed to the 

environmental factors such as weather conditions and crowd noise. The ecological 

validity of the findings reported in the literature is yet to be verified. Furthermore, no 

studies have been conducted to examine post-match recall of declarative knowledge 

related to serve and serve-return by high performance male and female junior players 

in actual competition. 

 

Research on procedural knowledge has also focused on temporal factors within game 

play such as rally duration and time taken between points (A. Filipčič, 2002; Hughes 

& Clarke, 1995; O'Donoghue & Liddle, 1998b); players‟ movements on court 

(Hughes & Moore, 1998); differences in match statistics between elite players; and 
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serve and serve-return strategies employed by elite players (Cross & Pollard, 2009; 

A. Filipčič, 1998; Gillet et al., 2009; Reid et al., 2010; Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 

2004). Despite these developments, little is known about the influence of gender and 

age on serve and serve-returning strategies and tactics during competition. 

 

Some research has attempted to assess the component of response selection in sport, 

which represents both procedural and declarative knowledge (Evans, 2010; French & 

Thomas, 1987; Hughes & Robertson, 1998; McPherson, 1999a, 1999b, 2000; 

McPherson, Dovenmuehler, & Murray, 1992; McPherson & Kernodle, 2002, 2007; 

McPherson & Thomas, 1989; Thomas et al., 1986). Designed to help understand the 

nature of expert performance, it typically involves game like setting, focussing on 

differences in tactical knowledge and using several approaches.  These approaches 

include expert-novice and skilled and less skilled framework, using verbal report 

analyses.   

 

French and Thomas (1987) contended that in basketball there was an association 

between sport knowledge and decision making during an actual game. The subjects 

in the study comprised expert and novice male players, aged 8-10 years and 11-12 

years. To determine if there existed differences between sport knowledge and 

decision making skills, the study obtained measures of declarative knowledge on 

dribbling and shooting skill using written feedback. The actual game concerned was 

video recorded and later analysed using a special coding system.  Also analysed was 

the accuracy of ball control (motor response execution skills) and the accuracy of 

decision made (cognitive response selection skills). The findings showed that 

basketball knowledge was associated with decision making during game play, and 
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that dribbling and shooting skills were associated with the motor component (control 

and execution). The findings also showed that age was a significant factor in 

differentiating sport knowledge in that older players had more knowledge than their 

younger counterparts, but it did not distinguish skill tests from game performance.  

In terms of basketball knowledge, shooting skill and the decision component of 

performance, expert players of both age-group differed significantly from novices. 

The most noticeable difference was decision making, where expert players 

consistently made better decisions during the game. 
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Field-based (Actual Competition) 

 

„More Ecological Game-like Approach‟ 

 

Mapping out the Actual Shot Execution in a Competition 

– and/or Eliciting knowledge of players serve and return 

proportion (i.e., general situational probabilities); and 

specific serve and return tendencies (i.e., specific 

situational probabilities) through response execution 

 
Spatial Distribution of Serve and Return via Match Notation 

 
(A. Filipčič, 2009; Gillet, Leroy, Thouvarecq, & Stein, 2009; 

Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 2004) 

Figure 4.  Situational cognitive processing and tactical and strategic outcome (Modified, 

McPherson, 1994). 

Laboratory Tasks „Less game-like approach‟ 

 

Awareness of Response Execution 

Self-Regulation Skills in Isolated Context 

 
(Williams, Ward, Ward, & Smeeton, 2008) 
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Advance Cue Usage/Situational Probability 

 

Requires specific and non-specific tennis Movement (e.g., response by 

marking using tennis court diagram, response by performing simulated 

tennis strokes using racquet) 

 
(Farrow et al., 2010; Tenenbaum, Sar-El, & Bar-Eli, 2000; Williams, Ward, Knowles, & 

Smeeton, 2002) 
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The above authors further claimed that the knowledge test used in their experiment 

contained both aspects of declarative and procedural knowledge. They did thus on 

the basis that the players had to declare their knowledge about the position of 

players, rules, basic strategy and the production systems or condition/action 

decisions. Because the measurements link response selection to response execution, 

the positive relationship between knowledge test and component of decision making 

supports the use of declarative knowledge during games (Anderson, 1982). French 

and Thomas (1987) also studied the decision making and performance of 8 to 10 

year old players during game play over the length of a season, with the data collected 

at pre and post season. The measurement of cognitive and decision making skills 

such as knowledge of dribbling, shooting  and game play in basketball improved 

across the season, but not the component of response execution (i.e., the motor skill 

execution of dribbling and shooting). They suspected that children learned the 

cognitive decision aspect of performance quicker than the motor execution skills 

because their coaches kept on emphasising cognitive skills during training and 

practices. 

 

McPherson and Thomas (1989) examined tennis knowledge, serve skill, 

groundstroke skill and game performance using the novice-expert paradigm. Their 

participants consisted of male tennis players aged 10, 11, 12, and 13 years.  In part 

one of their study, they observed that the serve decisions were positively associated 

with both serve and tennis knowledge. Serve skill and tennis knowledge affected 

decisions on where to serve and how to serve, but not the execution of the serve. 

How players make decisions during games was observed to be positively related to 

tennis knowledge and the execution and groundstroke skill. That is, subjects who 
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made better decisions tend to possess more tennis knowledge and had higher 

groundstroke skills (response execution). 

 

Moreover, the above researchers conducted an assessment of players‟ procedural 

knowledge in the second part of their study.  They employed two types of interview: 

(1) situational interview and (2) point-by-point interview. The purpose of these 

interviews was to ascertain what knowledge and how it was used during a game. The 

open-ended situational interviews involved players responding to questions about 

three game situations:  during serve when at the baseline area and net position. In the 

case of point-by-point interview, the purpose was to elicit cognitive thought 

processing in between points during practice matches (e.g., what were the players 

thinking during that point). Verbal reports were transcribed verbatim to determine 

the content and structure of knowledge. Content was examined by the number of 

concepts such as goal, condition and action, and the quality of each concept. The 

knowledge structure was calculated from the connections between concepts and the 

association between these concepts. For both types of interviews, the expert players 

exhibited more sets of condition concepts and greater variation of action concepts 

that were linked to the goal structure of tennis. 

 

The above findings support the theory by of Anderson (1982) that action concepts 

are more difficult to obtain than procedural concepts. Anderson further proposed that 

a significant amount of practice and experience was needed in order to heighten sets 

of procedural action concepts. The structure of the experts‟ procedural knowledge 

was also more noticeable than that of the novices, and this was evident in the 

former‟s larger number of connections and association between goal, condition and 
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action concepts. The interview data confirmed that experts carried out the responses 

they selected more so than novices, although the former were not always able to 

execute what they had planned to do. This suggests that the appropriate goal is 

established. However, the subjects found that connecting the appropriate parameter 

values to the selected motor programme, supporting the importance of examining 

declarative and procedural knowledge separately, were challenging. The interviews 

also revealed that experts tended to verbalise more detail of action concepts such as 

ball landing location and spin, which further indicated that these players selected 

their response component. 

 

A series of three studies conducted by McPherson (1999a, 1999b, 2000) confirmed 

that experts‟ knowledge representation of their performance was superior to that of 

the novices and/or high performance juniors, regardless of age, in respect of their 

actions and current event profiles.  For example, an assessment of problem 

representation (from analyses of verbal reports) and performance skills (from 

behavioural analyses of video recordings) of expert and novice tennis players from 

three age groups (10-11, 12-13 and collegiate adults) showed that experts exhibited 

higher levels of decision and execution and produced more comments that were 

related to total, varied and sophisticated condition and action concepts than did the 

novices. Expert adults displayed greater sophistication when representing problems 

than youth. An adult expert‟s superior decision making skills displayed during 

games were attributed to domain-specific long-term memory that included action 

plan profiles and current event profiles. Youth experts largely employed action plan 

profiles to assist their response selection, whereas novices showed weak problem 

representations. 
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Certain that youth tennis experts associate their tactical problem representations to 

action plan profiles in their response selection process, McPherson (1999b) extended 

her work to include adult female players, made up of six collegiate varsity experts 

and equal number of beginner novices. The aim was to extract problem 

representations and solutions to six game situations. She found that the experts 

generated specialised cognitive processes to develop, monitor and regulate their 

condition profiles and action plans from tactical and associated response selections 

and response execution concepts more than did novices. However, since only female 

adult players were selected for the study, the conclusion about their knowledge 

representation could only be generalised for the adult female tennis population. 

 

Further, McPherson (2000) compared the planning responses of six 19-22 year-old 

college female experts and equal number of 18-22 year-old female beginner novices, 

using planning interviews between points during each game (i.e., “what are you 

thinking about now?”). She discovered that female experts formulated total, varied 

and sophisticated goals, as well as concepts of condition, action and do – more than 

novices. Moreover, the former planned their actions based on elaborate and 

sophisticated action plan and current event profiles accessed from long-term 

memory, whereas the novices lacked action plan and did not use current event 

profiles much (McPherson, 2000). Although these findings provide an insight into 

the planning and response selection of female adults on a point-by-point basis, there 

is scope for expanding research on expert junior tennis players using post-match 

recall paradigm. 
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More recently, McPherson and Kernodle (2007) used immediate recall and planning 

interviews between points during tennis singles practice matches involving six male 

entry-level professional players (average age 27.3 years) and equal number of male 

adult beginners (average age 22.6 years). The aim was to have an insight into their 

tactical situational cognitive processing. They concluded that entry-level 

professionals formulated more specific goals, tactics and solutions to problem, while 

adult beginners displayed more global and general goals, and employed rudimentary 

action plan profiles for their shots and for controlling their movement. 

 

From the review of past work, it is apparent that the theoretical framework used to 

study knowledge representations and spatial distribution is insufficient in 

understanding the complex game of tennis better. To this end, McPherson and 

colleagues have proposed an information processing model to fill the gap in theories 

about knowledge representation under competition settings (McPherson, 1999a, 

1999b, 2000; McPherson et al., 1992; McPherson & Kernodle, 2002, 2007; 

McPherson & Thomas, 1989). Previous researchers have examined this line of query 

using relatively narrow conceptual frameworks (Farrow & Abernethy, 2002; Farrow 

et al., 1998; Jackson & Mogan, 2007; James & Bradley, 2004; Williams & Ford, 

2008). On the other hand, this study will use a more extensive and ecologically valid 

framework to examine the response selection and response execution that represent 

declarative and procedural knowledge by high performance tennis players of 

different ages and gender. A total of five separate studies were designed to answer 

the various research questions as presented and discussed in Chapter 1. 
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McPherson (1994) stated that the level of analysis regarding sport expertise depends 

on the research question. The aim of this thesis is to investigate knowledge 

representation, response-execution and procedures during tennis competition, with 

the quality of response executions being based on the coding of overt patterns of 

behaviour.  Representation of declarative knowledge will be assessed using memory 

recall and post-match questionnaires. 

 

To achieve these aims, the study needs an appropriate sport evaluation system. The 

key factor in the design of new sport evaluation systems is its repeatability, accuracy, 

and validity (Hughes, 2008a). Therefore, Study One addresses this issue by 

developing an appropriate tennis notational system, as well as systematically testing 

its validity and reliability. Specifically, Study Two, Study Three and Study Four of 

this thesis examine the response execution of sport performance by mapping players‟ 

patterns of behaviour with respect to serves and landing locations of serve-returns 

(Figure 4). Study Five of this thesis examines players‟ declarative knowledge on the 

basis of recall ability tasks – response selections using post-match questionnaires. To 

assess a player‟s recall ability, a notational analysis was undertaken. This approach 

allows for comparison between actual game performance and differences in recall 

ability accessed from working memory. This thesis is unique in that it assesses 

response selection and execution with aspects of both declarative and procedural 

knowledge that determine expert performance (MacMahon & McPherson, 2009; 

McPherson & Kernodle, 2003). 

 

Specifically, this thesis extends research by addressing several methodological 

limitations and advancing new techniques in the following ways: (1) developing an 
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integrated notational system in tennis; (2) analysing the interaction of gender and age 

on serve and serve-return performance; (3) implementing a post-match recall 

questionnaire  to evaluate response selection (i.e., declarative knowledge – basis of 

recall tasks), response execution (i.e., procedural knowledge – „doing it‟) and 

patterns of  play across age and gender; (4) using sequences of shots to understand a 

player‟s situational response execution as opposed to random shots; (5) assessing  

actual tournament play as opposed to laboratory settings or practice matches; and (6) 

examining professional, Under-12 and Under-16 tennis players in line with junior 

tournament classifications and consistent with key time-points in player 

development. 
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Figure 5.  Conceptual model for studying tactical aspect of high performance tennis. 
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CHAPTER 3: VALIDATION OF MATCH NOTATION (A CODING 

SYSTEM) IN TENNIS 

 

3.1   Introduction 

The area of notation in sport science has evolved considerably in recent decades. 

Notation aims to record important measures describing performance during match 

play or practice that are equally useful to coaches and players. The methods used 

typically offer similar performance information and range from simple hand notation 

to more sophisticated computer-based notation (O'Donoghue, 2001; Takahashi, 

Wada, Maeda, Kodama, & Nishizono, 2008; Taylor & Hughes, 1998). 

 

Tennis is a game where decisions about shot placement and movement need to be 

made continuously. Strategy and tactics are important as these provide tennis players 

with game purpose and direction. Players should have an overall game strategy 

based on their strengths and preferred game styles; their tactics are more specific in 

nature, reflecting the different ways in which this strategy can be implemented 

(Crespo & Reid, 2009; Over & O'Donoghue, 2010). Past notational studies in tennis 

have described aspects of game play, variously inferring both strategy and tactics. 

Stroke distributions (Taylor & Hughes, 1998; Underwood & McHeath, 1977); player 

movement (Hughes & Moore, 1998; Taylor & Hughes, 1998); ball placement on 

serve and return (Gillet et al., 2009; Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 2004); serve 

performance on different court surfaces (O'Donoghue & Liddle, 1998a); as well as 

rally durations and the time taken in between points (Hughes & Clarke, 1995; 

O'Donoghue & Ingram, 2001; O'Donoghue & Liddle, 1998b) represent the variety of 

performance measures that have been considered in prior research. It is no 
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coincidence that considerable empirical attention has been paid to serve and return 

performance, as these two shots are considered the most important in the game 

(Gillet et al., 2009; Gullikson & MacCurdy, 2002; Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 2004). 

However, few studies have simultaneously critiqued the characteristics of serve and 

return of serve (Gillet et al., 2009), whilst no study has coupled information 

describing the landing location of serves and the returner‟s impact locations. 

Similarly, no research has described serve and return landing locations as well as 

shot type in relation to contextual information, such as score. An integrated approach 

to match analysis is important for a variety of reasons; not least of which is the 

benefit associated with a heightened awareness of an opponent‟s tendencies or 

fallibilities on serve or return of serve. This is useful in expediting subsequent 

decision making and action. Therefore, the aim of this study was to establish the 

reliability and validity of an integrated match notation system for tennis. 

 

3.2   Methods 

In order to establish reliability of the charting method, a three phase analysis was 

undertaken: (1) intra-rater, (2) inter-rater, and (3) comparison with Hawk-Eye data 

(Gold standard). All raters who participated in this study were experienced coaches 

and were certified by Tennis Australia. For intra-rater analysis, a rater coded the 

same match on two occasions, separated by a four-week period. This was to test for 

the consistency of the rater. Eight measures were examined during the intra-rater 

assessment. These measures were first or second serve, serve landing location, return 

impact location, return type (i.e., forehand or backhand), spin type imparted on the 

return (i.e., topspin or slice), return of serve landing location, first serve attempt 

location (estimated first serve fault location), and game outcome (i.e., win or lose). 
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Phase two involved 5 raters coding 4 matches. All selected matches met the selection 

criteria described in the next section. The measures of first or second serve, serve 

landing location, returner‟s impact location, and return of serve landing location 

were selected to assess inter-rater reliability. To further corroborate the accuracy of 

the raters‟ coding, a final comparison was made against the „gold standard‟ Hawk-

Eye data. The accuracy of the Hawk-Eye system has been tested by the International 

Tennis Federation (ITF), revealing an average computational error of 3.6 mm 

(Hawk-Eye Innovations, 2007). Each rater‟s data were correlated with the Hawk-Eye 

data to determine their agreement level on three performance measures, namely, 

serve landing location, returner‟s impact location and return of serve landing 

location. 

 

3.2.1   Matches 

Match footage was obtained from the 2008 Australian Open Grand Slam. An intra-

rater reliability assessment was performed by one rater on ten singles matches (male, 

n = 5; female, n = 5) consisting of a total of 1048 points for serve (male, n = 631 

points; female, n = 417 points) and 947 for return of serve (male, n = 559 points; 

female, n = 388 points). For the inter-rater analysis, four singles matches (male, n = 

2; female, n = 2) were coded by five raters totaling 674 shots (i.e., 339 points for 

serve, and 335 for return of serve). The same match data were used to confirm the 

raters‟ coding accuracy as compared to the Hawkeye data. The matches selected for 

coding were those that satisfied the following criteria: the players were seeded and 

had previously competed in ≥3 rounds at the Australian Open; the loser won at least 

50% of the games won by the winner (Hughes & Clarke, 1995); and the players were 

right handed. The participants of the selected matches held Association of Tennis 
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Professional‟s (ATP‟s) rankings of 1-22 (Mean=10.25, SD=9.98) and Women‟s 

Tennis Association (WTA) rankings of 1-8 (Mean= 5.5, SD=2.38) in the men and 

women groupings, respectively. These players were, therefore, considered elite and 

were of similar ability. 

 

3.2.2   Demarcation of the court for the serve and return analysis 

To code the spatial information related to serve and return performance, the court 

was divided into several rectangles. To code serve location, the service box on the 

deuce side (1, 2 and 3) and on the advantage side (4, 5 and 6) was demarcated into 

three zones of equal width. This was similar to previous work (Gillet et al., 2009; 

Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 2004). Zones 1 and 6 were designated as external zones 

(wide); 2 and 5 as middle zones (into returner‟s body); and 3 and 4 as internal zones 

(T serve near the centre service line). The term „impact location‟ was used to 

describe the location of racket-ball contact made by the returner. To code the return 

impact location, the baseline was demarcated into ten zones on each side of the 

court, five zones for the deuce side and five zones for the advantage side. The deuce 

and the advantage sides are on the right side and the left side of the centre mark, 

respectively. To code the landing location of the return of serve, each half of the 

tennis court was demarcated into six sections to interpret where the return of serve 

landed. Sections 1, 2, 3 represent deep returns and sections 4, 5, and 6 represent short 

returns. The rationale for using the service line to make a separation between short 

and deep returns is common in tennis (Tennis Australia, 2007). The various serve 

and return zones are illustrated in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6.  Demarcation of the court for analysing ball impact and landing locations 

on the serve and return of serve. 

 

3.2.3   Coding procedure 

All raters were informed that the study involved match notation, specifically the 

serve and return of serve of professional male and female tennis players. Consent 

was obtained in accordance with ethical requirements (The University of Western 

Australia – RA/4/3/1337) and all questions regarding coding were answered. The 

recording of the various codes was done using hand notation. The following items 

were made available before charting began:  (1) a DVD of matches; (2) court 

diagram to facilitate the identification of serve and return of serve landing locations 

(Figure 6); (3) observation system for coding (Table 3); and (4) an Excel 
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spreadsheet. In the event of a first serve fault, the estimated landing location of the 

first serve was coded and called first serve attempt. Data were not recorded if the 

serve was a let, regardless of whether it was in or out. Raters were permitted to 

pause, or repeat points or a game, to ensure all the codes were as accurate as 

possible. 

 

Table 3.   

Numeric Codes Used in Match Notation System 

Code Serve type Code Return of serve landing location 

1 First serve 1 Deep right side (In play) 

2 Second serve 2 Deep down the middle (In play) 

 Serve landing location 3 Deep left side (In play) 

1 Wide serve (Deuce side) 4 Short right side (In play) 

2 Body serve (Deuce side) 5 Short middle (In play) 

3 "T" serve (Deuce side) 6 Short left side (In play) 

4 "T" serve (Advantage side) 7 Netted (Error) 

5 Body serve (Advantage side) 11 Wide Right (Error) 

6 Wide serve (Advantage side) 12 Wide Left (Error) 

 Returner’s Impact location 13 Wide Right- short (Error) 

1 Stretch forehand (Deuce side) 14 Wide Left- short (Error) 

1.5 Comfortable forehand (Deuce side) 21 Long Deuce (Error) 

2 Close to the body (Deuce side) 22 Long Advantage (Error) 

2.5 Comfortable backhand (Deuce side) 91 Ace 

3 Stretch backhand (Deuce side) 92 Double Faults 

4 Stretch forehand (Advantage side) 1 Deep right side (In play) 

4.5 Comfortable forehand (Advantage side) 2 Deep down the middle (In play) 

5 Close to the body (Advantage side) 3 Deep left side (In play) 

5.5 Comfortable backhand (Advantage side) 4 Short right side (In play) 

6 Stretch backhand (Advantage side) 5 Short middle (In play) 

 Shot type 6 Short left side (In play) 

1 Forehand   First serve attempt location 

2 Backhand 1 Wide serve (Deuce side) 

 Spin type 2 Body serve (Deuce side) 

1 Topspin  3 "T" serve (Deuce side) 

2 Slice  4 "T" serve (Advantage side) 

  5 Body serve (Advantage side) 

  6 Wide serve (Advantage side) 

 

3.2.4   Conversion of Hawk-Eye data 

All Hawk-Eye data were obtained through Tennis Australia. The files were in 

Microsoft Office Excel Comma Separated Values (csv file) format. The Hawkeye 
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data were converted to correspond with the demarcated serve and return zones to 

allow for comparison to the coded data of the coaches (see Figure 7). 

 

3.3   Statistical Analyses 

The data were analysed using SPSS (Version 17.0). Bivariate correlations were used 

to assess intra-rater reliability and the presence of relationships between the results 

of coding for the first trial and the repeat trial (four weeks post). The same statistical 

technique was used to compare the coding of the coaches to Hawk-Eye data. 

Reliability between raters was examined using intra-class correlation coefficients 

(ICC) among the researcher (n=1) and the four coaches. Correlations of >0.80 for 

bivariate and ICC were considered to represent excellent agreement and therefore 

support the reliability of the coaches‟ coding (Landis & Koch, 1977). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.  Translation of Hawk-Eye measurement data to the court demarcations 

used in this notation. 
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3.4   Results 

3.4.1   Intra-rater reliability test results 

Table 4 presents the intra-rater bivariate correlation coefficients for the analysed 

performance measures. The highest intra-rater correlations were recorded for first or 

second serve and for outcome of the game (r=0.999); the lowest correlation was 

recorded for return type (r=0.952). All bivariate correlation coefficients were 

nevertheless very high, implying that the rater was highly consistent when notating 

matches at different times. 

 

Table 4.   

Intra-rater Reliability for Coding Selected Serve and Return Performance Measures 

Measure Total points  Intra-rater coefficient (r) 

First or second serve n= 1048 0.999 

Serve location n= 1048 0.998 

Impact location n= 1048 0.994 

Return type  n=   947 0.952 

Spin type n=   947 0.979 

Return of serve location n=   947 0.998 

First serve attempts (first fault location)  n=   374 0.998 

Game outcome   n= 1048 0.999 

Note.  All coefficients are significant at p < .001 

 

3.4.2   Inter-rater reliability test results 

The researcher (n=1) and four other coaches coded 4 matches. The intra-class 

correlation coefficients (ICC) are presented in Table 5. The highest ICC was 

recorded for serve landing location (r=0.999), while the lowest ICC was revealed in 

the coding of first or second serve (r=0.972). As with the inter-rater results, all ICC‟s 

were very high, pointing to the repeatable nature of different coaches‟ notation. 
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Table 5.   

Inter-rater Reliability for Coding Selected Serve and Return Performance Measures 

 
Total Points Analysed and Intra-class 

Correlations between the Five Raters 

Measure Total Points ICC Values 

First or second serve n= 339 0.972 

Serve landing location n= 339 0.999 

Returner‟s impact location n= 335 0.990 

Return of serve landing location n= 335 0.995 

Note.  ICC = Intra-class Correlation Coefficient. All coefficients are significant at p 

< .001 
 

 

3.4.3   Hawk-Eye versus rater test results 

Table 6 shows the bivariate correlation coefficients between the coding of the five 

raters and Hawke-Eye. The coding by the five raters across all three investigated 

performance measures was highly comparable to Hawk-Eye (rs > .900, p < .001). 

 

Table 6.   

Hawk-Eye versus Rater Test Results 

Measure 
Total 

Points 

Bivariate Correlations of the Five Raters 

Against Hawk-Eye 

1 2 3 4 5 

Serve landing location n= 339 0.999 0.998 0.999    0.998 0.999 

Returner‟s impact location n= 335 0.998 0.997 0.998 0.997 0.978 

Return of serve landing location n= 335 0.999 0.991 0.998 0.999 0.999 

Note.  All coefficients are significant at p < .001 

 

3.5   Discussion 

The results confirmed that the notational tennis coding system was highly reliable. 

The intra-rater reliability testing showed a rater was repeatable in notating all of the 
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selected variables. The assessment for inter-rater reliability confirmed that the 

coding of the first or second serve, serve landing location, returner‟s impact location, 

and return of serve landing location are repeatable from one rater to another. These 

high levels of intra- and inter-rater agreement were similar to previous notational 

analyses in tennis (O'Donoghue & Ingram, 2001) and compared favorably to a 

volleyball notational analysis (Eom & Schutz, 1992). The raters‟ coding of the serve 

landing location, returner‟s impact location and return of serve landing location were 

also highly comparable with Hawk-Eye. 

 

This study used Hawk-Eye to corroborate coach or rater notation of ball location 

because it currently represents the most valid measure of three- dimensional ball 

displacement (Hawk-Eye Innovations, 2007). The system however, is cost 

prohibitive, limiting its use in analysing ball landing location and patterns of play to 

Grand Slam events and a handful of other professional tournaments. The coding 

method examined in the current research offers a reliable alternative method of 

match charting, which is both cheaper and more accessible. 

 

The serve and the return of serve are arguably two of the most important shots in 

tennis (Kleinoder, 2001; Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 2004), and so it is not surprising 

that they have attracted the most interest in peer reviewed articles on match notation. 

Some researchers have reported discrete measures of serve performance (i.e., 

average number of aces within a population, O‟Donoghue & Ingram, 2001), while 

others have examined the relationship between court surface and serve performance 

(Verlinden et al., 2004) or rally length (therein inferring the importance of the serve 

and return, Hughes & Clarke, 1995; Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 2004). Comparatively 
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less research has simultaneously attended to the notational dynamics of serve and 

return. Indeed, a recent study by Gillet et al. (2009) represents a rare effort in doing 

so, and the researchers were able to illustrate that placement of these two shots 

played a significant role in the game outcome. 

 

Precision is required when charting serve and the return of serve locations. The 

factors known to affect charting precision include: (1) watching tennis footage at 

normal speed versus watching in slow motion; (2) match duration (e.g., 5 sets versus 

2 sets match); (3) total number of points per match (e.g., 150 versus 60 points); (4) 

number of matches watched per day (2 a day versus 8 a day; (5) computer screen 

size (small versus big); and (6) the ability to fast forward through the action (i.e., the 

ability to allow one to skip through/past unnecessary footage). With these concerns 

in mind the following strategies were implemented. Firstly, the recorders used slow 

motion play and replay of the tennis footage to ensure accuracy in determining the 

serve and return of serve landing locations particularly where shots landed on or 

close to the lines demarcating different zones (Maslovat & Franks, 2008; Taylor & 

Hughes, 1998). The raters were also encouraged to keep an eye on the ball 

throughout its flight, anticipate where the ball was going to land as it got closer to 

the landing spot, and then focus on that part of the screen in line with past 

approaches to notational analysis (Haywood, 1984; Sharp & Whiting, 1975). 

Secondly, a 19 inch LCD monitor with a resolution of 1280 by 1024 pixels in 32-bit 

colour was preferred to smaller or lower resolution screens to facilitate ball tracking. 

Finally, during long matches (e.g., extending 3-6 hours) the coaches reported 

developing visual fatigue and/or suffered from a loss of motivation. The facility to 
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pause the match to rest and/or use the „fast forward function‟ to accelerate the coding 

process was central to managing this process. 

 

In recent times the charting of tennis behaviours using voice activation software has 

been recommended for its time saving qualities (Court, 2006). Despite the 

attractiveness of this method of charting, there are several advantages in using the 

notational charting system detailed in the current study. For example, it is (1) less 

expensive compared with other commercial software; (2) insightful and accurate 

with the large number of zones providing more specific landing locations; (3) 

numerically based and therefore more conducive to timely data analysis as compared 

to illustrative symbols (Sanderson, 1983); (4) a template that researchers and coaches 

can utilise simply to understand game patterns in tennis; and (5) educational, 

encouraging coaches to exercise good habits in studying the game using a method 

that captures objective data. Having confirmed the validity and reliability of this 

system, it will be used to report game patterns in different elite tennis populations in 

forthcoming research. 

 

3.6   Conclusion 

The results of this study showed that the investigated match notation system is a 

reliable and valid method of examining specific serve and return of serve 

information in tennis. This approach to notation also provides coaches, players, and 

researchers with an objective and easy to administer coding template that is capable 

of yielding accurate and instructive information on tactics and patterns of play in 

tennis. 
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CHAPTER 4: COMPARISON OF SERVE AND SERVE-RETURN 

STATISTICS OF HIGH PERFORMANCE MALE AND FEMALE TENNIS 

PLAYERS FROM DIFFERENT AGE-GROUPS 

 

4.1   Introduction 

The examination of match statistics or performance indicators in professional tennis 

is attracting increasing research attention (Cross & Pollard, 2009; T. Filipčič et al., 

2008; Reid et al., 2010).  For example, T. Filipčič et al. (2008) recently reported that 

in men‟s and women‟s professional tennis, there are statistically significant 

differences between winners and losers on various match statistics. Independent of 

gender, they concluded that successful players hit less double faults, committed 

fewer unforced errors and outperformed their opponents in first serve percentage, 

percentage of points won on net approaches, percentage of first and second serves 

points won and percentage of receiving points won (both first and second serves). In 

research targeting the men‟s game, Reid et al. (2010) have also shown that second-

serve points won and second serve return points won accounted for approximately 

52% of the variance in a player‟s ranking, while Cross and Pollard (2009) revealed 

that male professionals serve one ace for every eight good serves. 

 

Seminal work in modelling optimal serving strategies dates back forty years (Gale, 

1971) and has led to a large body of similar extant research (Barnett & Clarke, 2002, 

2005; Barnett et al., 2008; Gale, 1971; King & Baker, 1979; Klaassen & Magnus, 

2003; Newton & Keller, 2005; G. Pollard, 2008; G. Pollard, Pollard, Barnett, & 

Zeleznikow, 2009).  For example, three decades ago, King and Baker (1979) 

concluded that women benefited from a „strong-weak‟ serving strategy (1
st
 serve: 
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aggressive and 2
nd

 serve: conservative). More recently McMahon and de Mestre 

(2002) suggested that for female players, conservatism should extend to both serves 

(slow-slow strategy), while male players should assume a more aggressive approach 

(fast-fast strategy). To this end, G. H. Pollard and Pollard (2007) acknowledge that 

each player needs to not only understand their own serving ability but also the 

chances of winning the point when the serve goes into the court. Additionally, they 

propose that the most favourable first serve and second serve percentages for the 

majority of players are 50-60% and >85%, respectively. These preferred serve 

percentages further validation as they likely vary with opponent and court surface 

(Barnett et al., 2008). 

 

The focus of many of the abovementioned studies has been on determining 

probabilistic models of serve performance as well as offering the occasional insight 

into the general serve and return of serve performance of mostly male professional 

players. There is however, little research describing the match statistics of high 

performance junior players (Reid et al., 2010). Additionally, there is scope to better 

understand the interaction between gender and age on the serve and serve-return in 

tennis match play. The present study sought to address these gaps by examining the 

serve and serve-return performance of high performance male and female players 

from three groups - professional, Under-16 and Under-12. The findings will inform 

coaches and players about serve and return of serve performance across different 

age-groups and genders. 
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4.2   Methods and Materials 

Data were obtained from the 2008 Australian Open Grand Slam tournament and the 

2008 Australian National Junior Tennis Singles Championship Tournament with the 

consent of Tennis Australia. Both events were played at the same venue and on the 

same hard court surface. There were three groups of players in this study - 

professional players (18 and above), players under 16 years of age (Under-16), and 

players 12 years of age and below (Under-12). The matches for the professional 

group were selected using the following criteria: the players were right handed; the 

players had played in ≥3 rounds at the 2008 Australian Open (hard court) and the 

players were seeded in the event. A total of 14 men‟s and 14 women‟s singles 

matches were selected, permitting 2666 points (males = 1651 points; females = 1015 

points) to be analysed. The same number of matches were analysed for the Under-16 

player group (producing 2359 points: males = 1239 points; females = 1120 points) 

and Under-12 player group (producing 2267 points: males = 1175 points; females = 

1092 points). Again, all matches were between right-handed competitors and from 

the round of 16 on. 

 

Hizan, Whipp and Reid (2010) developed a system to notate tennis match play, 

assessing both its intra-rater and inter-rater reliability. The intra-rater analysis saw 

the same match coded on two occasions, separated by a four-week period (10 

matches, male, n = 5; female, n =5), while inter-rater reliability was evaluated 

through five raters coding the same four singles matches (male, n = 2; female, n = 2). 

The intra-rater and inter-rater analyses showed that the methodology employed to 

notate the tennis match was reliable with bivariate and intra-class correlation 

coefficients > .90, exceeding the value of .80 considered to represent excellent 
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agreement (Landis & Koch, 1977). Further elaboration of all coding procedures can 

be found in Chapter 3. 

 

4.3   Statistical Analyses 

Statistical analyses were processed on the group mean of the selected matches using 

SPSS software. Basic descriptive information was obtained on seven match 

characteristics: percentage of first serves in, aces per match, double faults per match, 

percentage of first serve points won, percentage of second serve points won, 

percentage of first serve return points won, and percentage of second serve return 

points won. For all variables, a normal distribution was tested using the 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; and the assumption of homogeneity of variance was 

examined via the Levene‟s test statistic. It was ascertained that the variables were 

normally distributed and that homogeneity of variance was not violated. Thus the 

data were appropriate for parametric statistical analysis. Specifically, the descriptive 

data were analysed using 2 (gender) x 3 (group) ANOVAs to investigate group 

differences across the match characteristics. To compare between the first serve 

points won and second serve points won and to compare between the first serve 

return points won and second serve return points won across the player groups, two 

2*2*3 mixed ANOVAs were undertaken. The first factor was the within-subjects 

factor of serve or serve-return, with two levels – first serve and second serve or first-

serve return and second-serve return. The second factor was the between-subjects 

factor of gender, with two levels – male and female. The third factor was the 

between-subjects factor of player group, with three levels – Professional, Under-16 

and Under-12. Since nine separate ANOVAs were performed on the data, a 

Bonferroni adjustment was applied to alpha (Bland & Altman, 1995; Greenhalgh, 
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1997; Ludbrook, 1998; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). A subsequent p value of .006 

was used to detect statistically significant differences. Cohen‟s d effect sizes were 

also calculated to clarify the meaningfulness of any significant results, with .8 

considered a large effect (Cohen, 1977). 

 

4.4   Results 

4.4.1   First serve (In) percentage 

No significant main effects for gender, F(1,78) = .972, p = .327; player group, 

F(2,78) = 2.462, p = .092; or gender-by-group interaction, F(2,78) = 1.67, p = .195 

were revealed for successful first serve percentages. These results indicate that the 

groups were not statistically different in percentages of first serves that they hit in. 

 

4.4.2   Aces per match  

A significant gender-by-group interaction, F(2,78) = 7.582, p < .002; and significant 

main effects for gender, F(1,78) = 12.864, p < .002 and player group, F(2,78) = 

26.252, p < .001 were found. An examination of the interaction indicated that the 

male professionals served significantly more aces compared to the Under-12 and 

Under-16 male players (p < .001; d = 1.94, 1.41, respectively), and significantly 

more aces compared to the female professional players (p < .004; d = 1.21). The 

female professional players served significantly more aces compared to the Under-12 

female players (p < .003; d = 1.26) (see Table 7).  

 

4.4.3   Double faults per match 

A significant main effect existed for player group, F(2,78) = 13.822, p < .001, where 

the professional group (M = 3.07 ± 2.94) served significantly less double faults than  
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Table 7.   

Means and SDs for the Serve Performances of the Professional, Under-16 and 

Under-12 Male and Female Players 

 Male  Female 

 Mean (%) SD (%)  Mean (%) SD (%) 

Percentage of First  Under-12s 65.39 6.36  61.67 5.44 

Serves In  Under-16s 61.13 5.22  59.46 5.68 

Professionals 60.28 4.64  62.02 6.37 

All Groups 62.26 5.78  61.05 5.81 

Aces Per Match Under-12s 0.57a 0.94  0.36b 0.63 

 Under-16s 3.36a 2.62  2.07 1.82 

Professionals 12.00 8.27  4.07
a
 4.12 

All Groups 5.31 6.96  2.17 2.99 

Double Faults per Match Under-12s 7.00 1.96  7.14 3.74 

 Under-16s 6.07 3.87  7.57 3.20 

Professionals 2.93 2.17  3.64 3.29 

All Groups 5.33 3.25  5.98 3.98 

Percentage of First Serve Under-12s 55.95 4.70  57.29 5.52 

Points Won Under-16s 60.54 6.60  54.90 7.32 

Professionals 73.45 6.92  65.11 11.41 

All Groups 63.31 9.61  59.10 9.35 

Percentage of Second Under-12s 34.61 6.37  38.33 5.44 

Serve Points Won Under-16s 38.87 5.22  40.54 5.68 

Professionals 39.72 4.64  37.98 6.37 

All Groups 37.74 5.78  38.95 5.81 

Note.  Professional = a; Under-16 = b, Under-12 = c. Superscript indicates 

significant differences between gender pairwise comparisons. Subscript indicates 

significant differences within player group pairwise comparisons. A Bonferroni 

correction is used for all post-hoc comparisons (p < .005). 
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the Under-16 players (M = 6.82 ± 3.57) and the Under-12 players (M = 7.07 ± 2.93) 

(ps < .001; d = 1.15, 1.36, respectively). No significant main effect existed for 

gender, F(1,78) = .853, p = .358; or gender-by-group interaction, F(2,78) = .383, p = 

.683. 

 

4.4.4   Serving points won when first serves were hit in 

There was no significant main effect for gender, F(1,78) = 6.823, p = .011; or 

gender-by-group interaction, F(2,78) = 3.20, p = .046 for the percentage of first 

serve points won.  However, a significant main effect for player group, F(2,78) = 

25.215, p < .001, showed that the professional group (M = 69.28 ± 10.19) won 

significantly more points on their first serves than the Under-16 group (M = 57.72 ± 

7.42) and the Under-12 group (M = 56.62 ± 5.08) (ps < .001; d = 1.30, 1.58, 

respectively) (see Table 7). 

 

4.4.5   Serving points won when a second serve was played 

No significant main effects for gender, F(1,78) = .973, p = .327; player group, 

F(2,78) = 2.462, p = .092; or gender-by-group interaction, F(2,78) = 1.67, p = .195 

were found for winning the point when a second serve was played. These results 

indicate that independent of gender and age, the players won a similar percentage of 

second serve points. 

 

4.4.6   Receiving points won when first serves were hit in 

A significant gender-by-group interaction, F(2,78) = 6.723, p < .003; and significant 

main effects for gender, F(1,78) = 12.995, p < .002; and group, F(2,78) = 18.655, p 

< .001, were found. An examination of the interaction indicated that the professional 
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males won significantly fewer points following a first serve return compared to the 

Under-12 and Under-16 male players (ps < .001; d = 2.78, 1.68, respectively), and 

compared to the female professionals (p < .001; d = 2.04) (see Table 8). 

 

Table 8.   

Means and SDs for the Winning the Point Percentages on First-Serve and Second-

Serve Return by the Professional, Under-16 and Under-12 High Performance Male 

and Female Players 

 Male  Female 

 Mean (%) SD (%)  Mean (%) SD (%) 

First-Serve Return      

Under-12s 43.32a 4.71  41.76 5.76 

Under-16s 39.54a 6.57  45.10 7.33 

Professionals 29.63 5.13  39.10
a
 4.09 

All Groups 37.50 7.95  41.99 6.25 

Second-Serve Return      

Under-12s 37.53 5.84  35.97 7.21 

Under-16s 42.16 7.70  41.90 8.85 

Professionals 50.21 3.84  54.59 2.61 

All Groups 43.30 7.90  44.15 10.26 

Note.  Professional = a; Under-16 = b, Under-12 = c. Same superscript indicates 

significant differences between gender pairwise comparisons. Same subscript 

indicates significant differences within player group pairwise comparisons. A 

Bonferroni correction is used for all post-hoc comparisons (p < .005). 
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4.4.7   Receiving points won when a second serve was played 

No significant main effects for gender, F(1,78) = .374, p = .543; or gender-by-group 

interaction, F(2,78) = 1.666, p = .196 were found for winning the point when a 

second serve return was played.  A significant main effect for player group, F(2,78) 

= 43.437, p < .001, revealed that the professional group (M = 52.40 ± 3.92) won 

significantly more points following a second serve return than the Under-16 (M = 

42.03 ± 8.14) and the Under-12 groups (M = 36.75 ± 6.49) (ps < .001; d = 1.62, 2.92, 

respectively). 

 

 

4.4.8   Comparison between serving points won when first serves were hit in and 

serving points won when a second serve was played 

A significant main effect for service points won was found, F(1,78) = 120.760, p < 

.001, d = 1.40. Players won a significantly greater percentage of points on first serve 

(M = 61.21 ± 9.66) compared to second serves (M = 47.30 ± 10.17). No significant 

differences were found for the player groups F(2,78) = 2.743, p = .071, for gender 

F(1,78) = .202, p = .655, and as well as for gender-by-player group interaction 

F(2,78) = .194, p = .824. 

  

4.4.9   Comparison between receiving points won when first serves were hit in 

and receiving points won when a second serve was played 

There was a statistically significant interaction for receiving points won for the three 

player groups: F(2,78) = 57.773, p < .001, d = .48. Post-hoc comparisons using the 

paired sample t test indicated that Under-12 players won significantly more points 

following first serve returns (M = 42.54 ± 5.22) than second serve returns (M = 36.75 

± 6.49) (p < .004; d = .98). Conversely, professional players won significantly more 
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points following second serve returns (M = 52.40± 3.92) than first serve returns (M = 

34.37 ± 6.63) (p < .001; d = 3.31). The Under-16 players, however, reported similar 

first and second serve return points won (M = 42.32 ± 7.39 and M = 42.03 ± 8.14, 

respectively) (p = .881). No significant differences were found for receiving points 

won when a second serve was played for male and female players, F(1,78) = .3678, 

p = .059; and for the gender-by-player group interaction F(2,78) = .935, p = .397. 

 

4.5   Discussion 

The serve and the serve return are regarded as the two most important strokes in 

tennis (Cahill, 2002; Furlong, 1995; Pestre, 1998; Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 2004). 

With existing research examining the dynamics of serve and return performance in 

the professional game, the current study expanded this focus to include younger age 

groups, specifically high performance Under-16 and Under-12 players, while also 

contrasting the effect of gender. 

 

All players, independent of age and gender, were found to serve approximately 60 

percent of their first serves in, which is comparable to previous work (Barnett et al., 

2008; Reid et al., 2010). It would then appear that the optimal first serve percentage 

of 50-60% suggested by G. H. Pollard and Pollard (2007) may transcend all levels of 

the game, where players constantly weigh up the respective merits of first serve 

speed and accuracy. 

  

The male professional players served more aces than the Under-12 and the Under-16 

male players, and female professional players served significantly more aces 

compared to the Under-12 female players, which might infer improvements in the 
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combination of serve speed and accuracy with age. Similar to past research, the 

professional males hit significantly more aces than the professional female players 

(Brown & O'Donoghue, 2008; Magnus & Klaassen, 1999; O'Donoghue, 2002; 

O'Donoghue & Ingram, 2001; Verlinden et al., 2004). Verlinden et al. (2004) 

speculated that these gender differences in aces per match can be attributed to a 

disparity in the physical strength, stature, and serve speed between male and female 

players. The lack of aces hit by the younger players is likely related to their still 

developing technical, physical and tactical skill. The developing skill of the Under-

16 and Under-12 players may also help to account for their significantly higher 

number of double faults as compared to the professionals.  Similarly, it may be that 

younger players are less adept at concentrating for extended periods throughout 

matches/tournaments, which may affect decision-making and heighten anxiety levels 

to impair serving performance (Bar-Eli & Tenenbaum, 1989; Hanegby & 

Tenenbaum, 2001). 

 

Being able to win the point with the serve is an essential skill for tennis success 

(Brody, 2004). In general, the professional players (averages for men and women) 

outperformed their younger counterparts by winning significantly more points when 

their first serves were hit in (Professional: 70%; Under-16: 58% and Under-12: 

57%). Again, physical and technical characteristics can be presumed to contribute to 

the professional players‟ higher winning percentages (Baxter-Jones, Helms, Maffulli, 

Baines-Preece, & Preece, 1995; Elliott, Reid, & Crespo, 2009). In particular, the 

male professionals won an average of 73% of first serve points, which is consistent 

with previous reports (71% - G. Pollard, 2008; 71.6% - Reid et al., 2010). All of the 

player groups in this study won significantly more first serve points than second 
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serve points, offering some support to the contention of a fast-fast serve strategy by 

McMahon and de Mestre (2002). 

 

Crespo and Miley (1998) have previously suggested that players should endeavour to 

return all first serves and provide their opponents with no free points.  However, the 

data suggest that translating this into winning points when receiving first serves is 

problematic, particularly in the professional men‟s game. The professional male 

players only won 30% of points when receiving an opponent‟s first serve, while the 

Under-12 and Under-16 male players and the female professionals experienced 

significantly more success (>40%). One possible explanation here, may relate to the 

observed increases in the speed of the serve in men‟s tennis over the last ten years 

(Cross & Pollard, 2009), which effectively presents returners with a reduced time 

window to make an effective movement response (Kleinoder & Mester, 2000). It is 

less well known whether commensurate increases have been noted in the speed of 

the serve in the female or junior game. However, as female professionals and 

younger players are known to serve at slower speeds, returners may be afforded 

greater absolute time to respond to the first serve to win more points (Antoun, 2007; 

Elliott et al., 2009; Reid, Quinn, & Crespo, 2003). 

 

When returning second serves, the professional (male and female) players recorded 

significantly higher winning percentages compared to the Under-16 and the Under-

12 (male and female) players. Crespo and Miley (1998) recommend that players are 

aggressive on and therefore attack the second serve. The professional players in this 

study may have done just that, succeeding in winning the point about 50% of the 

time. On the other hand, the younger players – particularly the Under-12 group, 
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enjoyed significantly less success in winning points following their opponents‟ 

second serves. Again, it is plausible that younger players do not possess the same 

physical, technical and tactical skill to attack the second serve (to “set up” the point) 

as consistently as older players (Elliott et al., 2009; McPherson, 1999a, 2000). More 

likely, though is that these group differences are the result of interacting influences, 

where physical maturation and cognitive maturation play important roles (Baxter-

Jones et al., 1995; French et al., 1996; McPherson, 1999a; Williams, 2002; Williams 

& Ward, 2007). 

 

When comparing the percentage of points won when receiving first serves and 

second serves, the Under-12 (male and female) players won significantly more 

points on first serve return than on second serve return. As previously stated, the 

Under-12 group is constrained physically and technically and, as a consequence, 

they are less able to produce powerful serves. This presumably allows the returner to 

make an effective movement response even when returning the first serve (Elliott et 

al., 2009). On the contrary, professional (male and female) players won significantly 

more points following second serve returns than first serve returns. This result 

clearly indicates that the second serve return presents the returner, in the professional 

game, with a better opportunity to control the server (and point) from the outset. 

 

4.6   Conclusions 

The current study has extended the knowledge about basic serve and return of serve 

performance in high performance tennis. Gender differences were reported for the 

serving of aces, and for winning the point following first serve returns at the 

professional level. Interestingly, the male professionals experienced more difficulty 
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in winning points when receiving their opponents‟ first serves than all other groups. 

Independent of gender, player group differences were observed with the 

professionals serving fewer double faults, winning a higher percentage of first serve 

points and winning a higher percentage of second serve return points. With 

consideration for the limitations of this study, it would appear that the amalgamation 

of motor and cognitive skill helps to explain the observed differences in serve and 

serve-return performances. In particular, given the still developing physical 

capacities of younger players, it would appear sensible for youth coaches to prioritise 

the development of efficient serve and serve-return technique (Crespo & Miley, 

1998; Elliott et al., 2009). 
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CHAPTER 5: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE SPATIAL 

DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE TENNIS SERVE 

 

 

5.1   Introduction 

In advanced tennis play, strategical and tactical are essential for successful 

performance. The concept of tennis strategy refers to the overall use of shot 

combinations and patterns of play linked to a player‟s technical, mental and physical 

skills (Braden & Bruns, 1998; Hizan et al., 2010). A player‟s tactics borne out of 

sport-specific knowledge, cognitive (decision making or response selection) and 

motor (execution of sport skills or response execution) skills, and situational 

probability information and represent the specific adaptations made to shot 

placement and movement about the court in response to various situations within the 

course of a match (Alain & Proteau, 1980; French & Nevett, 1993; McPherson, 

1994; McPherson & Kernodle, 2003; Over & O'Donoghue, 2010; Singer & Janelle, 

1999; Williams et al., 1999). The tactical possibilities for a player can be captured 

within 5 game situations: the serve, the serve-return, both players on the baseline, 

approaching or at the net, and passing (Crespo & Miley, 1998; Dent, 1994; Van Der 

Meer, 1996). The serve is regarded as the most important game situation for the 

player and serve tactics are, therefore, an important part of a player‟s arsenal (Cahill, 

2002; Furlong, 1995; Pestre, 1998; Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 2004). 

 

There is a range of published material on serve tactics, however, research 

specifically focusing on the serve direction of different elite tennis populations is 

limited (Cox & Gould, 1990; Craig, 2002; Hedelund & Rasmusen, 1997; Lightbody, 

2000). Frčej (1994) examined serve dispersion (distribution of serve) across three 
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age categories (i.e., senior, Under-16, Under-14) and found that the serve dispersion 

was lower in the older players. Unierzyski and Wieczorek (2004) studied serve 

patterns of the world‟s best tennis players, reporting that serving to the T location 

provided a better chance of winning a rally. However, the authors analysed only a 

small number of matches (n = 2) and it is unclear when in the game such serves are 

used or, for that matter, whether that depends on factors like side of the court. More 

recently, a study by Gillet et al. (2009) reported that serve placement played a 

significant part in determining game outcome. Again, the sample was limited to an 

adult male professional playing population (n = 116 matches) competing on clay 

courts. Other research efforts have noted gender differences in the frequency of aces 

during match play (O'Donoghue & Ingram, 2001; Verlinden et al., 2004) as well as 

winning percentages on serve (Verlinden et al., 2004), yet no study has attempted to 

systematically evaluate the effect of gender and age on other measures of serve 

performance. 

 

This paper aims to address these gaps in the research by examining the serve 

locations of male and female tennis players competing at the professional level and 

at two different junior age groups. Initially, the general patterns of serve location will 

be investigated followed by the exploration of a subset of these serves to consider 

potential relationships between serve location and points won (i.e., aces, 

unreturnable service winners). These analyses will then be repeated for the male and 

female players independently, to allow for more targeted examinations of serve 

location as a function of age. The findings will provide coaches a better 

understanding of the interacting influence of age and gender on serve performance, 

to aid their tactical and technical instruction of the serve and for player development.   
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5.2   Methods 

5.2.1   Matches 

Permission to analyse the male and female matches from the 2008 Australian Open 

Grand Slam, and to record and analyse the male and female matches from the 2008 

Optus Under-12 and Under-16 Australian Boys and Girls Tennis Singles 

Championships in Melbourne was obtained from Tennis Australia. All matches were 

played on an outdoor synthetic hard court. 

 

Twenty-three Australian Open singles matches were selected for analysis (male, n = 

11; female, n = 12); where a total of 5221 serves were hit in (male, n = 3272 points; 

female, n = 1949 points). The matches included for analysis satisfied the same 

criteria outlined in section 3.2.1, Chapter 3. From this pool of serves, a subsample of 

serves that included aces, unreturnable service winners, and uncontrolled service 

returns for winners were selected for analysis (male, n = 647 points; female, n = 233 

points). 

 

Twenty-seven Under-16 matches (male, n = 14; female, n = 13) and 21 Under-12 

matches (male, n = 12; female, n = 9) were selected for analysis. A total of 3391 

successful serves across the 27 Under-16 matches (male, n = 1740 points; female, n 

= 1651 points), and 1922 successful serves were analysed from the Under-12 

matches (male, n = 1050 points; female, n = 872 points). As above, a subsample of 

suitable serves from the Under-16 (i.e., aces and service winners, male, n = 301 

points; female, n = 254 points) and Under-12 (male, n = 244 points; female, n = 238 

points) games were selected for further analysis. 
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5.2.2   Procedures 

The measurement of the serve landing location was charted using a valid and reliable 

tennis coding system (see Chapter 3). In order to code the serve landing location, the 

service box on both the deuce and the advantage sides of the court were each 

separated into three zones of equal width (see Figure 8). The coder adhered to the 

recommendations, including slow motion replay, outlined in Chapter 3 to ensure that 

the serve landing locations were coded as accurately as possible. The term at a 

„general level‟ analysis refers to analysis of all serve landing location without 

consideration of win/loss, whereas the term at „specific points won‟ refers to the 

analysis of the distribution of only aces and service winners. 

 

5.2.3   Information recorded 

General information such as player‟s name, point score (e.g., 00-15, 40-15), and 

game score (e.g., 1-0, 3-1) were recorded. Serve information such as type of serve 

(i.e., First and Second serve), side of the court (i.e., Deuce or Advantage side), and 

serve landing location (i.e., Wide, Body, and T) were documented. Finally, the point 

and game outcome were also reported. The serve performance variables chosen are 

consistent with that recommended by expert coaches (see coaches description about 

tennis tactics and strategy in Chapter 2 – Table 1, pp. 27-31). 
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Figure 8.  Demarcation of the court for analysing serve. Each service box on the 

deuce and advantage side of the court was demarcated into 3 zones denoted by 1: W 

- Wide or serves going away from returner across the tramlines, 2: B – Body or 

serves into returner‟s body, and 3: T - serves near the centre service line. 

 

5.3   Statistical Analyses 

All data were analysed based on the player group frequencies using SPSS - Version 

17. The number of successful serves hit in and the percentage of these serves 

directed to the three locations (i.e., W- Wide, B - Body, and T) were computed. The 

serve location percentages are presented in the Results. However, a complete 

description of the counts, expected counts, and percentages for each Chi-square 

analysis can be found in the relevant Tables in Appendix H on the CD. Chi-square 

statistical procedures determined whether the location of a serve was independent of, 

or related to, the gender as well as the age of the player. Interpretation of a 
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significant chi-square was based on an examination of the adjusted standardised 

residuals for each analysis to reveal those cells which contributed to the detected 

significance (i.e., those cells that depart most from the hypothesis of independence). 

The adjusted standardised residual was distributed according to the standard normal 

distribution with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. Using a cut off value of 

2, any adjusted standardised residual with an absolute value greater than or equal to 

2 was deemed to contribute meaningfully to a significant chi-square (Haberman, 

1979; Pulos, 1997). This technique of analysis was similar to previous work (Gillet 

et al., 2009). A Cramer‟s V was also presented to inform the strength of the 

association between the variables for a significant chi-square. Finally, to minimise 

the prospect of committing Type I errors due to the number of chi-square tests being 

performed, p was adjusted from .05 to .001 (Cleophas & Zwinderman, 2006; 

Pocock, 1988).  

 

5.4   Results 

5.4.1   General serve location 

5.4.1.1   Effect of gender 

5.4.1.1.1   Deuce side of the court 

5.4.1.1.1.1   First serve 

There was a significant difference in the distribution of first serves across the three 

serve locations between the male and female professional players (χ
2
 = 137.04, df = 

2, p < .001) and between the male and female Under-16 players (χ
2
 = 49.34, df = 2, p 

< .001). An examination of the residuals indicated that the male professionals and 

the Under-16 males hit more first serves to the W and T locations than was expected, 

whereas the female professionals and the Under-16 females hit more first serves to 
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the B location than was expected. The first serve chi-square analysis for the Under-

12 players was not significant (χ
2
 = 5.19, df = 2, p = .075). Thus, the number of first 

serves served to the three serve locations by the male and female Under-12 players 

was not sufficiently different from the expected number of first serves (see Table 9). 

 

5.4.1.1.1.2   Second serve 

The distribution of second serves across the three serve locations was significantly 

different between the male and female professional players (χ
2
 = 120.59, df = 2, p < 

.001) and between the male and female Under-12 players (χ
2
 = 18.18, df = 2, p < 

.001). The residuals indicated that the male professionals hit more second serves to 

the T location than expected, whereas the female professionals hit more serves to the 

W and B locations than expected. Under-12 male players hit more second serves to 

the T location than expected, whereas the Under-12 females hit more serves to the B 

location than expected. The number of second serves served to the three serve 

locations by the male and female Under-16 players (χ
2
 = 4.41, df = 2, p = .110) was 

not sufficiently different from the expected number of serves (see Table 9). 

 

5.4.1.1.2   Advantage side of the court 

5.4.1.1.2.1   First serve 

The distribution of first serves across the three serve locations varied between the 

male and female professional players (χ
2
 = 90.90, df = 2, p < .001) and between the 

male and female Under-16 players (χ
2
 = 45.78, df = 2, p < .001). The male 

professionals and the Under-16 males hit more first serves to the W location and less 

B serves than was expected, whereas the female professionals and the Under-16 

females hit more first serves to the B location and less W serves than was expected. 
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There was no difference in the number of first serves served to the three serve 

locations by the male and female Under-12 players (χ
2
 = 4.03, df = 2, p = .134) (see 

Table 9). 

 

Table 9.   

Distribution of First Serve and Second Serve Locations (%) on Deuce and 

Advantage Sides, and Gender Chi-Square Tests 

  Deuce Advantage 

 

Serve 

Type 

W B T χ
2
 p V W B T χ

2
 p V 

1 ♂ 1
st
 44.5 6.8 48.7 

137.04 .001 .277 

47.1 8.5 44.4 

90.90 .001 .240 

1 ♀  39.2 26.4 34.4 29.9 24.2 45.9 

1 ♂ 2
nd

 21.6 25.2 53.2 

120.59 .001 .355 

47.9 25.4 26.7 

79.45 .001 .297 

1 ♀  40.0 43.8 16.2 19.0 46.8 34.2 

2 ♂ 1
st
 42.4 18.3 39.3 

49.34 .001 .207 

46.8 19.4 33.8 

45.78 .001 .215 

2 ♀  35.0 36.5 28.5 30.3 37.2 32.5 

2 ♂ 2
nd

 10.2 42.6 47.2 

4.41 .110 .085 

44.8 45.8 9.4 

11.60 .003 .136 

2 ♀  13.7 46.9 39.4 31.7 57.5 10.8 

3 ♂ 1
st
 36.6 41.3 22.0 

5.19 .075 .088 

36.0 43.0 21.0 

4.03 .134 .082 

3 ♀  28.7 48.5 22.8 31.6 40.3 28.1 

3 ♂ 2
nd

 12.5 48.3 39.2 

18.18 .001 .235 

40.2 52.7 7.1 

2.84 .241 .093 

3 ♀  15.8 66.4 17.8 31.9 58.1 10.0 

Note. Male = ♂, Female = ♀; 1: Professional; 2: Under-16; 3: Under-12; 1
st
 = first 

service; 2
nd

 = second service; W = Wide location; B = Body location; T = T location; 

W, B and T values are within gender percentages; Serve landing location 

percentages with adjusted standardised residual ≥ 2 are in bold; V = Cramer‟s V. 
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5.4.1.1.2.2   Second serve 

As with the deuce side, male and female professional players hit their second serves 

to different locations in the service box (χ
2
 = 79.45, df = 2, p < .001). Male players 

hit more W second serves and less B and T serves than was expected, while the 

women hit more B and T serves and less W serves than was expected. The second 

serve chi-square analyses for the Under-16 players and the Under-12 players were 

not significant. Thus, the number of second serves by the male and female Under-16 

and Under-12 players was not sufficiently different from the expected number of 

second serves to these three serve locations (Under-16: χ
2
 = 11.60, df = 2, p < .003; 

Under-12: χ
2
 = 2.84, df = 2, p = .093). 

 

5.4.2   Winning the point with the serve (at specific points won) 

5.4.2.1   Effect of gender 

5.4.2.1.1   Deuce side of the court 

5.4.2.1.1.1   First serve 

The male professionals hit more T first serves and less B serves than was expected, 

while the female professionals hit more B serves and less T serves than was expected 

(χ
2
 = 14.81, df = 2, p < .001). All other first serve chi-square analyses presented 

comparable distributions of serves across the three serve locations when players won 

points with their first serves: Under-16 (χ
2
 = 7.44, df = 2, p = .024), Under-12 (χ

2
 = 

4.32, df = 2, p = .115) (see Table 10). 

 

5.4.2.1.1.2   Second serve 

No second serve chi-square analyses were significant indicating that the number of 

winning second serves hit by the male and female players from the three player  
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Table 10.   

Distribution of First Serve and Second Serve Locations (%) on Deuce and 

Advantage Sides, and Gender Chi-Square Tests for Winning the Point with the Serve 

  Deuce Advantage 

 

Serve 

Type 

W B T χ
2
 p V W B T χ

2
 p V 

1 ♂ 1
st
 47.5 3.0 49.5 

14.81 .001 .194 

47.4 4.4 48.2 

9.07 .011 .162 

1 ♀  57.0 10.8 32.2 43.8 13.5 42.7 

1 ♂ 2
nd

 34.0 24.5 41.5 

3.46 .177 .216 

47.6 19.0 33.4 

5.80 .055 .299 

1 ♀  42.9 38.1 19.0 21.7 43.5 34.8 

2 ♂ 1
st
 47.3 12.8 39.9 

7.44 .024 .174 

46.4 11.9 41.7 

10.23 .006 .247 

2 ♀  38.8 26.5 34.7 29.7 31.0 39.3 

2 ♂ 2
nd

 8.1 54.1 37.8 

2.99 .225 .201 

25.0 46.9 28.1 

6.44 .040 .310 

2 ♀  21.6 40.6 37.8 40.0 54.3 5.7 

3 ♂ 1
st
 50.0 37.5 12.5 

4.32 .115 .197 

51.2 18.3 30.5 

.790 .674 .071 

3 ♀  30.9 49.1 20.0 46.7 24.0 29.3 

3 ♂ 2
nd

 22.8 49.1 28.1 

1.99 .368 .135 

34.7 42.9 22.4 

.986 .611 .097 

3 ♀  34.6 44.2 21.2 26.8 51.8 21.4 

Note. Male = ♂, Female = ♀; 1: Professional; 2: Under-16; 3: Under-12; 1
st
 = first 

service; 2
nd

 = second service; W = Wide location; B = Body location; T = T location; 

W, B and T values are within gender percentages; Serve landing location 

percentages with adjusted standardised residual ≥ 2 are in bold; V = Cramer‟s V. 
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groups were not sufficiently different from the expected number of serves to these 

three serve locations: Professional (χ
2
 = 3.46, df = 2, p = .177), Under-16 (χ

2
 = 2.99, 

df = 2, p = .225), Under-12 (χ
2
 = 1.99, df = 2, p = .368) (see Table 10). 

 

5.4.2.1.2   Advantage side of the court 

5.4.2.1.2.1   First and second serve 

No first or second serve chi-square analyses were significant indicating that the 

number of winning second serves on the advantage side of the court hit by the male 

and female players from the three player groups were not sufficiently different from 

the expected number of serves to these three serve locations: First Serve - 

Professional (χ
2
 = 9.07, df = 2, p = .011), Under-16 (χ

2
 = 10.23, df = 2, p = .006), 

Under-12 (χ
2
 = .790, df = 2, p = .674); Second Serve - Professional (χ

2
 = 5.80, df = 2, 

p = .055), Under-16 (χ
2
 = 6.44, df = 2, p = .040), Under-12 (χ

2
 = .986, df = 2, p = 

.611). 

 

5.4.3   Effect of age on serve location 

5.4.3.1   Male players 

At a General Level. The distribution of first and second serves on the deuce side of 

the court across the three serve locations was significantly different between three 

male player groups (first serve: χ
2
 = 254.25, df = 4, p < .001; second serve: χ

2
 = 

57.07, df = 4, p < .001) (see Table 11). Residuals pointed to male professionals 

hitting more first serves to W and T locations, and less to B location than expected, 

while the male Under-12s hit more B first serves and less W and T first serves than 

expected. On second serve, the male professionals hit more W and T serves, and less 

B serves than expected, while the male Under-16s hit less W second serves. Finally, 
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the male Under-12s hit more second serves to the B location and less to the T 

location than expected. 

 

Table 11.   

Distribution of First Serve and Second Serve Locations (%) on Deuce and 

Advantage Sides, and Age Chi-Square Tests for the Male Players 

  Deuce Advantage  

  W B T χ
2
 p V W B T χ

2
 p V 

General Level 

1
st
 1  44.5 6.8* 48.7 

254.25 .001 .250 

47.2 8.3* 44.5 

217.84 .001 .243 
 2  42.4 18.3 39.3 46.8 19.4 33.8 

 3  36.7* 41.3 22.0* 36.0* 43.0 21.0* 

2
nd

 1  21.6 25.2* 53.2 

57.07 .001 .159 

47.9 25.4* 26.7 

87.92 .001 .205 
 2  10.2* 42.6 47.2 44.8 45.8 9.4* 

 3  12.5 48.3 39.2* 40.2 52.7 7.1* 

Aces and Service winners 

1
st
 1  47.5 3.0* 49.5 

75.69 .001 .274 

47.4 4.4 48.2 

19.94 .002 .155  2  47.3 12.8 39.9 46.4 11.9 41.7 

 3  50.0 37.5 12.5* 51.2 18.3 30.5 

2
nd

 1  34.0 24.5 41.5 

13.67 .009 .216 

47.6 19.0 33.4 

8.67 .071 .188  2  8.1 54.1 37.8 25.0 46.9 28.1 

 3  22.8 49.1 28.1 34.7 42.9 22.4 

Note. 1
st
 = first service; 2

nd
 = second service; 1: Professional; 2: Under-16; 3: Under-

12; W = Wide location; B = Body location; T = T location; W, B and T values are 

within age percentages; Serve landing location percentages with adjusted 

standardised residual ≥ 2 are in bold; * = The comparison serve landing location 

percentages; V = Cramer‟s V. 

 

When serving on the advantage side of the court, the distribution of first and second 

serves across the three serve locations also varied between three male player groups 
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(first serve: χ
2
 = 217.84, df = 4, p < .001; second serve: χ

2
 = 87.92, df = 4, p < .001). 

On first serve, the male professionals hit more W and T serves, and less B serves 

than expected, while the female Under-12s hit more B serves and less W and T 

serves than expected. On second serve the male professionals hit more T serves, and 

less B serves than expected, while the male Under-16s and male Under-12s hit more 

B serves less T serves than expected (see Table 11). 

 

At a Specific Points won. Male players hit their first serves to different parts of the 

deuce court to win points depending on their age and experience (χ
2
 = 75.69, df = 4, 

p < .001). On winning first serve points, the male professionals hit more to the T 

location, and less to the B location than expected, while the male Under-12s hit more 

to the B location and less to the T serves than expected. The distribution of second 

serves hit on the deuce side of the court and the number of first and second serves hit 

on the advantage side of the court when players from the three male player groups 

won the point were similar across the three serve locations (deuce side, second serve: 

χ
2
 = 13.67, df = 4, p < .009; advantage side, first serve: χ

2
 = 19.94, df = 4, p < .002; 

second serve: χ
2
 = 8.67, df = 4, p = .071).  

 

5.4.3.2   Female players 

At a General Level. There was a significant difference in the distribution of first and 

second serve on the deuce side of the court across the three serve locations between 

three female player groups (first serve: χ
2
 = 48.31, df = 4, p < .001; second serve: χ

2
 

= 96.50, df = 4, p < .001) (see Table 12). On first serve the female professionals hit  
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Table 12.   

Distribution of First Serve and Second Serve Locations (%) on Deuce and 

Advantage Sides, and Age Chi-Square Tests for the Female Players 

  Deuce  Advantage 

  W B T χ2 p V W B T χ
2
 p V 

General Level 

1st 1  39.2 26.4* 34.4 

48.31 .001 .124 

29.9 24.2* 45.8 

41.33 .001 .125  2  35.0 36.6 28.4 30.3 37.2 32.5* 

 3  28.7* 48.5 22.8* 31.6 40.3 28.1* 

2nd 1  40.0 43.7* 16.3* 

96.50 .001 .251 

19.0* 46.8* 34.2 

70.54 .001 .209  2  13.7* 46.9 39.4 31.7 57.5 10.9* 

 3  15.8* 66.4 17.8* 31.9 58.1 10.0* 

Aces and Service winners 

1st 1  57.0 10.8* 32.2 

28.87 .001 .242 

43.8 13.5 42.7 

11.67 .020 .151  2  38.8 26.5 34.7 29.8 31.0 39.2 

 3  30.9* 49.1 20.0 46.7 24.0 29.3 

2nd 1  42.9 38.1 19.0 

5.11 .276 .152 

21.7 43.5 34.8 

8.57 .073 .194  2  21.6 40.6 37.8 40.0 54.3 5.7 

 3  34.6 44.2 21.2 26.8 51.8 21.4 

Note. 1
st
 = first service; 2

nd
 = second service; 1: Professional; 2: Under-16; 3: Under-

12; W = Wide location; B = Body location; T = T location; W, B and T values are 

within age percentages; Serve landing location percentages with adjusted 

standardised residual ≥ 2 are in bold; * = The comparison serve landing location 

percentages; V = Cramer‟s V. 

 

more W and T serves and less B serves than was expected, while the female Under-

12s hit more B serves and less W and T serves than was expected. On second serve 

the female professionals hit more W serves, and less B and T serves than was 

expected. The female Under-16s hit more T serves and less W serves than was 

expected. The female Under-12s hit more B and less W and T serves than was 

expected.  
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On the advantage side of the court there was a significant difference in the 

distribution of first and second serves across the three serve locations between three 

female player groups (first serve: χ
2
 = 41.33, df = 4, p < .001; second serve: χ

2
 = 

70.54, df = 4, p < .001) (see Table 12). On first serve the female professionals hit 

more T serves and less B serves than was expected, while the female Under-16s and 

female Under-12s hit more B serves and less T serves than was expected. On second 

serve the female professionals hit more T serves, and less B and W serves than was 

expected. The female Under-16s hit more W and B serves and less T serves than was 

expected. The female Under-12s hit less T serves than was expected. 

 

At a Specific Points won. There was a significant difference in the distribution of 

first serves on the deuce side across the three serve locations between the female 

three player groups (χ
2
 = 28.87, df = 4, p < .001). On first serve the female 

professionals hit more W serves, and less B serves than was expected, while the 

female Under-12s hit more B serves and less W serves than was expected. No other 

chi-square analyses were significant indicating that the number of serves by the three 

female player groups were not sufficiently different from the expected number of 

serves to the three serve locations (deuce side, second serve: χ
2
 = 5.11, df = 4, p = 

.276; advantage side, first serve: χ
2
 = 11.67, df = 4, p = .020; second serve: χ

2
 = 8.57, 

df = 4, p = .073). 
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5.5   Discussion 

Having a good serve is an important first step in being able to control the point 

(Crespo & Miley, 1998). The first serve, where players invariably serve at pace 

(Magnus & Klaassen, 1999), even though the server can serve to any part of the 

service box (but generally represented as one of the three serve locations), one would 

expect first serves to both sides of the court to be directed more often to the W and T 

locations because serving to these locations takes the ball away from the receiver 

making it difficult for them to return (Crespo & Miley, 1998). The second serve is 

arguably a different proposition in that a fault results in the loss of the point. 

Consequently, although there still exists the opportunity to attack with this serve, it 

might be assumed that a larger percentage of second serves will be directed to the B 

location, the middle of the service box. 

 

An examination of a spatial distribution of the first serves classified according to 

their wide, body, and T landing locations, suggested that the general serve pattern of 

professional players was consistent with the abovementioned attacking use of the 

first serve. That is, the male and female professional players served mostly to the W 

and T locations and very little to their opponent‟s body. The Under-16 males also 

served more to corners of the service box than to the B location. However, the 

Under-16 females and the Under-12 male and females players served mostly to the B 

location. Interestingly, while it is not within the scope of this study to pinpoint 

causality and explain the differences, it is likely to be found in a combination of 

disparate technical and physical skill. The findings for the professional players point 

to an underlying proficiency in targeting their first serves and infer that they attempt 

to assert early control over a point (O'Donoghue & Ingram, 2001). The distribution 
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of serves to the T and W locations are also comparable to previous work describing 

the serve locations of male professionals on hard courts (Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 

2004). 

 

The current research findings, where professional players appear better equipped to 

serve to different serve locations than junior players, receives some support the 

earlier work conducted by McPherson and colleagues using verbal protocol analysis 

(McPherson, 1999a, 2000; McPherson & Kernodle, 2003, 2007). They suggested 

that professional players were more tactically advanced than high performance 

juniors in regards to their action plans and current event profiles (McPherson, 1999a, 

1999b, 2000). That is, the professionals were more likely to parameterise action 

concepts such as direction and placement of serve (e.g., serve it to wide location on 

first serve on deuce side). Younger players, on the other hands, mainly accessed 

action plan profiles in response to game situations and contained limited analyses of 

conditions, goal concepts and game contexts (e.g., a tactical priority was to get the 

first serve in). This mode of response selection would appear consistent with and 

potentially materialise in as response execution in the form of more centrally located 

serves. 

 

The distribution of second serve locations revealed greater variation across the 

player groups. The male professional players served mostly to their opponents‟ 

backhand on both sides of the court. The Under-16 males served similarly on the 

deuce side but to the B location on the advantage court. The female professional 

players, however, served mostly to their opponent‟s body and forehand on both sides 

of the court. On both sides of the court for the female Under-16s and the Under-12 
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male and female players served mostly to the B location. The distribution of serves 

across the three locations for the three age groups suggest that as the players become 

more experienced/older, the more often they serve to the W and T locations. These 

trends may relate to the extensive repetition required to achieve expertise, which as 

applied to serving would appear to,  at least in part, be explained by the ability to hit 

T and W serves consistently (Ericsson, 2006).  

 

The general serve pattern for the younger male players in the current study is 

analogous with that found by Unierzyski (2003), where junior players aged 14 

served almost half of their first serves to the body location and the rest of their serves 

fairly evenly to the corners of the service box. When hitting second serves, the junior 

players served 73% of their second serves to the body which is relatively comparable 

to the 66.4% (Under-12 females) recorded in this study. Previous studies also report 

a similar bias for professional players to hit first serves wide but some differences in 

the location of second serves (Unierzyski, 2003). That is, Unierzyski (2003) reported 

that the male professionals hit 46% of their second serves to the body location and 

40% to the T location as compared to the approximately 25% (second serves to the 

body location) and 53% (second serve to the T location) observed in this study. 

These differences may be explained by the difference in court surface between 

studies (clay versus hard) (Hughes & Clarke, 1995). 

 

Gender differences were found for the distribution of both the first and second 

serves. When serving their first serves and second serves to the deuce side of the 

court, the male professionals and Under-16s hit a greater proportion of serves to the 

corners of the service box. This serving behaviour finds agreement with the work of 
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A. Filipčič (2002), in that one of the men‟s finalists in the U.S Open hit significantly 

more to the T location on the deuce side. In contrast, on both sides of the court, the 

female professionals (first and second serve) and female Under-16s (first serve) were 

observed to favour body serves. For their second serves on both sides of the court, 

the male professionals once again served to the corners of the service box, focusing 

on their opponents backhand and the professionals females again served to the body 

and to their opponent‟s forehand. These findings corroborate the results of Gillet et 

al. (2009), where male players were shown to hit almost half of their second serves 

to the T location on the deuce court and a similar proportion to the W location on the 

advantage side. The finding that female players serve to the B location echoes that 

reported by Hughes and Tillin (1995) and Paserman (2007). Despite B serves being 

relatively safer and of „higher percentage‟ if executed well, they can „jam‟ an 

opponent and neutralise or force error on return (Crespo & Miley, 1998). 

Additionally, it is possible that females and younger players target the B location 

more often because the double-handed backhands of their opponents may represent 

their technical and tactical strength. 

 

The relationship between winning points outright with the serve was also examined. 

Generally, for first serve on both sides of the court, the players from the three age 

groups served a greater proportion of their first serves to the corners of the service 

box to win the point outright. The exception to this was the female Under-12s who 

won points with their first serve by serving to the B location. Among the younger 

age groups, this winning the point outright serve pattern differs to that found for their 

first serves more generally; a greater proportion of the younger age groups serves 

were to the B location. Thus, it would appear that serving to the corners of the 
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service box greatly assists players in winning the outright with the serve. On second 

serve, the male professionals again won more points with the serve by serving to the 

corners of the service box. On the deuce side of the court, female professionals won 

more points with the serve by serving to their opponent‟s forehand along with 

serving at their body. However, on the advantage side of the court, the female 

professionals and the male and female Under-16s and the male and female Under-

12s won the point with their second serve by serving the greatest proportion of their 

second serves to the B location. This serve pattern reflects that found generally for 

the second serve, indicating that only at the professional level, particularly in the 

men, do the players serve to the corners in an effort to win the point. Additionally, 

we have noted elsewhere that at younger ages, he players tend to serve a greater 

proportion of their serves to B.  Thus, the findings here for the younger players may 

simply reflect a general serving bias.  

 

Unierzyski and Wieczorek (2004) compared the men‟s finals at Roland Garros and 

Wimbledon for the year 2000 and found that when they won points on first serve, the 

male professional players served to the corners of the service box with at least half of 

their serves going wide, the next largest portion down the T and finally the smallest 

proportion to the B location. When winning the rally with their second serves, there 

was a slightly different location pattern for each finals location. At Roland Garros, 

almost half the second serves were to the B location, a third was to the W location 

with the rest going down the T. At Wimbledon, 44% of second serves were sent 

down the T, followed by just over a third of second serves to the B location with the 

rest sent wide. 
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Of the 12 gender analyses performed for winning a point with the serve alone, only 

one was found to show gender associations with serve location – first serve to the 

deuce side of the court for the professional players. The results indicated that the 

male professional players won points with their first serve by serving to their 

opponents backhand and that the female professional players won points with their 

first serve by serving to their opponent‟s body. 

 

Within gender age group associations with the three serve locations was also 

examined. For the male players age group associations were found for both the first 

and second serves. When serving their first serves to both sides of the court, the male 

professionals were associated with serving to the corners of the service box and the 

male Under-12s were associated with serving to the body. For their second serves on 

both sides of the court, the male professionals were once again associated with 

serving to the corners of the service box. However, the male Under-16s and the male 

Under-12s were also associated with serving to the body. 

 

Of the 4 age group analyses performed for winning a point with the serve alone, only 

one showed age group associations with serve location – first serve to the deuce side 

of the court. The results indicated that the male professional players were associated 

with winning the point with their first serve by serving to their opponent‟s backhand 

and that the male Under-12 players were associated with winning the point with their 

first serve by serving to their opponent‟s body. 

 

For the female players age group associations were found for both the first and 

second serves. When serving their first serves to both sides of the court, the female 
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professionals were associated with serving to the corners of the service box; the 

female Under-12s were associated with serving to the body as did the female Under-

16s on the advantage side of the court. For their second serves on both sides of the 

court, the female professionals were associated with serving to their opponent‟s 

forehand. The female Under-16s were associated with serving to their opponent‟s 

backhand, and associated with serves to the body on the advantage side of the court. 

Finally, the female Under-12s were associated with body serves on the deuce side of 

the court, associated with less than the expected number of serves to their opponent‟s 

forehand on the advantage side of the court. 

 

Of the 4 age group analyses performed for winning a point with the serve alone, only 

one was found to show age group associations with serve location – first serve to the 

deuce side of the court. The results indicated that the female professional players 

were associated with winning the point with their first serve by serving to their 

opponent‟s forehand and that the female Under-12 players were associated with 

winning the point with their first serve by serving to their opponent‟s body. 

 

Several points can be made from the findings reported in this study. Firstly, as the 

players become more experienced/older, they serve more often to the corners of the 

service box and less often to their opponent‟s body. The professional players also 

generally appear to treat their first and second serves as opportunities to attack, 

serving mostly to the corners of the service box on both sides of the court. In 

contrast, the Under-16 players and more especially the Under-12 players hit the 

greatest proportion of their serves to the B location. Whether this is due to a lack of 

experience, skill or confidence is not known. 
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Secondly, when winning a point outright with a serve, the general first serve location 

pattern indicated that the players from the three age groups won points by targeting 

most of their serves to the corners of the service box. On second serve, this pattern 

was replicated for the male professional players on both sides of the court and the 

female professional players on the deuce side of the court. However, for the Under-

16s, Under-12s and the female professionals, on the advantage side of the court, 

points were won with serves targeting the centre of the service box or B location. 

 

Thirdly, embedded in these general age-based serve patterns, are gender 

associations. It appears that male players are associated with more serves to the 

corners of the service box, whereas the female players are associated with more 

serves to their opponent‟s body. 

 

5.6   Conclusions 

In conclusion, the current research findings reveal that in terms of response-

execution procedures, the older and more experienced players executed their serve 

more often to the corners of the service box, and the less experienced players 

executed their serve more often to their opponent‟s body. Serving to the corners of 

the service box was also associated with in winning the point outright with the serve. 

Thus, from a tactical standpoint it appears that the older players especially the 

professional players by serving to the corners of the service box not only increase 

their chances of winning points outright with their serves but also puts pressure on 

the returner to make a return. Such findings are consistent with research indicating 

that the more experienced athlete exhibited superior tactical decision making 

(McPherson & Kernodle, 2003; Nielsen & McPherson, 2001). However, less skilled 
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players have in previous work shown to exhibit poor response selections leading to  

less effective behaviours such as failure to consistently make tactical shot selections 

(Nielsen & McPherson, 2001). The general serve location findings for the younger 

age group players indicated associations with serves to the B location. While this 

serve can be difficult to return if placed to cramp up the returner, and the Under 12s 

did win points with this serve, it is also a safe serve and can be executed with 

confidence. However, from a tactical standpoint, B serves were not consistently 

associated with winning the point outright. 

 

Implications for youth coaches, especially those coaching Under-12s, include the 

need for players to develop a solid technical and tactical foundation on serve, which 

first emphasises the rehearsal of serves to the B location before progressing to the 

targeting of serves to the corners of the service box. With indications being that 

players have a greater chance of winning the points followings serves directed to the 

corners of the service box, younger players may benefit from regular participation in 

match play where they are challenged to problem solve against different opponents 

and serve to the corners. Further work is needed to ascertain the relative contribution 

of different declarative knowledge bases and skill levels to serve tactics in tennis. 
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CHAPTER 6: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE SPATIAL 

DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE SERVE-RETURN 

 

6.1   Introduction 

Due to the control that servers have over the speed, spin, and the direction of their 

serves, quality serve-returns are paramount to success (A. Filipčič, 2002; T. Filipčič 

et al., 2008; Reid et al., 2010; Zlatoper, 2002). Indeed, with serves being hit at 

increasingly high speed in the modern era, the aptitude of the player on serve-return 

has become performance determining (Crespo & Miley, 1998; Schonborn, 1999). 

First serves are typically fast attacking serves and often difficult to return, and the 

first-serve return is about neutralising the serve and getting the ball back in play. The 

second serve, however, is typically more conservative and represents an opportunity 

for the returner to assert some control over the point (Crespo & Miley, 1998). 

 

Strangely, while the serve has attracted strong research interest, the same 

investigative enthusiasm has not transcended to the return. This is even reflected in 

the information made available to professional players at Grand Slams: numerous 

match statistics describing serve performance are reported (e.g., aces, double faults, 

winners, unforced errors, percentage of first serves won, distribution of serves to 

target zones), yet few insights are offered into the return (Association of Tennis 

Professionals, 2009; Over & O'Donoghue, 2010). So, it becomes clear that any 

knowledge gained through an examination of serve-return performance will enhance 

the understanding of the serve-return strategies and tactics to potentially aid player 

development. 
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To the knowledge of the author, only two studies have evaluated the spatial 

distribution of the serve-return. Unierzyski and Wieczorek (2004) observed the 

serve-returns of the finalists at the 2000 Wimbledon and French Open 

Championships and contended that returns directed to the servers‟ backhand and 

forehand sides helped the returners to win points. In a more thorough and systematic 

approach, Gillet et al. (2009) examined multiple matches across the 2005 and 2006 

French Open to illustrate that about 79% of all first-serve returns and 72% of all 

second-serve returns were hit to down the middle of the court. Interestingly, the 

receivers won the point with the serve-return by sending the ball back to the middle 

than into the external zones, and receivers won more points with second-serve 

returns (around 55%) than with first serve-returns (approximately 45%). This latter 

study analysed matches played on clay and so it is intuitive to explore whether 

similar patterns punctuate the location of returns on hard courts. A more general 

approach to the analysis of the return was conducted by O‟Donoghue and Ingram 

(2001), leading to the conclusion that there were more serve-return winners hit by 

men than women in Grand Slam tennis, particularly at the Wimbledon and the US 

Open. Their explanation pointed to males being more likely to adopt a serve-volley 

strategy and subsequently risk being passed more often by returns. Faster courts have 

also been reported to affect a player‟s capacity to hit quality returns (Collinson & 

Hughes, 2002; A. Filipčič, 2002; Hughes & Clarke, 1995; Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 

2004), but A. Filipčič and Ferjan (2003) still contend that this quality plays a 

significant role in influencing the outcome of the match. In an instructional sense, 

Crespo and Miley (1998) have suggested that in order to return wide serves 

successfully, it is important to move forward and diagonally to the ball. In doing so, 

players would theoretically make racquet-ball-impact inside the tram line marking 
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(RITL) as well as inside the baseline. Whether or not such a return position actually 

enhances a player‟s prospects of winning a point is unknown. 

 

It is clear from the scant findings regarding the serve-return that a more systematic 

approach is needed to broaden our knowledge concerning its involvement and 

influence in tennis. Additionally, little is known about the impact of a player‟s 

gender and age on serve-return strategy. This chapter sought to address these 

limitations in the research by exploring the serve-return location patterns of male and 

female tennis players at the professional level and among two age groups of high 

performance players (i.e., Under-16 and Under-12). 

 

6.2   Methods 

6.2.1   Matches 

Permission to analyse the male and female matches from the 2008 Australian Open 

Grand Slam, and to record and analyse the male and female matches from the 2008 

Optus Under-12 and Under-16 Australian Boys and Girls Tennis Singles 

Championship Tournament in Melbourne was obtained from Tennis Australia. The 

criteria for match selection were the same to the one adopted in Study Three (see 

Chapter 5, Methods Section). 

 

Twenty-three Australian Open singles matches were selected for analysis (male, n = 

11; female, n = 12); producing a total of 1968 successful serve-returns that landed in 

(male, n = 1172; female, n = 796). From this pool of serve-returns, a subsample of 

returns that won the point directly for the receiver were selected for analysis (male, n 

= 624 female, n = 455). Twenty-seven Under-16 matches (male, n = 14; female, n = 
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13) were selected for analysis producing 2836 serve-returns that were in (male, n = 

1439; female, n = 1397). From this pool of serve-returns, a subsample of returns that 

won the point directly for the receiver were selected for analysis (male, n = 732; 

female, n = 768). Twenty-one Under-12 matches were selected for analysis (male, n 

= 12; female, n = 9); producing a total of 1647 successful serve-returns landed in 

(male, n = 916; female, n = 731). From this pool of serve-returns, a subsample of 

returns that won the point directly for the receiver were selected for analysis (male, n 

= 458; female, n = 378). 

 

In order to analyse whether there was an association between point outcome when 

returning from a position inside the tram line markings (RITL) and from a position 

outside of the court markings (ROCM), a total of 2665 serve-returns where the 

serve-return impact location was either inside the tram line markings (RITL, 

professional: male, n = 409; female, n = 280; Under-16: male, n = 261; female, n = 

198; Under-12: male, n = 182; female, n = 125) or outside of the court markings 

(ROCM, professional: male, n = 464; female, n = 212; Under-16: male, n = 200; 

female, n = 141; Under-12: male, n = 93; female, n = 100). Finally, for the analysis 

to ascertain the notion that the second serve allows the opportunity to dictate the 

point, a total of 1369 points were analysed for professionals (male, n = 778; female, 

n = 591), 1680 points for the Under-16 players (male, n = 822; female, n = 858), and 

1330 points for the Under-12 players (male, n = 704; female, n = 626). 
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6.2.2   Procedures 

The measurement of the serve and serve-return landing locations was charted using a 

valid and reliable tennis coding system (see Chapter 3). In order to code the serve 

landing location, the service box on both the deuce and the advantage sides of the 

court were each separated into three zones of equal width - wide, body and T (see 

Figure 9). To code the serve-return location the court was divided into six sections of 

equal size. Sections 1, 2 and 3 are areas of deep serve-return, while sections 4, 5 and 

6 are areas of short returns. In accordance with Gillet et al. (2009), sections 1 and 4, 

2 and 5, and 3 and 6 were collapsed to represent the forehand return, middle of court 

return and backhand return, respectively. The location of the ball that landed out 

when hitting serve-return is represented by six zones denoted by 11, 12, 13, 14, 21 

and 22. Finally, the returner‟s serve-return impact location was also recorded. For 

analysis purposes, the receiver‟s impact location inside the tram line markings 

(RITL) and outside of the court markings (ROCM) were coded for analysis. This 

finding could be used by coaches to understand the ideal returner‟s impact locations 

as well as assisting in delivering effective instructional serve-return strategies. The 

coder adhered to the recording recommendations outlined in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 9.  Schematic representation of tennis court for coding information on serve-

returns. 

 

6.3   Statistical Analyses 

All data were processed on the group mean of the 71 selected matches from three 

groups of players – professional, Under-16 and Under-12 using SPSS - Version 17. 

The number of serve-returns and the percentage of these returns hit to an opponent‟s 

forehand (F), an opponent‟s backhand (B) and to the middle of the court (M) from 

each serve location (i.e., W- wide, B - body, and T) were computed. The serve-return 

location percentages are presented in the Results. The percentages displayed for the 

gender analyses are within gender percentages and the percentages displayed for the 

age group analyses are within age percentages. A full description of the counts, 
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expected counts, and percentages for each Chi-square analysis can be found in the 

relevant Tables in Appendix H on the CD. The chi-square analyses determined: 

 

- whether the location of a serve-return was independent of, or related to, the gender 

of the player. 

 - whether the location of a serve-return was independent of, or related to, the age 

group of the male players and the age group of the female players. 

- whether serve-return outcome from serve-returns hit from the court positions RITL 

and ROCM were independent of, or related to, the gender of the player.  

- determine whether serve-return outcome from serve-returns hit from the court 

positions RITL and ROCM was independent of, or related to, the age group of the 

male players and the female players.  

- whether an association between type of serve-return (i.e., first and second serve-

return) and the location of serve-return (ball hit to their opponent‟s forehand their 

opponent‟s backhand, or to the middle location) existed when the point was won 

with the serve-return. 

 

Interpretation of a significant chi-square was based on an examination of the 

adjusted standardised residuals for each analysis to reveal those cells which 

contributed to the detected significance (i.e., those cells that depart most from the 

hypothesis of independence). As outlined in Chapter 5, the adjusted standardised 

residual is distributed according to the standard normal distribution with a mean of 0 

and a standard deviation of 1. Using a cut off point of 2, any adjusted standardised 

residual with an absolute value greater than or equal to 2 was deemed to contribute 

meaningfully to a significant chi-square (Haberman, 1979). Cramer‟s V and Phi are 
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presented to inform the strength of the association between the variables examined. 

Finally, to minimise Type I errors due to the number of chi-square tests being 

performed, p was adjusted from .05 to .001 (Cleophas & Zwinderman, 2006; 

Pocock, 1988). 

 

6.4   Results 

6.4.1   Effect of gender 

6.4.1.1   General serve-return location analyses 

6.4.1.1.1   Serve-returns from the first serve  

6.4.1.1.1.1   Deuce side of the court 

Of the nine chi-square analyses performed, only three were significant (see Table 

13). There was a significant difference in the distribution of first serve-return across 

the three serve-return locations to wide serves between the male and female Under-

16 players (χ
2
 = 21.20, df = 2, p < .001) and between the male and female Under-12 

players (χ
2
 = 23.33, df = 2, p < .001). An examination of the residuals indicated that 

the male Under-16 males hit more first serve-returns to the middle location than was 

expected, whereas the female Under-16s hit more first serve-returns to the forehand 

location than was expected. For the Under-12s, Under-12 males hit more first serve-

returns to the backhand location than was expected, whereas the female Under-12s 

hit more first serve-returns to the forehand location than was expected. A significant 

difference in the distribution of first serve-return across the three serve-return 

locations to body serves between the male and female Under-12 players was also 

found (χ
2
 = 17.82, df = 2, p < .001), with the male Under-12s hitting more first serve-  
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Table 13.   

Distribution of First-Serve-Return Locations (%) on Deuce and Advantage Sides, 

and Gender Chi-Square Tests 

  Deuce Advantage 

Serve  F M B χ
2
 p V F M B χ

2
 p V 

Wide 1 ♂ 26.1 59.0 14.9 

1.41 .494 .077 

12.4 45.5 42.1 

4.08 .130 .143 

 1 ♀ 19.6 64.5 15.9 11.1 61.1 27.8 

Body 1 ♂ 13.5 66.3 20.2 

3.76 .153 .138 

2.4 65.9 31.7 

3.24 .198 .167 

 1 ♀ 21.3 66.7 12.0 12.0 62.7 25.3 

T 1 ♂ 8.1 71.4 20.5 

3.20 .202 .112 

6.2 69.8 24.0 

2.36 .307 .099 

 1 ♀ 5.4 81.5 13.1 10.0 60.9 29.1 

Wide 2 ♂ 11.8 69.1 19.1 

21.20 .001 .250 

8.7 64.1 27.2 

7.76 .021 .155 

 2 ♀ 32.3 51.6 16.1 3.4 56.4 40.2 

Body 2 ♂ 8.0 72.7 19.3 

12.79 .002 .218 

12.1 60.4 27.5 

1.85 .396 .088 

 2 ♀ 25.3 63.7 11.0 8.8 68.9 22.3 

T 2 ♂ 11.1 67.8 21.1 

2.32 .313 .088 

5.6 69.0 25.4 

2.52 .284 .098 

 2 ♀ 17.2 64.1 18.8 6.7 59.7 33.6 

Wide 3 ♂ 16.2 62.2 21.6 

23.33 .001 .352 

11.7 56.3 32.0 

2.32 .313 .118 

 3♀ 45.5 49.4 5.2 4.8 58.7 36.5 

Body 3 ♂ 11.6 67.4 20.9 

17.82 .001 .266 

8.3 60.6 31.1 

1.66 .433 .087 

 3♀ 26.2 68.0 5.7 13.8 56.3 29.9 

T 3 ♂ 11.0 67.1 21.9 

.618 .734 .068 

8.8 63.1 28.1 

7.53 .023 .257 

 3♀ 13.6 69.5 16.9 15.8 75.4 8.8 

Note. Male = ♂, Female = ♀; 1: Professional; 2: Under-16; 3: Under-12; F = Serve-

return to Opponents Forehand Area; M = Serve-return to the Middle of the Court; B 

= Serve-return to Opponents Backhand Area; F, M and H values are within gender 

percentages; Serve-return landing location percentages with adjusted standardised 

residual ≥ 2 are in bold; V = Cramer‟s V. 
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returns to the backhand location than was expected and the female Under-12s hitting 

more first serve-returns to the forehand location than was expected. No other first 

serve chi-square analyses on the deuce side of the court were significant indicating 

that the number of serve-returns made by the male and female players was not 

sufficiently different from the expected number of serve-returns to the three serve-

return locations. 

 

6.4.1.1.1.2   Advantage side of the court 

No chi-square analyses were significant indicating that the number of serve-returns 

made by the male and female professional, Under-16 and Under-12 players were not 

sufficiently different from the expected number of serve-returns to the three serve-

return locations (see Table 13). 

 

6.4.1.1.2   Serve-returns from the second serve  

No second serve serve-return chi-square analyses were significant indicating that the 

number of serve-returns made by the male and female professional, Under-16 and 

Under-12 players were not sufficiently different from the expected number of serve-

returns to the three serve-return locations (see Table 14). 
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Table 14.   

Distribution of Second-Serve Return Locations (%) on Deuce and Advantage Sides, 

and Gender Chi-Square Tests 

  Deuce Advantage 

Serve  F M B χ
2
 p V F M B χ

2
 p V 

Wide 1 ♂ 43.6 46.2 10.2 

8.07 .018 .288 

12.2 36.0 51.8 

3.05 .218 .138 

 1 ♀ 20.7 50.0 29.3 18.2 50.0 31.8 

Body 1 ♂ 22.7 57.3 20.0 

3.72 .156 .170 

14.3 44.4 41.3 

.645 .724 .071 

 1 ♀ 35.2 40.7 24.1 15.6 50.0 34.4 

T 1 ♂ 14.7 50.0 35.3 

1.76 .416 .096 

13.0 56.5 30.4 

5.57 .062 .236 

 1 ♀ 25.0 50.0 25.0 16.7 33.3 50.0 

Wide 2 ♂ 26.7 43.3 30.0 

2.21 .331 .189 

8.5 48.5 43.0 

.041 .980 .014 

 2 ♀ 43.8 37.5 18.7 8.0 47.7 44.3 

Body 2 ♂ 14.4 63.6 22.0 

5.16 .076 .147 

9.5 55.6 34.9 

.016 .992 .007 

 2 ♀ 26.2 54.9 18.9 9.6 54.8 35.6 

T 2 ♂ 12.9 62.6 24.5 

3.82 .148 .126 

12.8 66.0 21.3 

3.63 .163 .185 

 2 ♀ 20.8 62.4 16.8 20.3 47.5 32.2 

Wide 3 ♂ 16.2 69.1 14.7 

2.09 .351 .132 

9.8 55.7 34.5 

3.06 .216 .169 

 3♀ 24.5 56.6 18.9 10.9 39.1 50.0 

Body 3 ♂ 30.4 50.6 19.0 

2.61 .271 .124 

20.5 43.6 35.9 

.432 .806 .053 

 3♀ 42.3 43.3 14.4 17.6 48.6 33.8 

T 3 ♂ 25.4 55.6 19.0 

.841 .657 .097 

30.1 37.0 32.9 

.912 .634 .078 

 3♀ 19.3 53.8 26.9 37.3 34.7 28.0 

Note. Male = ♂, Female = ♀; 1: Professional; 2: Under-16; 3: Under-12; F = Serve-

return to Opponents Forehand Area; M = Serve-return to the Middle of the Court; B 

= Serve-return to Opponents Backhand Area; F, M and H values are within gender 

percentages; Serve-return landing location percentages with adjusted standardised 

residual ≥ 2 are in bold; V = Cramer‟s V. 
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6.4.1.2   Winning the point with the serve-return 

6.4.1.2.1   First and second serve serve-returns 

No first or second serve serve-return chi-square analyses were significant, indicating 

that the number of serve-returns made by the male and female professional, Under-

16 and Under-12 players were not sufficiently different from the expected number of 

serve-returns to the three serve-return locations (see Tables 15 and 16). 
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Table 15.   

Distribution of First-Serve Return Locations (%) on Deuce and Advantage Sides, 

and Gender Chi-Square Tests for Winning the Point with the Serve-return 

  Deuce Advantage 

Serve  F M B χ
2
 p V F M B χ

2
 p V 

Wide 1 ♂ 32.9 45.2 21.9 

4.50 .105 .175 

14.3 44.3 41.4 

6.20 .045 .249 

 1 ♀ 18.9 60.8 20.3 3.3 70.0 26.7 

Body 1 ♂ 24.4 44.4 31.1 

2.82 .244 .151 

4.3 56.5 39.1 

2.85 .240 .208 

 1 ♀ 28.2 53.8 17.9 18.6 53.5 27.9 

T 1 ♂ 17.9 59.8 22.3 

7.15 .028 .211 

5.7 65.7 28.6 

6.70 .035 .211 

 1 ♀ 6.3 81.3 12.5 17.3 48.1 34.6 

Wide 2 ♂ 17.9 63.4 18.8 

4.78 .091 .147 

10.7 52.4 36.9 

1.73 .421 .109 

 2 ♀ 29.4 50.5 20.2 4.9 52.5 42.6 

Body 2 ♂ 8.9 64.4 26.7 

10.8 .004 .279 

10.4 64.6 25.0 

.955 .620 .087 

 2 ♀ 29.8 59.6 10.6 12.8 69.2 17.9 

T 2 ♂ 10.6 61.2 28.2 

3.22 .200 .146 

8.5 64.8 26.8 

.681 .712 .070 

 2 ♀ 19.7 60.6 19.7 9.0 58.2 32.8 

Wide 3 ♂ 24.6 50.7 24.6 

4.10 .129 .186 

18.0 44.0 38.0 

1.53 .465 .135 

 3♀ 40.8 44.9 14.3 8.8 52.9 38.2 

Body 3 ♂ 11.1 74.1 14.8 

6.57 .037 .242 

7.6 60.6 31.8 

.332 .847 .054 

 3♀ 29.3 63.8 6.9 10.6 59.6 29.8 

T 3 ♂ 23.0 45.9 31.1 

1.53 .466 .105 

25.0 46.9 28.1 

1.37 .934 .047 

 3♀ 17.2 56.3 26.6 27.6 48.3 24.1 

Note. Male = ♂, Female = ♀; 1: Professional; 2: Under-16; 3: Under-12; F = Serve-

return to Opponents Forehand Area; M = Serve-return to the Middle of the Court; B 

= Serve-return to Opponents Backhand Area; F, M and H values are within gender 

percentages; Serve-return landing location percentages with adjusted standardised 

residual ≥ 2 are in bold; V = Cramer‟s V.  
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Table 16.   

Distribution of Second-Serve Return Locations (%) on Deuce and Advantage Sides, 

and Gender Chi-Square Tests for Winning the Point with the Serve-return 

  Deuce Advantage 

Serve  F M B χ
2
 p V F M B χ

2
 p V 

Wide 1 ♂ 37.9 48.3 13.8 

6.83 .033 .332 

20.5 33.3 46.2 

.162 .922 .035 

 1 ♀ 18.2 39.4 42.4 23.5 35.3 41.2 

Body 1 ♂ 27.9 55.8 16.3 

3.13 .209 .193 

17.1 42.9 40.0 

.284 .867 .061 

 1 ♀ 39.0 36.6 24.4 19.5 46.3 34.1 

T 1 ♂ 17.2 50.0 32.8 

.590 .745 .067 

22.2 51.9 25.9 

4.21 .122 .256 

 1 ♀ 23.5 41.2 35.3 13.5 35.1 51.4 

Wide 2 ♂ 33.3 38.9 27.8 

.097 .953 .050 

25.8 32.2 41.9 

.730 .694 .104 

 2 ♀ 33.3 42.9 23.8 25.0 41.7 33.3 

Body 2 ♂ 12.3 63.2 24.6 

5.03 .081 .199 

11.8 60.5 27.6 

.916 .633 .074 

 2 ♀ 28.6 52.9 18.6 10.0 55.6 34.4 

T 2 ♂ 11.9 56.7 31.3 

5.79 .055 .213 

30.2 34.0 35.8 

.699 .705 .076 

 2 ♀ 25.0 58.3 16.7 24.6 40.6 34.8 

Wide 3 ♂ 30.8 41.0 28.2 

.059 .971 .028 

22.9 37.1 40.0 

.216 .898 .060 

 3♀ 32.4 38.2 29.4 23.1 42.3 34.6 

Body 3 ♂ 30.0 55.0 15.0 

2.60 .273 .170 

22.9 37.1 40.0 

.752 .687 .099 

 3♀ 42.0 38 20 22.0 46.3 31.7 

T 3 ♂ 32.3 41.9 25.8 

.279 .870 .075 

32.4 37.8 29.7 

.180 .914 .051 

 3♀ 26.3 42.1 31.6 36.4 33.3 30.3 

Note. Male = ♂, Female = ♀; 1: Professional; 2: Under-16; 3: Under-12; F = Serve-

return to Opponents Forehand Area; M = Serve-return to the Middle of the Court; B 

= Serve-return to Opponents Backhand Area; F, M and H values are within gender 

percentages; Serve-return landing location percentages with adjusted standardised 

residual ≥ 2 are in bold; V = Cramer‟s V. 
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6.4.1.3   Win/lost the point with the serve-returns from ROCM and RITL court 

positions 

6.4.1.3.1   Serve-returns from the first serve 

No ROCM or RITL chi-square analyses were significant indicating that the number 

of serve-returns made by the male and female professional, Under-16 and Under-12 

players were not sufficiently different from the expected number of serve-returns 

(see Table 17). 

 

6.4.1.3.2   Serve-returns from the second serve 

No second serve serve-return chi-square analyses could be performed because many 

of the cells violated the minimum expected cell frequency assumption (Pallant, 

2007). 

 

6.4.2   Effect of age 

6.4.2.1   General serve-return and winning the point with the serve-return location 

analyses 

6.4.2.1.1   Male and female players 

Both genders appeared to hit first and second serve returns to similar locations when 

only points won were analysed (see Table 18). 
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Table 17.   

Distribution of Winning and Losing the Point with the First-Serve Return (%) on 

Deuce and Advantage Sides at ROCM and RITL Positions, and Gender Chi-Square 

Tests (with Yates Continuity Correction) 

  Deuce Advantage 

Position  Win Loss χ
2
 p Phi Win Loss χ

2
 p Phi 

ROCM 

(df = 1) 

1 ♂ 27.2 72.8 

.091 .763 -.022 

24.9 75.1 

.412 .521 -.045 

1 ♀ 29.3 70.7 29.2 70.8 

2 ♂ 40.6 59.4 

.737 .391 -.065 

30.6 69.4 

.303 .582 -.073 

2 ♀ 47.1 52.9 37.8 62.2 

3 ♂ 42.2 57.6 

.117 .733 .079 

48.3 51.7 

.108 .742 -.043 

3 ♀ 34.6 65.4 52.7 47.3 

RITL 

(df = 1) 

1 ♂ 30.4 69.6 

3.894 .048 -.116 

33.1 66.9 

1.965 .161 -.079 

1 ♀ 41.6 58.4 41.2 58.8 

2 ♂ 42.9 57.1 

.309 .578 -.050 

37.8 62.2 

3.344 .067 -.121 

2 ♀ 47.8 52.2 47.0 53.0 

3 ♂ 41.8 58.2 

.011 .916 -.021 

40.5 59.5 

2.116 .146 -.136 

3 ♀ 43.9 56.1 54.2 45.8 

Note. ROCM = Players racquet-ball-contact occurred outside the court marking of 

the double line; RITL = Players racquet-ball-contact occurred inside the tramline 

area; Male = ♂, Female = ♀; 1: Professional; 2: Under-16; 3: Under-12; Phi = Phi 

Correlation. 
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Table 18.   

Chi-Square Analyses Examining the Within Gender Serve-Return Location 

Associations With The Professional, Under-16 and Under-12 Player Groups 

    General Serve-return location  Win Point with Serve-return 

   Serve χ2 p V χ2 p V 

M
al

e 
(d

 f
=

 4
) 

1st Deuce Wide 11.97 .018 .119 7.83 .098 .124 

  Body 1.65 .800 .052 11.03 .026 .196 

  T 1.14 .889 .037 7.09 .131 .114 

 Advantage Wide 12.18 .016 .116 3.51 .477 .114 

  Body 3.51 .477 .081 6.02 .198 .147 

  T 1.17 .884 .042 10.33 .035 .146 

2nd Deuce Wide 14.92 .005 .233 2.15 .708 .073 

  Body 7.35 .118 .116 1.99 .798 .085 

  T 12.20 .016 .128 13.88 .008 .178 

 Advantage Wide 8.44 .077 .113 5.18 .269 .101 

  Body 6.50 .165 .110 6.71 .152 .152 

  T 12.50 .014 .194 2.89 .577 .102 

F
em

al
e 

(d
f 

=
 4

) 

1st Deuce Wide 17.35 .002 .159 7.34 .119 .126 

  Body 3.76 .439 .068 4.27 .371 .096 

  T 9.34 .053 .129 9.19 .057 .161 

 Advantage Wide 5.74 .219 .111 3.50 .478 .114 

  Body 3.98 .408 .080 4.29 .368 .115 

  T 14.07 .007 .157 5.99 .200 .143 

2nd Deuce Wide 7.37 .118 .160 3.54 .473 .119 

  Body 7.95 .093 .122 4.44 .349 .115 

  T 2.17 .705 .086 8.34 .080 .137 

 Advantage Wide 3.54 .473 .106 11.11 .025 .197 

  Body 3.51 .477 .076 4.13 .389 .110 

  T 12.67 .013 .184 7.79 .099 .154 

Note. 1
st
 = First serve, 2

nd
 = Second serve, Wide = Serve-return analysis to serves 

directed to the Wide location, Body = Serve-return analysis to serves directed to the 

Body location, T = Serve-return analysis to serves directed to the T location, V = 

Cramer‟s V. Each row is the serve-return analysis examining the serve-return 

location associations with the three player groups (i.e., Professional, Under-16, 

Under-12). 
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6.4.2.2   Win/lost the point with the serve-returns from ROCM and RITL court 

positions 

6.4.2.2.1   Serve-returns from the first serve 

First and second serve return locations from ROCM or RITL court positions were 

consistent between genders and appeared to share no relationship with the point‟s 

outcome (see Table 19). 

 

Table 19.   

Distribution of Winning and Losing the Point with the First-Serve Return (%) on 

Deuce and Advantage Sides at ROCM and RITL Positions, and the Within Gender 

Chi-Square Tests 

   Deuce Advantage 

   Win Loss χ
2
 p V Win Loss χ

2
 p V 

M
al

e 
(d

f 
=

 2
) ROCM 

1 27.2 72.8 

8.463 .015 .145 

24.9 75.1 

12.358 .002 .187 2  40.6 59.4 30.6 69.4 

3  42.4 57.6 48.3 51.7 

RITL 

1 30.4 69.6 

5.499 .064 .123 

33.1 66.9 

1.882 .390 .062 2  42.9 57.1 37.8 62.2 

3  41.8 58.2 40.5 59.5 

F
em

al
e 

(d
f 

=
 2

) ROCM 

1 29.3 70.7 

7.767 .021 .175 

29.2 70.8 

3.238 .198 .107 2 47.1 52.9 37.8 62.2 

3  34.6 65.4 52.7 47.3 

RITL 

1 41.6 58.4 

.917 .632 .054 

41.2 58.8 

9.381 .009 .217 2  47.8 52.2 47.0 53.0 

3  43.9 56.1 54.2 45.8 

Note. ROCM = Players racquet-ball-contact occurred outside the court marking of 

the double line; RITL = Players racquet-ball-contact occurred inside the tramline 

area; Male = ♂, Female = ♀; 1: Professional; 2: Under-16; 3: Under-12; V = 

Cramer‟s V.  
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6.4.2.2.2   Serve-returns from the second serve 

No second serve serve-return chi-square analyses could be performed because many 

of the cells violated the minimum expected cell frequency assumption (Pallant, 

2007). 

 

6.4.3   Winning the point with the serve-return – first-serve-return/second-serve 

return analyses 

Of the twelve chi-square analyses performed, only two were significant. There was a 

significant difference in the way male and female professional players hit their first-

serve return compared to their second-serve return when they won the point with the 

serve-return (male professional players on advantage side: χ
2 

(2, n = 360) = 23.206, p 

< .001, V = .254; female professional players on deuce side χ
2 

(2, n = 316) = 19.035, 

p < .001, V = .245). An examination of the residuals indicated that on the advantage 

side of the court, the male professionals hit more first-serve returns to the middle 

location than was expected; and more second-serve returns to their opponent‟s 

forehand and backhand than was expected. For the female professionals on the deuce 

side of the court they hit more first-serve returns to the middle location than was 

expected; and more second-serve returns to their opponent‟s forehand and backhand 

than was expected. The remainder chi-square analyses were not significant 

indicating that the number of serve-returns made by the players to the serve-return 

locations was not sufficiently different from the expected number of serve-returns 

(see Table 20). 
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Table 20.   

Distribution of First and Second Serve-Return Locations (%) on Deuce and 

Advantage Sides, and Chi-Square Tests for Winning the Point with the Serve-return 

 Sex Sides F M B χ2 p V 

1 ♂ 

1 D 23.9 52.2 23.9 
.265 .876 .025 

2 D 22.9 51 26.1 

1 A 11.9 59.2 28.9 
23.206 .001 .254 

2 A 21.9 33.8 44.3 

2 ♀ 

1 D 19.5 63.0 17.5 
19.035 .001 .245 

2 D 29.3 37.9 32.8 

1 A 14.9 53.9 31.2 
7.074 .029 .160 

2 A 22.3 38.0 39.7 

3 ♂ 

1 D 13.6 62.8 23.6 
4.115 .128 .100 

2 D 18.0 52.9 29.1 

1 A 9.9 59.6 30.5 
6.932 .031 .130 

2 A 16.6 47.8 35.6 

4 ♀ 

1 D 27.1 56.1 16.7 
1.364 .506 .055 

2 D 28.4 51.1 20.5 

1 A 9.2 60.7 30.1 
7.632 .022 .136 

2 A 14.0 47.3 38.6 

5 ♂ 

1 D 20.3 55.3 24.4 
6.392 .041 .134 

2 D 31.2 43.9 24.8 

1 A 17.0 51.5 31.4 
8.432 .015 .155 

2 A 26.9 37.2 35.9 

6 ♀ 

1 D 28.1 55.6 16.4 
10.782 .005 .183 

2 D 34.7 38.0 27.3 

1 A 17.5 53.9 28.6 
7.200 .027 .154 

2 A 27.8 39.7 32.5 

Note. Male = ♂, Female = ♀; 1: Male Professional; 2: Female Professional; 3: Male 

Under-16; 4: Female Under-16; 5: Male Under-12; 6: Female Under-12; 1 D: First-

Serve return on Deuce side; 2 D: Second-Serve return on Deuce side; 1 A: First-

Serve return on Advantage side; 2 A: Second-Serve return on Advantage side; F = 

Serve-return to Opponents Forehand Area; M = Serve-return to the Middle of the 

Court; B = Serve-return to Opponents Backhand Area; F, M and H values are within 

gender percentages; Serve-return landing location percentages with adjusted 

standardised residual ≥ 2 are in bold; V = Cramer‟s V. 
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6.5   Discussion 

This study shows that, in general, irrespective of player group, serve location and 

side of the court the greatest proportion of serve-returns were played to the middle of 

the court. As fast (hard) courts have been reported to heighten the time demands on 

return, it would seem logical that players „play the percentages‟ and direct their 

response to the middle of the court, particularly on first serves and in professional 

men‟s tennis where serves regularly exceed 200 km/hr (Cross & Pollard, 2009; 

Elliott et al., 2009; Kleinoder & Mester, 2000; Schonborn, 1999). The safety or 

„percentage‟ of this play is also a product of players returning over the lowest part of 

the net and away from the lines that border the F and B locations (Bollettieri, 2001). 

Interestingly, these findings replicate the work of Gillet et al. (2009) that showed 

professional male players competing on clay courts to hit effectively 3 out of every 4 

first and second serve-returns to the middle court location. Interpreted together, these 

findings suggest there exists a preference for returning serves back to the middle 

independent of court surface. Further research is required to examine whether the 

spatial distribution of the serve-returns varies on certain points (i.e., break points) or 

with varying game styles. 

 

The idea that the second serve provides players with an opportunity to dictate the 

point appeared to materialise for only the professional players. The male (advantage 

side of the court) and female (deuce side of the court) professional players were 

observed to hit more second-serve returns to outside court locations (i.e., their 

opponent‟s forehand and backhand). In context, this can be interpreted as players 

directing serve-returns to the corners of the court with a view to applying pressure to 

their opponent and appears somewhat consistent with the common instructional tip 
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that players should look to „attack second serves‟ (Crespo & Miley, 1998). Given 

that only professional players exhibited this association it appears to support the 

notions of McPherson and Kernodle (2003) that the more experienced athletes are 

not only aware of the tactics of these returns but are also capable of following 

through with these tactics. 

 

Gender was only observed to influence return performance as follows: on the deuce 

side of the court, female players showed a preference to return to their opponents‟ 

forehand side on wide serves (Under-16s and Under-12s) and body serves (Under-

12s); Under-16 male players favoured the return of wide serves back to the middle of 

the court; and Under-12 male players hit wide and body serves back to their 

opponents‟ backhand side more than was expected. There appear two likely 

explanations for the female juniors opting to hit returns to their opponent‟s forehand: 

(a) the observation that many females possess stronger backhands than forehands 

(Antoun, 2007) or (b) they seek to increase their margin for error (in terms of depth) 

by playing cross court (Crespo & Miley, 1998). The rationale for male Under-16s 

hitting more serve-returns to the middle is less obvious. This finding is however 

consistent with Gillet et al. (2009) and may simply be a product of serve speed being 

as relevant an issue in the Under-16 game as it is considered in the professional 

game. In this way, the over-arching objective of the Under-16 males is to „get the 

ball back in order to stay in the point‟. Paradoxically, serve speed could also be used 

to explain the finding that the Under-12 boys hit more serve-returns to their 

opponent‟s backhand. That is, the pace of the Under-12 boy‟s serve may allow 

returner to set up on serve-return to attack their opponent‟s weaker side. 
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The findings also show that, despite there being no specific gender or age 

associations in the tendency to lose or win points when returning from a RITL court 

position and from a ROCM court position, there was a general trend whereby the 

returners lost a greater proportion of points than won from both positions. Further, 

this trend appeared to increase with age. Consequently, if possible and within reason, 

it appears advantageous for players to serve wide. The recommendation that 

returners move diagonally to intercept the ball early seems logical and may aid 

return performance from the outside court positions (Crespo & Miley, 1998; 

Hedelund & Rasmusen, 1997). 

 

6.6   Conclusions 

In summary, the majority of serve-returns were directed to the middle of the court 

during match play in both junior and professional playing population, in response to 

wide and body serves on the deuce side of the court. However, the younger female 

players had the tendency to play back to their opponent‟s forehand, while younger 

male players exhibited a preference to hit serve-returns to the middle and their 

opponent‟s backhand. 

 

The current results show that when responding to the first serve, as much as a player 

may have wanted to exert return to the corners, this seemed the exception to the rule. 

Nevertheless, the notion that the second serve provides players with the opportunity 

to dictate points was partially supported through an observed increase in the number 

of returns directed to the forehands and backhands of servers among the male and 

female professional player groups. There was also a general trend for returners to 

lose more points when they were returning from inside or beyond the tramlines. This 
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finding suggests that coaches/players should spend time practicing serve-returns 

from these court positions. 

 

This work signifies a modest addition to the appreciation of the serve-return and 

more research is necessary. Future work should consider the patterns of serve-return 

in other elite tennis populations and across different court surfaces. Further, the 

addition of qualitative reports of serve-return intent to complement the observed 

serve-return performance would advance our understanding of serve-return strategy 

in tennis. 
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CHAPTER 7: POST-MATCH RECALL OF SERVE AND SERVE-RETURN 

PATTERNS IN HIGH PERFORMANCE JUNIOR MALE AND FEMALE 

TENNIS PLAYERS 

 

7.1   Introduction 

The knowledge base of an athlete is the foundation by which the athlete operates 

during competition. In the first instance, an athlete accesses their knowledge base in 

preparation for executing a particular action under specific conditions. Then they act 

and receive feedback from their actions, which, if required, is used to refine their 

knowledge base. Such an interaction occurs at many levels resulting in the 

continuous cycling of an athlete‟s response selection (i.e., declarative knowledge - 

„what to do‟) and their response execution (i.e., procedural knowledge - „doing it‟) 

and the subsequent updating of the athlete‟s knowledge base. Thus, in an effort to 

better understand tactical subtleties that comprise sport expertise, MacMahon and 

McPherson (2009) have suggested that one first needs to evaluate a player‟s 

knowledge base. 

 

The expression knowledge base is commonly used to describe the interactions of 

working memory and long term memory (French & Nevett, 1993). Several memory 

models denote working memory as part of long term memory (Anderson, 1976, 

1982; Anderson, Reder, & Lebiere, 1996). The recall of sport declarative knowledge 

(response selection) is generally believed to be linked to working memory processes 

(working memory and/or long-term memory). Deficiencies in players‟ performance, 

or more specifically in their response selection and response execution, can result 

from errors in working memory, insufficient information in long term memory, and 
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ineffective processes for storing and retrieving information from long term memory 

(Allard et al., 1993; Baddeley, 1992; Williams & Davids, 1995). 

 

Past studies in tennis assessing response selection, which often manifests as 

declarative knowledge, has focused on the recall of isolated shots and actions, often 

using edited film clip simulations (Farrow & Abernethy, 2002; Farrow et al., 1998; 

McPherson & Kernodle, 2007). More recently, plasma touch screens have been 

utilised to study the sensitivity of players to situational probability information in the 

return of serve game situation (Farrow et al., 2010). The presentations of actual 

match scenarios as well as verbal protocol analyses (interviews) represent other 

common methods of assessing a player‟s declarative knowledge (McPherson, 1999a, 

1999b, 2000, 2003; McPherson & Kernodle, 2003, 2007). 

 

The ecological validity of some of these approaches, however, can be of concern 

(Fery & Crognier, 2001; Oudejans et al., 1997). For instance, Fery and Crognier 

(2001) postulated that it is more difficult to read the spatiotemporal information of 

the path of oncoming balls from video than in actual game scenarios. Such methods 

often lead to over estimation of ball flight and are devoid of the context present 

during match play. For example, the duration of these clips are frequently too short 

to even present the contextual cues that relate to the previous sequences of shots that 

may have affected the participant‟s predictions and expectations (Williams et al., 

2002). Further, in examining the motor skills and perception skills of high 

performance table-tennis players practice and actual tournament play, Ripoll (1989) 

found that players‟ perceptual processes were more heavily involved in match play 

than in practice, largely due to greater inherent unpredictability of practice. 
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During competition athletes scan, read, recognise, recall, and process competition 

information concurrently along with other pieces of information such as 

environmental conditions and how to overcome/beat an opponent. For example, in 

tennis when returning a serve, the returner needs to take into account several 

characteristics about the serve (e.g., the serve landing location, spin and speed of the 

serve) as well as their own serve-return response execution (i.e., technical aspects) 

while also deciding on the best location to hit their serve-return to increase the 

probability of winning the point – and all of this happens in less than a second. 

Evidence also points to elite players adopting different strategies (and potentially 

thought processes) when level, leading, and trailing on service breaks (O'Donoghue, 

2003; Scully & O‟Donoghue, 1999). Given the complex interactions that 

characterise and appear unique to game-play, it is little wonder that Hodges, Huys, 

and Starkes (2007) suggest that parallel observation or video analysis of actual 

competition is one of the most valid methods for evaluating declarative and 

procedural knowledge of high performance players. Much of the existing work of 

this nature in tennis has focused on questioning the players before or after a point in 

practice match settings (McPherson, 1999a, 2000; McPherson & Kernodle, 2002, 

2003, 2007). Findings for the most part suggest that adults experts are more 

advanced in their tactical knowledge, as evidenced by more elaborate action plans 

and current event profiles than youth experts or novices (irrespective of age). One 

significant limitation of these approaches, however, has been that they have been 

limited to match play in practice settings. With the concession that actual 

competition is „different‟ to practice (Hodges et al., 2007), it is surprising that no 

study has attempted to evaluate a player‟s declarative knowledge via recognition and 

recall in a game (MacMahon & McPherson, 2009). 
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With this backdrop in mind, the current study collected the thought processes of 

players via post-match questionnaires to minimise the disruption to the continuous 

nature of tennis play (MacMahon & McPherson, 2009) and to address some of the 

short-comings of the above-mentioned research. In essence, this study will examine 

the capability of high performance junior tennis players to recall patterns of play in 

relation to the serve and serve-returns hit during a National tennis tournament. More 

specifically, in keeping with the focus of this thesis, the study will establish whether 

junior players are sensitive to, and therefore able to recall, the spatial distribution of 

the first two shots in tennis at different stages throughout the match. This body of 

work will extend our understanding of the knowledge base/representations of junior 

players, which in turn should assist coaches to better cater for the tactical 

development of their junior players. 

 

7.2   Methods 

7.2.1   Participants 

The study sample is comprised of thirteen Under-12 players and nineteen Under-16 

players competing at the 2008 Australian National Junior Singles Championships. 

The sub-samples of male players and female players are distributed equally at 50.0% 

across the combined age groups. The average age of the players in the sample is 13.4 

years (SD = 2.04). A detailed breakdown of the participants (including number of 

matches, mean age, standard deviation, total number serve and serve-return 

analysed) are as follows: (1) Under-12 player group (male players: n = 6; mean age = 

11.1, SD = 0.3; female players: n = 7; mean age 11.0, SD = 0.4) (total number of 

serves = 1295; male, n = 650 points; female, n = 645 points); (total number of 

returns = 1128; male, n = 562 points; female, n = 566 points) and, (2) Under-16 
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player group (male player group: n = 10; mean age = 15.1, SD = 0.4; female player 

group: n = 9; mean age 15.1, SD = 0.1) (total number of serves = 2184; male, n = 

1232 points; female, n = 952 points); (total number of returns = 1839; male, n = 

1019 points; female, n = 820 points). All participants understood and signed the 

Informed Consent for Human Participant in accordance with the University‟s 

regulations. 

 

7.2.2   Instrument 

The capacity of the players to recognise their own and their opponent‟s serve and 

serve-return patterns was assessed via a 40-item post-match questionnaire (see 

Appendix C). The questionnaire was separated into ten categories relating to 

different aspects of serve and serve-return performance each represented by four 

questions (see Table 21 for a sample question from each category). 

 

Responses to items related to the serve location are designated on both sides of the 

court by 3 values: 1, W - Wide or serves going away from the returner across the 

tramlines; 2, B – Body or serves into the returner‟s body; and 3, T - serves near the 

centre service line (please see court diagram for question one and three in Appendix 

C). Responses to items related to the serve-return location are designated by 6 values 

(i.e., 3 values representing 3 deep return locations and 3 values representing 3 short 

return locations) (please see court diagram for question two in Appendix C). 
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Table 21.   

Category of Pattern Recognition Questionnaire in Tennis 

Category of Pattern Recognition  

1. Recognising Own Serve Location (independent of score) (ROWS) (Questions number: 1, 3, 5, 7) 

Sample question - “Where did you hit most of your first serves (that landed in, i.e., not faults) on the 

deuce side?”  

2. Recognising Own Serve Location (dependent of score) (ROWSWS) (Questions number: 9, 11, 13, 15) 

Sample question - “During the match, if you served at 15-40, where did you hit most of your first serve 

in?” 

3. Recognising Own Serve-return Location (independent of score) (ROWR) (Questions number: 37, 38, 

39, 40) Sample question - “Where did you hit your first serve-returns most of the time on the deuce side?” 

4. Recognising Own Serve-return Based on Where Opponent had served (independent of score) 

(ROSRBOS) (Questions number: 18, 20, 22, 24) Sample question – “When your opponent hit first serves 

to the location you have identified in question (17), where did you return most of the time?” 

5. Recognising Own Serve-return Based on Where Opponent had served (dependent of score) 

(ROSRBOSS) (Questions number: 26, 28, 30, 32) 

Sample question - “When your opponent hit first serves to the location you have identified in question 

(25), where did you return most of the time?” 

6. Recognising Opponent Serve Location (independent of score) (ROPSLNS) (Questions number: 17, 19, 

21, 23) Sample question – “Where did your opponent hit most of his/her first serves (that landed in, i.e., 

not faults) on the deuce side?”  

7. Recognising Opponent Serve Location (dependent of score) (ROPSLWS) (Questions number: 25, 27, 

29, 31) Sample question - “During the match, if your opponent served at 15-40, where did he/she hit most 

of his/her first serves (that landed in)?” 

8. Recognising Opponent Serve-return (independent of score) (RORSNS) (Questions number: 33, 34, 35, 

36) Sample question - “Where did your opponent hit his/her first serve-return most of the time on the 

deuce side?” 

9. Recognising Opponent Serve-return Based on Where You had served (independent of score) 

(ROSRBYSNS) (Questions number: 2, 4, 6, 8) Sample question - “When hitting first serves to the 

location you have identified in question (1), where did your opponent return most of the time?” 

10. Recognising Opponent Serve-return Based on Where You had served (dependent of score) 

(ROSRBYSWS) (Questions number: 10, 12, 14, 16) Sample question - “When hitting first serves to the 

location you have identified in question (9), where did your opponent return most of the time?” 
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7.2.3   Procedures 

Permission to analyse the male and female matches from the 2008 Optus Under-12 

and Under-16 Australian Boys and Girls Tennis Singles Championships in 

Melbourne was obtained from Tennis Australia. Written permission to interview the 

players post-match was obtained from the players, their parents and coaches prior to 

competing in the tournament. All parties were briefed as to the nature of the study 

and the involvement of the players, and that the player‟s may withdraw from the 

study at any time. Upon completion of their match, the participants completed the 

Pattern Recognition Questionnaire in relation to the just completed match. The 

participants were completed the questionnaire 15-20 minutes post-match in a private 

room under the supervision of the researcher. Players were also instructed to leave 

the item(s) blank if they could not confidently recall the circumstances (i.e., they 

were encouraged not to guess). Coaches were requested to refrain from assisting the 

players with the questionnaire. The average time taken to complete the questionnaire 

was 25 minutes. 

 

7.2.4   Data collection procedure (video recording of tennis matches) 

All tennis matches were recorded using a SONY digital video camera (25 

frames/seconds). Once the matches had been videoed, the images were converted 

from MPEG file to AVI using Pinnacle Studio 12 programme to allow for further 

coding of the activity. 

 

Matches, and therefore ball trajectories, from round 16 onward were recorded from a 

fixed position approximately 8 metres high and about 6 metres behind the baseline. 

The camera was placed and adjusted so that the doubles alleys could be seen. The 
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coder watched and manually coded every point in these matches so that the location 

of the serve and serve-return executed by each player could be cross-tabulated. The 

coder adhered to the coding recommendations outlined in Chapter 3. 

 

7.2.5   Apparatus 

The following audio-visual equipment was used: (1) Sony Digital Video Camera 

Recorder (Model DCR-SR42E) (40xOptical Zoom) (Hard Disk Drive – 30GB), (2) 

Sony wide-angle conversion lens (VCL-0630X 30mm 0.6X), and (3) Camera mount 

(Video camera support for tennis court fence), designed by the sport science 

department, The University of Western Australia. This consisted of a bottom support 

bracket manufactured from flat bar (32x6mm) and a 6mm round bar, bent in a hook, 

and was located above the fence. The inside diameter is 57mm. A 16mm bar with 

threads at the top of the bar supported a tripod universal joint. The main support bar 

is 350mm long and the main bracket bar is 200x130mm. The camera was positioned 

as described in 7.2.4. 

 

7.2.6   Criteria for determining correctness 

Codes were used to denote the correctness of players‟ response: 0 = incorrect answer 

and, 1 = correct answer. The code, X = question, was used for the questions excluded 

from the analysis because of insufficient observations. 

 

All questionnaire items were included. For cross-tabulation, the frequency of 

responses required for that question to be included needed to be ≥ 3. Table 22 

elaborates on how the various criteria for determining correctness of a player‟s 

response (and detection of serve and serve- return patterns) as well as the exclusion 
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of specific questions were applied. The explanation on the decision made for each 

case is given separately as follows. 

 

Table 22.   

Application of Criteria for Determining Correctness and Incorrectness of Pattern 

Recognition and Deletion of Question from Analysis 

Cross-Tabulation Result for 3 Locations (Serves) 

Case # Location 1 Location 2 Location 3 Decision for correctness 

1 1 1 1 Excluded 

2 2 2 2 Correct for Location 1, 2, 3 

3 1 1 0 Excluded 

4 2 0 2 Correct for location 1 and 3 

5 3 3 0 Correct for location 1 and 2 

6 2 1 0 Correct for location 1 

7 0 0 0 
If players leave blank, correct 

answer was given 

Cross-Tabulation Result for 6 Locations (Serve-returns) 

Case # Loc. 1 Loc. 2 Loc. 3 Loc. 4 Loc. 5 Loc. 6 Decision for correctness 

8 2 2 0 0 0 0 Correct for location 1 and 2 

9 0 1 2 0 0 0 Correct for location 3  

10 1 1 0 0 1 0 Excluded  

11 1 1 1 0 1 0 Excluded 

 

 

 Case 1: The question is excluded from further analysis because the instances 

of the serve landing in the 3 parts of the service box totalled 3 and were 

evenly distributed.  

 Case 2: The question is included for analysis because the instances of the 

serve landing in the 3 parts of the service box totalled 6 and were evenly 

distributed. 
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 Case 3: The question is excluded from further analysis because only 2 

instances of the serve landing in the 3 parts of the service box were correct, 

totalling 2; the minimum total of 3 correct instances had not been met.  

 Case 4: The question is included for analysis because the instances of the 

serve landing in 2 parts of the service box totalled 4; thus location 1 or 

location 3 was selected correctly by the players.  

 Case 5: The question is included for analysis because the instances of the 

serve landing in 2 parts of the service box totalled 6; thus location 1 or 

location 2 was selected correctly by the players.  

 Case number 6: The question was included for analysis because minimum 

response requirement has been met, ≥ 3; the serve landing location has the 

most number of instances; thus Location 1 is considered the correct serve 

location.  

 Case 7: If the actual count was zero and the players left the 3 serve landing 

locations blank, the question was included for analysis because this was 

correct. If a player had selected location 3, but there were actually zero 

instances in the match, then the response would be deemed incorrect.  

 Case 8: The question was included for analysis because the instances of the 

serve-return landing location in the 6 parts of the court totalled 4 exceeding 

the minimum required, ≥ 3; the response was correct for location 1 and 

location 2, an even 2-2 total number of instances split. 

 Case 9: The question was included for analysis because minimum response 

requirement has been met, ≥ 3; the serve-return location 3 has the most 

number of instances; thus Location 3 is considered the correct serve-return 

location. 
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 Case 10: This question was excluded from the analysis because although it 

met the ≥ 3 criteria for instances, no one cell recorded the highest number of 

instances.  

 Case 11:  This question was excluded from the analysis because although it 

met the ≥ 3 criteria for instances, no one cell recorded the highest number of 

instances. 

 

7.3   Statistical Analyses 

The distributions of the serve and serve-return locations were calculated using cross-

tabulation. These shot distributions were summarised according to the demarcation 

of the court designed for serve and serve-returns (serve landing locations: wide, 

body, and T locations separately on the deuce and advantage sides of the court; and 

return landing locations: (i.e., sections 1, 2, 3 represent deep returns and sections 4, 

5, and 6 represent short returns) (please see court diagram of question one through 

three in Appendix C).  

 

Cross tabulation was also performed on the 10 categories to produce a count and 

total count of each player‟s serve and serve-return locations. In order to determine a 

player‟s accuracy in recognising and recalling their own and their opponent‟s serve 

and serve-return patterns on both sides of the court the player‟s perceptions were 

compared with the coded distribution of these same shots from the same match. High 

scores reflect greater accuracy of a player‟s recall. Mann-Whitney U tests were 

conducted to examine gender and age on ability to recognise and recall their own and 

their opponent‟s serve and serve-return patterns. An alpha level of .05 was utilised 

for all statistical tests. 
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7.4   Results 

Table 23 presents the descriptive statistics of the scores for pattern recognition of 

serve and serve-return of junior tennis players by age group and gender. For both the 

Under-12 and Under-16 age groups the boys and girls the range of median scores 

were large suggesting that the capacity for recall on the questionnaire‟s items varied 

greatly among the players (Under-12s, boys range from 5.6 to 50.0 and girls range 

from 16.7 to 75.0; Under-16s, boys range from 22.5 to 66.7 and girls range from 

14.8 to 50.0). 

 

Table 23.   

Descriptive Statistics of Pattern Recognition Scores by Age Group and Gender 

 Under-12  Under-16 

 Boys Girls  Boys Girls 

Category Median Range Median Range  Median Range Median Range 

C1.1 50.0 0-100 50.0 0-75  50.0 25-100 50.0 25-75 

C1.2 41.7 0-100 0.0 0-66.7  16.7 0-100 16.7 0-100 

C1.3 16.7 0-75 50.0 0-75  25.0 0-50 25.0 0-75 

C1.4 0.0 0-100 50.0 0-100  33.3 0-100 50.0 0-100 

C1.5 0.0 0-0 100.0 0-100  100.0 0-100 50.0 0-100 

C1.6 37.5 0-75 50.0 25-100  62.5 0-100 50.0 0-100 

C1.7 0.0 0-33.3 16.7 0-100  16.7 0-100 0.0 0-50 

C1.8 25.0 0-75 25.0 0-50  12.5 0-75 25.0 0-100 

C1.9 0.0 0-66.7 25.0 0-100  0.0 0-100 0.0 0-100 

C1.10 0.0 0-100 50.0 0-100  50.0 0-100 0.0 0-0 

 

 

Table 24 reports the pattern recognition accuracy percentages for the 10 categories. 

Category C1.1 relates to a player‟s level of accuracy in recalling their own serve 

location independent of the score. The Under-16 girls were accurate 100% of the 
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time, the Under-16 boys and Under-12 girls were 66.7% accurate, and the Under-12 

boys were able to recall their serve position 50% of the time. When the players were 

asked to recall their own serve location behaviour as it related to a particular score, 

Category C1.2, all players were less accurate (Under-12 boys: 41.7%, Under-16 boys 

and Under-16 girls: 16.7%). The Under-12 girls were, in fact unable to recall their 

own serve locations, as they related to score. Category C1.3 relates to the players‟  

 

Table 24.   

The Under-12 and Under-16 Pattern Recognition Accuracy Percentages for the 10 

Categories 

  Accuracy level (%) 

Category Content 

U12 

Boys 

U12 

Girls 

U16 

Boys 

U16 

Girls  

C1.1 Recalling Own Serve Location (independent of 

score) 
50 66.7 66.7 100 

C1.2 Recalling Own Serve Location (dependent of 

score) 
41.7 0 16.7 16.7 

C1.3 Recalling Own Serve-return Location (independent 

of score) 
22.3 66.7 50 33.3 

C1.4 Recalling Own Serve-return Based on Where 

Opponent had served (independent of score) 
0 50 33.3 50 

C1.5 Recalling Own Serve-return Based on Where 

Opponent had served (dependent of score) 
n/a 100 100 50 

C1.6 Recalling Opponent Serve Location (independent 

of score) 
50 66.7 62.5 50 

C1.7 Recalling Opponent Serve Location (dependent of 

score) 
0 16.7 16.7 0 

C1.8 Recalling Opponent Serve-return (independent of 

score) 
33.3 50 16.6 25 

C1.9 Recalling Opponent Serve-return Based on Where 

You had served (independent of score) 
0 25 0 0 

C1.10 Recalling Opponent Serve-return Based on Where 

You had served (dependent of score) 
0 50 50 n/a 

 

 

capacities to accurately recall their own serve-return location regardless of the score; 

only the Under-12 girls demonstrated better than 50% response accuracy. When 
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asked to recall their own serve-return based on where their opponent had served 

independent of score, Category C1.4, only the two girl subgroups recorded 50% 

accuracy. The Under-12 boys were unable to recall their own serve-return location 

behaviour based on where their opponent had served. Category C1.5 assessed the 

player‟s recall accuracy about their own serve-return location based on where their 

opponent had served as it related to a particular score. The Under-12 girls and the 

Under-16 boys were 100% accurate, and the Under-16 girls were 50% accurate. 

When asked to recall their opponent‟s serve location not related to a particular score, 

category C1.6, all player groups‟ recorded 50% accuracy or more with the Under-12 

girls topping the list with 66.7%. Category C1.7 relates to being able to accurately 

recall their opponent‟s serve location as it related to a particular score. The player 

subgroups had particularly poor recall accuracy; and only the Under-12 girls and 

Under-16 boys reported 16.7% accuracy in their responses. When asked to recall 

their opponent‟s serve-return location not related to a score, category C1.8, only the 

Under-12 girls were 50% accurate. Category C1.9 assessed the player‟s accuracy in 

recalling their opponent‟s serve-return location based on where they themselves had 

served. The Under-12 girls were the only subgroup to accurately recall these 

locations; 25% of the time. Finally, category C1.10 asked the players to recall their 

opponent‟s serve-return location based on where they themselves had served as it 

related to a particular score. Only the Under-12 girls and Under-16 boys were able to 

recall these locations; with 50% response accuracy. 
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7.4.1   Difference in pattern recognition between the Under-12 boys and girls 

and the Under-16 boys and girls 

Tables 25 and 26 present the summary statistics of the Mann-Whitney U tests for 

determining any age or gender effects on serve and serve-return pattern recognition. 

Only 8 of the 10 categories could be analysed as there were insufficient data 

(observations) for C1.5 and C1.10. For both the Under-12 players and the Under-16 

players, there were no significant differences in the capacity for players to recall the 

serve and return of serve behaviour across the eight analysed categories. This may be 

interpreted as players of both genders at these ages possessing comparable capacity 

for recalling serve and serve-return patterns or be a function of the highly variable 

responses within each group. 

 

Table 25.   

Summary Statistics of the Mann-Whitney U Tests: Difference in Pattern Recognition 

between the Boys and Girls from the Under-12 and Under-16 player groups 

Category 

Under-12 Under-16 

Median 

U p 

Median 

U p 

Boys Girls Boys Girls 

C1.1 50.0 50.0 -.367 .731 50.0 50.0 -.215 .842 

C1.2 41.7 0.0 -1.094 .366 16.7 16.7 -.048 .965 

C1.3 16.7 50.0 -.673 .534 25.0 25.0 -.556 .604 

C1.4 0.0 50.0 -1.226 .268 33.3 50.0 -.497 .673 

C1.5 No statistical test possible 

C1.6 37.5 50.0 -.454 .731 62.5 50.0 -1.651 .133 

C1.7 0.0 16.7 -1.333 .310 16.7 0.0 -.873 .447 

C1.8 25.0 25.0 .000 1.000 12.5 25.0 -.131 .905 

C1.9 0.0 25.0 -.601 .662 0.0 0.0 .000 1.000 

C1.10 No statistical test possible 
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Table 26.   

Summary Statistics of the Mann-Whitney U Tests: Difference in Pattern Recognition 

between the Male Under-12 and Under-16 Players and the Female Under-12 and 

Under-16 Players 

Category 

Boys Girls 

Median 

U p 

Median 

U p Under-

12 

Under-

16 

Under-

12 

Under-

16 

C1.1 50.0 50.0 -.056 .958 50.0 50.0 -.166 .918 

C1.2 41.7 16.7 -.745 .492 0.0 16.7 -.589 .613 

C1.3 16.7 25.0 -.172 .875 50.0 25.0 -.867 .408 

C1.4 0.0 33.3 -1.142 .298 50.0 50.0 -.362 .779 

C1.5 No statistical test possible 

C1.6 37.5 62.5 -1.740 .093 50.0 50.0 -.058 1.000 

C1.7 0.0 16.7 -1.503 .220 16.7 0.0 -.735 .529 

C1.8 25.0 12.5 -.057 .958 25.0 25.0 -.334 .758 

C1.9 0.0 0.0 -.223 .898 25.0 0.0 -.451 .689 

C1.10 No statistical test possible 

 

 

7.5   Discussion 

The post-match recall capabilities of junior high performance tennis players with 

respect to in-game serve and serve-return performance were examined. A 

comparison of the post-match questionnaire responses to actual match performance 

revealed no gender or age group differences in the capacity for players to detect and 

document their own and their opponent‟s serve and serve-return patterns.  

 

Research has reported that more experienced players have better recognition and 

performance recall compared to their less experienced counterparts (Abernethy, 
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Baker, & Cote, 2005; Farrow, 2004; Farrow et al., 2010; Johnson, 1991; Smeeton, 

Ward, & Williams, 2003; Ward & Williams, 2003; Williams et al., 1999). However, 

our results indicate that this heightened capacity may not be as developed in the 

Under-16 teenage group. A range of median scores of 12.5% - 62.5% for recall 

accuracy of players serve and serve-return (independent of score) has no direct 

comparison in the literature. However, past youth research suggests that early 

teenage athletes have underdeveloped encoding and retrieval systems, and that at 

younger players (8- to 10-years old) possess insufficient processing operations to 

drive proper game solutions (French et al., 1996; Nevett & French, 1997). 

Importantly, the ability of an athlete to recall details correctly has implications for 

both declarative and procedural knowledge. Inaccurate recall of details will lead to 

inaccuracies to both knowledge bases (McPherson & Kernodle, 2003) and less than 

optimal performance. A comparison of professional tennis players to elite collegiate 

players revealed professional players displayed more consistent and higher order 

tactical processing and behaviour (Nielsen & McPherson, 2001). The results of the 

existing study suggest scope for junior players to improve the attention to and 

memory of such happenings. Ward and Williams (2003) found no significant age or 

skill interaction in retrieving player position information in soccer players aged 

between 11 and 13 years of age, suggesting that athletes may start developing more 

accurate encoding and retrieval systems between the ages of 15 and 17 years. The 

results of the existing study do not confirm Ward and Williams (2003) suggestions.  

The current sample of Under-12 and Under-16 age group players lacked the 

necessary cognitive skills to accurately recall specific game information. Further 

research is needed to determine the pattern recall of adult professional players and 

the importance of recall to expertise in all age groups. In addition, a notational 
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analysis of youth players‟ tennis behaviour may be necessary to help develop their 

declarative knowledge in tennis and/or aid in the review of match performances 

rather than relying on memory recall post-match. 

 

In our study it‟s possible that the players were unpractised in systematically 

recognising and recalling not only the actions of themselves but also of their 

opponents. Moreover, players may also be unfamiliar at responding in detail these 

behaviours while under the duress of a competition loss. 

 

Braden and Bruns (1998) have reported that accomplished tennis players were not 

always proficient in verbalising or expressing what they thought they were doing. 

Further, Magill (1998) has noted that a player can know „what to do‟ (declarative 

knowledge) in game situations without being able to explain or express the 

characteristics of that information when asked. In other words, an elite level athlete‟s 

technical and tactical skills are often operationalised at an automatic/implicit level, 

and as such not easy to declare consciously (David & Myers, 1990; Myers & David, 

1993). 

 

Questionnaires were answered by the Under-12 and Under-16 age group players. 

However, the player‟s responses were not clarified with further probing, as a result 

of the constraints of collecting data during a national tennis tournament. 

Alternatively, if time permitted to undertake in-depth interviews, we may have 

accessed a more comprehensive understanding of player‟s thinking. Unfortunately, 

such questionnaires cannot be administered during competition matches. 
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It is also worth noting that certain methodological or design issues may have 

contributed to the current results. Only players who had recently lost a match were 

sampled, which may have affected their motivation for recall. The specificity, length 

and format (pen to paper) of the questionnaire thrust suddenly upon athletes who are 

not used to filling out questionnaires and to accurately recall specific behaviour may 

have been too novel an intrusion into their typical post match routine. Finally, the 

criteria that underpinned which game tactics and responses to be sampled may have 

been too conservative. The current study only considered situations where the „same 

event‟ occurred ≥3 times over the course of the match. In retrospect, this may have 

provided players with too few opportunities to recall accurately, particularly when 

contained to just one match, and to develop meaningful associations between the 

score and serve/serve-return performance. 

 

In summary, it would seem that field of research in the area of pattern recognition 

have produced mixed results. The findings of the current study are a case in point. 

Consistent with past research, however, the suggestion is that the pattern recall 

capacity of male and female high performance junior players, aged between 12 and 

16, when asked about serve and serve-return performance post-match is similarly 

developed. In a practical context, this finding can be understood to shape the manner 

in which coaches provide tactical instruction to and ask for game-related feedback 

from players of different ages. 

 

7.6   Conclusions 

The results of the current study show that there were no gender or age differences in 

the post-match recall of the serve and serve-return location(s) among high 
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performance junior players. These players may have similarly developed declarative 

knowledge bases, and that the use of more objective notational, game reviews or 

instructional tools appears warranted with these aged players. There appeared scope 

for junior players to improve the attention to and memory of serve and serve-return 

patterns of play; moreover, they were inefficient at recalling specific details 

(depending on score) of the match. The relative inaccuracy of junior players pattern 

recall suggests that an on–court coach who could chart and discuss strategical 

happenings may positively impact on junior player performance. This study has 

provided a template from which future research can apply alternative interview 

techniques or operational definitions of serve and serve-return patterns to improve 

our understanding of situational probability information in tennis. The inclusion of 

professional tennis players, as a potential gold-standard, would also enhance our 

understanding of the role and meaningfulness of recall in coach instruction and 

player development. 
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

8.1   Thesis Highlights 

This thesis is principally focused on patterns of behaviour and situational probability 

in tennis, with specific emphasis on tactics of serve and serve-return. Study 1 

establishes a reliable and valid tennis coding system. In Study 2, the coding system 

is used to identify whether gender and age-group differences exist for selected match 

statistics (e.g., first serve percentages, number of aces per match, number of double 

faults per match, etc.). Study 3 and Study 4 evaluate the effect of gender and age on 

the spatial distributions of the serves and serve-returns, while Study 5 examines the 

capacity of high performance junior players to recall their play patterns with respect 

to spatial distributions of serve and serve-return immediately after matches (post-

match pattern recall). 

 

8.2   General Discussion and Conclusions 

The key factors in developing a notation system in tennis are its simplicity and ease 

of use (Hughes, 2008b; Liebermann & Franks, 2008), as well as its repeatability and 

accuracy (Hughes, 2008a; Hughes et al., 2007). In Study 1, the match notation 

system developed for charting serve and serve-return performance exhibited high 

intra/inter rater reliability and very high correlations with the Hawk-Eye data for all 

selected variables.  

 

Study 2, Study 3 and Study 4 extend research on tennis expertise, specifically in 

relation to serve and serve-return tactics (response execution skills) with inference 

on procedural knowledge (Crespo & Miley, 1998; McPherson, 1994, 1999b).  Past 
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studies had not considered expert players of varying age and gender when 

statistically describing match performance (Cross & Pollard, 2009; T. Filipčič et al., 

2008; Reid et al., 2010). Study 2 addresses this gap in research by comparing match 

statistics across different age-groups and gender. It was found that male 

professionals served significantly more aces than the Under-16 and Under-12 male 

players, while female professionals served more aces than the Under-12 female 

players. This appears to suggest that velocity and precision of serve improve with 

age. Similar to that observed in past research, the professional male players hit 

significantly more aces than their female counterparts (Brown & O'Donoghue, 2008; 

Magnus & Klaassen, 1999; O'Donoghue, 2002; O'Donoghue & Ingram, 2001; 

Verlinden et al., 2004). Irrespective of gender, professional players served 

significantly fewer double faults and won a higher percentage of first serve points, as 

well as a higher percentage of second-serve return points. Of note was the fact that 

the male professionals experienced significantly more difficulty in winning points 

when receiving their opponents‟ first serves than all the other groups. The likelihood 

that these players had considerably less time to process and execute their first serve-

returns was discussed as a plausible reason for this finding (Kleinoder & Mester, 

2000). 

 

The results of Study 3 confirm that professional players frequently serve to the 

corners of the service box, presumably to take up an attacking position on first serve 

and challenge the returner on second serve. Conversely, the Under-16, and especially 

the Under-12 players, served the greatest proportion of their serves to the middle of 

the service box (body location). In a practical sense, serving to body location is 

considered a safer play, or one that carries a greater margin for error. Past research 
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offers some support to the contention that professional players possess greater 

control over their serves (control motor skills) and, therefore, make more specific 

tactical decisions and execute their serves more forcefully (Nielsen & McPherson, 

2001). 

 

By inference, the professionals demonstrate a higher level of tactic and technique in 

their serves performance than junior players, consistent with the observation that 

professionals are more tactically advanced  in terms of their action plans and current 

event profiles than high performance juniors (McPherson, 1999a, 1999b, 2000; 

McPherson & Kernodle, 2007). The work of McPherson (1999a) further reveal that 

professionals are also more likely to parameterise action concepts such as direction 

and placement of serve (e.g., directing the serve to the corner of the service box to 

control point) during the game, whereas the younger players mostly access action 

plan profiles in response to game situations, which contain less details (e.g., get the 

serve over). Contextually, this points to some synergy between the execution 

component of motor skill (response execution) found in the current study (e.g., 

professional players serving more often to the corners of the service box, which may 

be considered a more advanced serving tactic) and the cognitive decision making 

(response selection) reported by McPherson and colleagues (e.g., adult professionals 

verbalised more advanced tactics including specific comment on the direction and 

placement of serves) (McPherson, 1999a, 1999b, 2000; McPherson & Kernodle, 

2003). 

The serve-return is regarded as the second most important stroke in contemporary 

tennis (Bollettieri, 2001; Hedelund & Rasmusen, 1997; Kleinoder, 2001; Schonborn, 

1999). Study 4 reveals that there is no association between age and the location to 
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which players hit their serve-returns. Interestingly, there is an association between 

gender and serve-return performance for the Under-16 and Under-12 players. 

Specifically, when returning wide first serves on the deuce side of the court, the 

Under-16 male players hit the balls more to the middle of the court and the Under-16 

female players more to the opponents‟ forehand. The Under-12 male players, on the 

other hand, preferred wide and body first serve-returns on the deuce side of the court 

to their opponents‟ backhand; the Under-12 female players returned these serves, 

again, to their opponents‟ forehand. It is difficult to pinpoint why these variations in 

serve-return location exist among younger players. One plausible reason is that 

Under-16 male players are able to serve their first serves with more power compared 

to the other younger male and female players, and so the best return option is back to 

the middle to keep in the point (Crespo & Miley, 1998). The younger female and 

Under-12 male players might not have been subjected to such powerful serves, and 

were, therefore, able to dictate their serve-returns, thereby applying more pressure on 

their opponents.  Why these findings are only relevant to the deuce side of the court 

is unknown. With respect to adult professional players, on the advantage side, the 

male professional players showed a tendency to hit more first-serve returns back to 

the middle location of the court, and more second-serve returns to the opponents‟ 

forehand and backhand sides. The female professional players exhibited similar 

serve-return behaviour on the deuce side of the court, however. Knowledge of 

declarative and procedural events combined with the ability to access and update 

tactical game scripts of their own and the opponents‟ habits may have a positive 

impact on the players‟ performance. That is, players are able to formulate 

appropriate tactical solutions when returning first and second serve-returns, thereby 

facilitating decision-making process (McPherson & Kernodle, 2007). These findings 
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would be strengthened by carrying out replication studies on the spatial distributions 

of the serve-returns using larger samples, as well as examining the awareness of 

players on procedures and rationale in their choice of serves and serve-returns 

through verbal protocol analysis. Although not by much, the largest proportion of 

serve-returns was to the middle location. Given that the first serve is the primary 

attacking serve, it is natural that returners are less able to dictate where they want to 

hit. Returning the first serve back to the middle of the court also provides a greater 

margin of error for the returner, keeping them in the point. Indeed, this finding 

supports that of Crespo and Miley‟s (1998) who recommended that players should 

aim to „make the return‟ on first serves. In response to second serve, the professional 

players were able to do a bit more with their returns; hitting more second-serve 

returns to the corners of the court (i.e., to their opponents‟ forehand and backhand). 

Such returns would certainly put the pressure back on the server and give the 

returner the upper hand, momentarily dictating the point (Bollettieri, 2001; Crespo & 

Miley, 1998; Hedelund & Rasmusen, 1997; Schonborn, 1999). 

The positions of returners when confronting wide first serves were shown to relate to 

the chances of winning the point. That is, there was a tendency for returners to lose a 

greater proportion of points when they made returns beyond the tramlines. This 

finding supports the coaching maxim that players should intercept wide serves by 

moving forward and hit the ball diagonally.  In addition, players should spend time 

practicing serve-returns from these court positions. Further research on the variation 

in the location of serve-returns between players with different levels of expertise is 

in order. 
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Study 5 found similarities between Under-12 and Under-16 players in their capacity 

to recall the locations of the serves and serve-returns during the game at post-match. 

It is unfortunate, however, that there is no literature on the range of median scores of 

players who could recall a games‟ serves and serve-returns with 12.5% - 62.5% 

accuracy for comparison. It is noted that the ability of an athlete to recall details 

correctly has implications for both declarative and procedural knowledge. Inaccurate 

recall of details leads to inaccurate knowledge bases and less than optimal 

performance (McPherson & Kernodle, 2003). A comparison between professional 

and elite collegiate tennis players revealed that the former displayed more 

consistency and higher order tactical processing and behaviour (Nielsen & 

McPherson, 2001). However, there appears to be scope for improvement for junior 

players in this aspect of the sport.  Further research is needed to determine the 

pattern recall of adult professional players and its expertise. The relative inaccuracy 

of junior players‟ recall play pattern implies that an on–court coach who could chart 

and discuss strategic events would have a positive impact on the performance of the 

former. 

 

8.3   Limitations 

The limitations associated with the five studies are summarised as follows: 

- The match notation design in Study 1 is labour intensive, but currently there 

is no automated way of adding context to the spatial information of serves 

and serve-returns. Systems that automate the coding of spatial and contextual 

information are indeed very timely in tennis.  The use of coupled visual and 

written (statistical) information would facilitate the coaching process more 

comprehensively than is currently possible (Hodges & Franks, 2008). The 

findings of Study 2, Study 3 and Study 4 apply only to synthetic hard courts. 
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Moreover, Study 3 only examined spatial distribution of serves without 

taking into account the „concept of serving variation to create uncertainty‟ 

proposed in tennis literature (Crespo & Miley, 1998). 

 

- In Study 5, the subjects under study consisted of only junior players, and the 

small sample size might limit the depth and general applicability of the 

results. Further, the somewhat arbitrary definition of the minimum number of 

events to constitute a pattern or provide meaningful situational probability 

information requires further study. 

 

Several issues may have contributed to the current results. The players sampled had 

just lost their matches. Such a negative outcome may have affected the player‟s 

motivation to recall accurately their own and their opponent‟s behaviour. 

Additionally, being able to accurately recall and then fill out questionnaires about 

serve/serve-return performance may have been too novel an intrusion into the 

player‟s typical post match routine. The current study only considered situations 

where the „same event‟ occurred ≥3 times over the course of a single match. This 

conservative approach may have elicited too few opportunities for the players to 

develop meaningful associations between the score and serve/serve-return 

performance, thus impacting upon recall accuracy. Finally, specific questions were 

asked and answers were given by the players. However, these questions and answers 

were not clarified with further probing given the constraints of collecting data within 

the confines of a national tennis tournament. If we had the time to do in-depth 

interviews, then we may have gotten a more complete picture of what was happening 

with the older players. 
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Despite these limitations it should be noted that very little is known about the serve 

and serve-return performance of high level tennis players competing on synthetic 

hard courts. The current research has begun to address this gap in the literature by 

analysing in a systematic manner the serve and serve-returns of right-handed players 

focusing on specific age-groupings and gender. The findings from this examination 

will not only enhance the current general understanding of the serve and serve-return 

but will also bolster the paucity of such knowledge regarding strategies on synthetic 

hard courts. Additionally, the results will help tennis coaches deliver more precise 

tactical serve and serve-return instruction to their player‟s that is both gender and 

age/experience-specific. 

 

8.4   Recommendations for Further Study 

Researchers planning to use complex tennis notational systems to study tactics must 

ensure that the system or software is powerful and flexible enough to do the 

following: (a) add/delete game variables during the process of creating questions of 

interest that could be answered easily (flexibility of software function); (b) place 

statistical information on video and provide feedback to coaches and players; (c) 

provide statistics live across multiple matches, machines or platforms, and (d) 

interpret specific game trends statistically. 

 

Past research has shown that game patterns vary according to court surface (Brown 

& O'Donoghue, 2008; Unierzyski & Wieczorek, 2004). Therefore, it stands to reason 

that this body of work, particularly that of the serve and serve-return, should be 

extended in a more systematic manner. The analysis of additional or novel 

performance variables linking cause and effect and serve and describing serve-return 
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performance have the potential of enhancing our understanding of the interplay 

between these two shots. For example, simultaneous consideration of serve type (i.e., 

first or second serves), side of the court (i.e., deuce and advantage), spin of the serve 

(i.e., flat, kick, slice), speed of the serve (mph/km/h), as well as time take in between 

serves (inter-serve time) would provide a more complete representation of serve 

performance. Future research could also focus on analysing serve and serve-return 

patterns of individual players across different court surfaces to see if the surface 

impacts upon the location of their serve and where they return. Additionally, the 

analysis of baseline rally patterns when playing against different opponents is also a 

natural extension of the current work. Finally, although the current research provided 

insufficient data points for analysis, an examination of serve and serve-return data at 

a time of „pressure‟, could reveal some interesting relationships (e.g., serving at 30-

40 at 4-5 in a set). 

 

With respect to pattern recall, researchers should evaluate the extent to which 

different interview methods extract meaningful recall information within the 

confines of a tennis tournament. Although difficult to implement, in-depth 

interviews would help to build a more comprehensive understanding of what the 

player‟s are thinking about during competition. Protocol analysis (McPherson & 

Kernodle, 2007) could also be useful in this regard. This more sensitive analytical 

approach may be able to capture differences in the thought processes of player‟s 

competing in different age/tennis skill level groups. Finally, guidelines pertaining to 

the most appropriate timing, format and content of the interviews also need be 

considered. 
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Hazuan Mohd Hizan 

PhD Project 

 

School of Human Movement & Exercise 

Science, The University of Western Australia, 

M408 35 Stirling Highway, Crawley WA 

6907 

 

Phone: 6488-1705 

Email: mohdhh01@student.uwa.edu.au  

Student number:  20237634 

 

 

 

3. 

 

EXPECTED DURATION OF 

PROJECT:  
 

Please note that the research or 

recruitment of participants must not 

commence until a date after final 

approval has been obtained from the 

HREC. 

 

From Date of Initial 

Recruitment: 

 

 

Study 1:  January 08 

Study 2:  May 08 

Study 3:  March 09 

Study 4:  August 08 

 

Date of Expected 

Completion: 

 

 

December 08 

February 09 

August 09 

December 09 

 

 

 

4. FUNDING:  Is this protocol the subject of a grant application?                     Yes [   ]  No  [ X ] 

 

  

If 'Yes', what is the Agency? N/A 

 

  

If „No‟, what is the source of funding for the 

project? 

 

 

No Funding 

 

  

Provide details of any affiliation or financial 

interest in funding source and/or 

commercialisation of research results 

 

N/A 

 

5.   OTHER ETHICAL APPROVALS: 

 

 Has the protocol previously been submitted to the Human 

 Research Ethics Committee?  Yes [   ] No [ X ] 

 

 Has the protocol been submitted to another Institutional 

 Ethics Committee?  Yes [   ] No [ X ] 

 

 

 

 

mailto:mohdhh01@student.uwa.edu.au
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If „Yes‟ to which Committee/s has it been submitted? 

 

N/A 

 

What was the outcome of the submission? 

 

N/A 

 

 Has the protocol been submitted to the Confidentiality of Health 

 Information Committee (CHIC)?  ie: Health Department or Agency      Yes [  ] No [ X ] 

 

 

6.     PRIVACY LEGISLATION – THRESHOLD QUESTIONS 

 

 DO YOU NEED TO USE THE S95 OR S95A GUIDELINES? 

 

http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/publications/synopses/e26syn.htm and 

 http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/publications/synopses/e43syn.htm 

 

A. Does the research proposal involve the collection, use or disclosure 

  of personal information (i.e., information about an individual whose  

  identity is apparent, or can be reasonably ascertained, from the 

  information)?                

                 Yes [  ] No [ X ] 

 

 If the answer is no, you do not need to use either the section 95 guidelines or the section 95A 

guidelines in the ethical review of the proposal.                                   

 If the answer is yes, go to Question B. 

 

B. Does the research proposal involve the collection, use or disclosure  

  of personal information without the consent of the people to whom  

        the information relates?   

      Yes [  ] No  [ X ] 

 

 If the answer is no, you do not need to use either the section 95 guidelines or the section 95A 

guidelines in the ethical review of the proposal.                                     

 

 If the answer to the above question is yes, you must refer to the HREC web document titled 

Advice for Use of Privacy Guidelines.  You will be required to submit an application to the 

HREC which will enable it to weigh the potential benefit of the research against the public 

interest in the protection of privacy. 

It is recommended that read the above document and then contact the Secretary to the Committee 

to discuss your application. (Tel: 6488-3703). 

  

http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/publications/synopses/e26syn.htm
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/publications/synopses/e43syn.htm
http://www.research.uwa.edu.au/welcome/research_services/Ethics/human_ethics/forms_guidelines_policies2?f=154843
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7. AIMS OF THE PROJECT: 

 

Please give a concise and simple description of the aims of the project. 

This must be in lay terms. 
 

 

This study aims to investigate how tennis players represent their knowledge both 

declarative and procedural, how players process this information during a point play in 

different elite tennis populations. In addition, this study will evaluate how well and how 

often this information is used in a coaching context. Using this information, the study 

will then seek to design and evaluate a video-based assessment tool of players‟ capacities 

to recognise patterns of play in tennis.   

 

 

8. PARTICIPANT GROUP: 

 

(a) Who will be the participants?  Please include size of sample(s) and variables such as age,  sex 

and state of health.  Please state clearly whether children, mentally ill individuals or persons in 

dependent relationships such as teacher/student, doctor/patient, staff etc. will be recruited. 

 

 

Study 1: Western Australia high performance male junior tennis players  

              (n=5) 11-year old group  

              (n=5) 15-year old group 

Study 2: Western Australia high performance female junior tennis players  

              (n=5) 11-year old group  

              (n=5) 15-year old group   AND  

              Professional  

              (n=5) Men 

              (n=5) Women  

Study 3: Western Australia high performance male and female junior tennis  

              players  

              (n=10) 11-year old group  

              (n=10) 15-year old group   AND  

              Tennis coaches of the above stated players (n=20) 

Study 4: Western Australia high performance male and female junior tennis 

              players  

              (n=10) 11-year old group  

              (n=10) 15-year old group   AND  

              Professional  

              (n=5) Men 

              (n=5) Women  

 

 

(b) From where and how will participants (including controls if applicable) be recruited? 

How will the initial contact be made with the participants?  (Researchers must ensure that 

personal contact details and information are not accessed without consent.) 

 

 

All high performance tennis players will be recruited from the Western Australia State Tennis 

Centre, Burswood.  The coordinator of the State Tennis Centre (Ms Elissa Burton) will 

establish initial contact on behalf of the researcher by making phone calls to the players, 

explain the study, mail information sheets and consent forms. Players that are interested will 

then return the consent forms to the coordinator with their contact details. Necessary 

arrangement will be made once the researcher has received the consent forms. 
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(c) Does recruitment involve the circulation/publication of an advertisement, circular, letter,  

 email list, bulletin etc?  

                                                                                                                                     Yes [ X ]  No  [   ] 

If „Yes‟, please provide copies and details of publication  

 

(d)  Does the research specifically target Aboriginal people or is the sample 

likely to include a significant percentage of Aboriginals?                                   Yes [   ] No [ X ] 

 

 If 'Yes', please refer to the NHMRC publication Values and Ethics: Guidelines for Ethical 

Conduct in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health Research.    

Please provide a statement demonstrating how the study recognises the values outlined 

in the above publication and which Aboriginal groups or organisations have been consulted.  

This statement should address the six values that lie at the heart of the Guidelines (Under  

the headings of items 2.2.1 to 2.2.6).  

 

 

9. DETAILS OF PROCEDURES: 

 

(a) Please describe briefly the project methodology.  Describe all procedures to which participants 

will be subjected, highlighting any which may have adverse consequences. 

 

Study 1 and 2:  Children‟s oral consent will be obtained prior to data collection.  Before the 

commencement of tennis matches, clarification of the day‟s event will be made and all 

questions that children may have will be answered.  Participants will be required to play three 

modified sets of tennis.  Each set consists of total of six games with tie-break.  Participants 

will be competing within their age group using the format of round robin. They will be asked 

to respond to questions about point thoughts processing (current and past) as used by 

McPherson & Kernodle (2007). The recall interview (“What were you thinking about while 

you playing that point?”) and planning interview (“What are you thinking about now?”) will 

be administered between points.  The recall interview will take place immediately after the 

completion of each point, followed directly by the planning interview prior to playing the next 

point. All matches will be video-taped and players‟ comments will be recorded via audiotape. 

The purpose of the video recording is to make comparison between visual and verbal 

responses of players regarding patterns of play in game situations. This is to confirm whether 

what the players are doing on the court were consistent with their responses about patterns of 

play in tennis.  Each participant is provided with a manually self-operated voice recorder, with 

which they will be familiarised prior to the start of the experiment.  Each participant‟s verbal 

report will be transcribed verbatim, and units of information (or concepts) will be classified 

according to five major concept categories based on model of protocol structure for tennis 

(McPherson & Kernodle, 2007).   

A player‟s thoughts regarding patterns of play during the match will be determined from the 

verbal report obtained by way of a pattern questionnaire.  Participants will be informed 

regarding criteria of patterns of play.  Administered upon completion of the second and third 

set, it relates to patterns exhibited during the first four shots involving score, shot location and 

shot type. Additional recorders will be provided to the players during the pattern survey.  

These voice recorders together with the pattern questionnaire printed on A3 paper will be 

placed in front of each player‟s change-over chair.  Participants will be instructed to hold the 

voice recorder and the questionnaire together as they respond to the questions. The 

questionnaire is divided into two (2) parts. Part A contains a series of questions about the 

server‟s ability to identify any patterns in the first four shots of a rally during the singles 

match.  Part B encompasses specific questions about a player‟s ability to recognise any 

patterns when returning serve.  The questions in the pattern questionnaire are as follows.  

 

 

http://www.health.gov.au/nhmrc/publications/synopses/e52syn.htm
http://www.health.gov.au/nhmrc/publications/synopses/e52syn.htm
http://www.health.gov.au/nhmrc/publications/synopses/e52syn.htm
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Part A  

When you were serving, 

 Are you able to identify any patterns that you displayed on shots 1 and 3? 

 If so, what were they? 

 Are you able to identify any patterns that your opponent displayed on shots 2 and 4? 

 If so, what were they? 

Part B  

When you were returning,  

 Are you able to identify any patterns that you displayed on shots 2 and 4?? 

 If so, what were they? 

 Are you able to identify any patterns that your opponent displayed on shots 1 and 3? 

 If so, what were they? 

The round robin matches will take place on the following dates: 8am- 5.30pm, Saturday 16
th

 

February 2008, State Tennis Centre, Burswood.  

  

Study 3: One month after matches completed, a summary of player‟s individual as well as 

their opponent patterns of play will be made available to players and coaches obtained in 

Study one and two.  Patterns of play data will relate score, shot location and shot type within 

the first two shots as used by the players in matches held in Study one and two.  Players and 

coaches will be asked to use or disregard the data as they see fit. Players and coaches will be 

requested to keep a record of the use of the player‟s pattern summary for a period of 6 weeks.  

These comments or concerns regarding the supplied data may present before, during or after 

player‟s practice session.  These may also be during coach and player discussion about 

strategy, tactics, match preparation, or performance. Players and coaches will be requested to 

submit the comments after a period of 6 weeks”. 

 

Study 4:  All participants will complete a pattern recognition test that is designed to  

examine the capability of the players of different age-group and gender to recognise  

patterns of play in tennis.  Players will be presented sequences of video clips  

involving both common patterns and unrelated patterns.   Participants will be  

instructed to recognise common patterns of play that will be shown 3 times at various 

stages of viewing.   Participant will be asked to respond quickly and accurately  

immediately after the end of viewing for each segment. Participants‟ decision time  

and accuracy will be measured. The pattern recognition test will be held on September 2009 

at State Tennis Centre, Burswood. 

 

 

 

(b) Will any chemical compounds, drugs or biological agents be 

administered?                                                                                                        Yes [   ] No [ X ] 

 

 If  'Yes', describe names, dosages, routes of administration, frequency of administration, and any 

known or suspected adverse effects.  All suspected adverse events should be listed on the 

Information Sheet/Consent Form. 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

(c) Does the research involve use of unmarketed drugs?                                          Yes [   ]  No  [ X ] 

 

 If  'Yes', Clinical Trial Notification (CTN) or Clinical Trial Exemption (CTX) approval must 

       be obtained before the project may proceed. 

 

 Investigational brochure enclosed.  

                                                                                                                                 Yes [   ] No [   ] 

 

 

 CTN approval has been requested.                                                                         Yes [   ] No [   ] 
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 CTX approval has been requested.                                                                        Yes [   ] No [   ] 

  

 

(d) Will blood or other tissue samples be taken?                                                       Yes [   ] No [ X ] 

 

  

If 'Yes', please state site, frequency and volume of any blood or other tissue sampling. 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

 If 'Yes', list all personnel who will be involved in this procedure. 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

 

(e) Will there be any invasive procedures other than blood or tissue sampling?      Yes [   ] No [ X ] 

 

 If 'Yes', please provide details of these procedures. 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

(f) Will participants be exposed to ionising or non-ionising radiation?                     Yes [   ] No [ X ] 

 

(i) If „Yes‟, please refer to the „Code of Practice for the Exposure of Humans to Ionizing 

Radiation for Research Purposes.‟ 

 

Please provide details including the quantitative assessment of the absorbed dose,  

supported either by dosimetric calculation or other information. 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

(ii) If 'Yes', has the radiation Protection Office been asked for approval? 
 

Yes [   ] No [   ] 

 

 If 'Yes', please attach copy of approval notification. 

 

 

10. NHMRC NATIONAL STATEMENT ON ETHICAL CONDUCT IN HUMAN 

RESEARCH (2007) 

       http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/publications/synopses/e72syn.htm 

 

(a) Please indicate whether the protocol conforms to the National 

  Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research.                                           Yes [ X ] No [   ] 

   

(b) Please indicate whether the protocol conforms to the National Statement on Ethical Conduct 

in Human Research (Section 4) with regard to the following areas of research: 

 

4.1 Women who are pregnant and the human foetus               Yes [   ] No [   ] N/A [X] 

http://www.arpansa.gov.au/pubs/rps/rps8.pdf
http://www.arpansa.gov.au/pubs/rps/rps8.pdf
http://www.arpansa.gov.au/pubs/rps/rps8.pdf
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/publications/synopses/e72syn.htm
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4.2 Children and young people                                                Yes [ X ] No [   ] N/A [   ] 

 

 

4.3 People in dependent or unequal relationships                    Yes [   ] No [   ] N/A [X] 

 

 

4.4 People highly dependent on medical care who       

maybe unable to give consent                                                         

                                                                                             Yes [  ] No [  ] N/A [ X ] 

 

4.5 People with a cognitive impairment, an intellectual  

  disability, or a mental illness Yes [  ] No [  ] N/A [ X ] 

 

4.6 People who may be involved in illegal activities  Yes [  ] No [  ] N/A [ X ] 

 

4.7 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples  Yes [  ] No [  ] N/A [ X ] 

 

4.8 People in other countries             Yes [  ] No [  ] N/A [ X ] 

  

 

(c) If the response to any of the above is „No‟, please provide further information below. 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

 

11. ETHICAL ISSUES 

 

 Please indicate which of the following ethical issues are involved in this research. 

 

(a)  Does data collection require access to confidential data without the prior consent of participants?

           

                                                      

Yes [    ]   No  [ X ] 

 

(b) Will visual recordings be made, eg: photo, video, etc?                                      Yes [ X ]  No [   ] 

 

(c) Will audio recordings be made, eg: tape or digital, etc?                                     Yes [ X ]  No  [   ] 

 

(d) Will participants be asked to commit any act which might diminish self-respect or 

cause them to experience shame, embarrassment or regret?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                          Yes [   ] No [ X ] 

 

(e) Will participants be asked to commit any act which might 

diminish self-respect or cause them to experience shame, 

embarrassment or regret ? Yes [   ] No [ X ] 

 

(f) Will any procedure be used which may have an unpleasant 

or harmful side effect?                                                                                     Yes [   ] No [ X ] 

 

(g) Does the research use any stimuli, tasks, or procedures, which may be 

experienced by participants as stressful, noxious, or unpleasant?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                          Yes [   ] No [ X ] 

                   

(h) Does the research involve deception of participants, concealment or covert 

observation?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                          Yes [   ] No [ X ] 
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(i) Will the research use no-treatment or placebo control conditions?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                          Yes [   ] No [ X ] 

 

 

(j) Will any samples of body fluid or body tissue be required specifically for the 

research, which would not be required in the case of the ordinary treatment?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                          Yes [   ] No [ X ] 

 

(k) Does the research involve a fertilised human ovum?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                          Yes [   ] No [ X ] 

 

(l) Does the project use embryos beyond a period of fourteen days after fertilisation?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                          Yes [   ] No [ X ] 

 

(m) Does the project involve the implantation of embryos, which have been the 

subjects of prior experimentation?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                          Yes [   ] No [ X ] 

 

(n) Are there in your opinion any other ethical issues involved in the research?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                          Yes [   ] No [ X ] 

 

 

 

 If the answer to any of the above questions is 'Yes' please amplify below. Details required of 

secure storage of recordings, preferably within Departmental facilities. 

 

 

 All audio and visual recordings will be stored in a locked office (Dr. Peter Whipp) in the 

HMES building (UWA). All audio and visual recording data will be de-identified. 

 

 

 

 

12. INFORMATION SHEET AND INFORMED CONSENT FORM: 

 

 Normally, each participant is given an information sheet and is required to sign a consent form. 

 

 Do you undertake to obtain written consent for each participant?                    Yes [ X ]  No  [   ] 

 

(a) If 'Yes', please attach a copy of the Information Sheet and the Consent Form to be given to and 

signed by all participants and/or their responsible signatory.  These forms should be on 

departmental letterhead.  The Information Sheet should describe all the procedures proposed in 

clear, simple terms. It should list any potential short- or long-term side effects and any hazards.  

The required standard paragraph must be included at the bottom of all Consent Forms, or 

Information Sheets where appropriate.  (As the majority of concerns raised by the Human 

Research Ethics Committee are raised in connection with the Information Sheet and Consent 

Form, it is strongly recommended that you consult the Guidelines for Preparation of 

Information Sheet and Consent Form, available on the Human Ethics Office web page.) 

 

(b) If 'No', please justify this departure from normal procedure.  Refer to National Statement 2007 

(chapter 2.3). 

 

 

N/A 
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13. POTENTIAL BENEFITS AND RISKS: 

 

(a) What are the possible benefits of this research? 

 

(i) To the participant: 

 

 

Provide a better understanding of the tactical aspects of tennis. With this knowledge,  

it is believed that coaches could help players to make better tactical decisions  

during the game to theoretically increase their quality of performance.  

 

 

(ii) To humanity generally; 

 

 

Currently, there is no measurement tool designed to assess pattern recognition within  

a sequences of shots in tennis.  As such, this study will extend this paradigm by  

designing and evaluating an assessment test for pattern recognition in tennis.  It is  

expected that the outcomes from this study will enable the coaches to use the video-  

based assessment tool to evaluate players‟ capacities to recognise patterns of play.  It   

will also form a template that other researchers could utilise in future efforts to  

understand the development of sport expertise.  

 

 

 

(b) What in your view are the possible harms, discomforts or inconveniences of this 

research to the participants?  Refer to National Statement 2007 (chapter 2.1) 

 

 

No foreseeable harms to the participants. 

 

 

14. REMUNERATION: 

 

 Is any financial remuneration or other reward being offered 

 to participants in the study?                                                                              Yes [   ] No [ X ] 

 

 If 'Yes', please state how much will be offered and for what purpose, e.g., to cover  

travelling expenses, time spent etc.  Volunteers may be recompensed for inconvenience 

and time spent, but any such payment or compensation should not be so large as to be 

an inducement to participate. 

  

 

N/A 

 

 

15. EXTERNAL AUDITS: 

 

 Will individual results of this study be subject to an audit by 

any agency external to the University?                                                             Yes [   ] No [ X ] 

 

 If 'Yes', who will be conducting the audit? 

 

 

N/A 
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CHECK LIST 

 

 To assist with processing this application, I have: 
 

1. answered all the questions fully; Yes [ X  ]  No [   ] 

 

2. signed this application form and obtained the Head of 

Department's signature;  Yes [ X ] No [   ] 

 

3. enclosed the original application form, with a copy of 

the Information Sheet/Consent Form and any related 

documentation (questionnaires, letters, etc.) attached; Yes [X ] No [   ] 

 

4. enclosed four, complete, collated copies of the 

application form including Information Sheet/Consent 

Form and related documents as per 3 above. 

(making 5 copies in all including the original). Yes [ X ] No [   ] 

 

5. and enclosed two copies of the full grant/research 

proposal. Yes [ X ] No [   ] 

 

 

Chief Investigator: 

 

• I certify that I am the Chief Investigator named on the front page of this application form. 

 

• I undertake to conduct this project in accordance with all the applicable legal requirements and 

ethical responsibilities associated with its carrying out.  I also undertake to ensure that all 

persons under my supervision involved in this project will also conduct the research in 

accordance with all such applicable legal requirements and ethical responsibilities. 

 

• I certify that adequate indemnity insurance has been obtained to cover the personnel working on 

this project.  (Refer UWA Insurance & Risk Management Office for advice, tel: 6488 3214) 

 

• I have read the Code of Practice for the use of Name-identified Data.  I declare that I and all 

researchers participating in this project will abide by the terms of this Code. 

 

• I make this application on the basis that it and the information it contains are confidential and 

that the Human Research Ethics Committee of The University of Western Australia will keep all 

information concerning this application and the matters it deals with in strict confidence. 

 

 

Name: (Please print):   

 

 

 

Signed:  Date:   

 

 

Head of School: 

 

I am aware of the content of this application and approve the conduct of the project within this 

school. 

 

 

Name: (Please print):  

 

 

Signed:  Date:   
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Appendix B   Documents of Informed Consent and Information Packs Issued to All 

Participants 
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Investigators  

Dr. Peter Whipp 

Dr. Machar Reid 

Mr. Hazuan Hizan  

 

Information Sheet for Parents 

 

Understanding Knowledge Representations: Developing Tactics and Patterns of 

Play in High Performance Junior and Senior Tennis Players 

 

Purpose and Benefit of the Study 

 To examine the ability of high performance junior tennis players to recall 

post-match patterns of play in relation to the serve and serve-returns. 

 Your child participation will aid us to understand the capacity to recall serve 

and serve-returns information in an actual match play and eventually will 

help coaches to design appropriate tactical practices. 

 

Procedures and Time Commitments 

Your child will be asked to complete a 40-item questionnaire as soon as they 

completed their tennis match. The questionnaire consists of questions items that 

relates to recognising own serve and serve-return, and relates to recognising 

opponent‟s serve and serve-return (e.g., serving at first serve on deuces side of the 

court at break point down (15-40); serving at first serve on advantage side at break 

point (0-40, 30-40, advantage receiver); serving at second serve on deuces side of the 

court at break point down (15-40); serving at second serve on advantage side at 

break point (0-40, 30-40, advantage receiver). You can choose whether or not your 

child completes the questionnaire. They don‟t have to do it if you don‟t want them 

to. If you give consent for them to participate, it will take about 15-20 minutes for 

them to fill out the questionnaire. 

 

Your Child Right as a Participant 

Participation in this research is voluntary and your child is free to withdraw from the 

study at any time without prejudice. Your child‟s answers will be completely 

anonymous. All information will be kept strictly confidential and the participant 

name will not be identified in any publication. Your child will not be exposed to any 

personal risks as a result of participation. 

 

The researchers will answer any questions that you and/or your child have regarding 

the study at any time. Please feel free to contact me Mr. Hazuan Hizan on 6488 1705 

or Dr Peter Whipp at The University of Western Australia on telephone number 

6488 2793. 

 

If you give permission for your child to participate, then please sign the consent form 

and send it back to me. Thank you. 
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Investigators  

Dr. Peter Whipp 

Dr. Machar Reid 

Mr. Hazuan Hizan  

 

Participation Information Sheet for Players 

 

Understanding Knowledge Representations: Developing Tactics and Patterns of Play in 

High Performance Junior and Senior Tennis Players 

 

Purpose of the study 

To examine the ability of high performance junior tennis players to recall post-match 

patterns of play in relation to the serve and serve-returns. 

 

Procedures 

Participants will be required to complete a 40-item questionnaire upon completion of their 

matches. The questionnaire designed to assess the player‟s ability to recognise and recall 

serve and serve-return patterns of the match just played. The participant will be instructed to 

leave the item(s) blank if they could not remember or recognise specific location at any point 

during the game. 

 

The questionnaire consists of questions items on players‟ ability to recall own serve location 

with no score related question, players‟ ability to recall own serve location with score related 

question, players‟ ability to recall own serve-return location with no score related question, 

players‟ ability to recall own serve-return based on where opponent had served, players‟ 

ability to recall own serve-return based on where opponent had served, players‟ ability to 

recall opponent serve location with no score related question, players‟ ability to recall 

opponent serve location with score related question, players‟ ability to recall opponent serve-

return with no score related question, players‟ ability to recall opponent serve-return based 

on where you had served, and players‟ ability to recall opponent serve-return based on where 

you had served. All information will be kept strictly confidential and the participant name 

will not be identified in any publication.  

 

Benefits   

The ability to recall evolving pattern of play is believed to be strongest predictor of 

anticipatory skill in tennis. So, by assessing players‟ ability to identify serve and serve-return 

patterns correctly, coaches will be supplied information regarding their player‟s level of 

recall ability. Understanding the level of recognition and recall ability of this elite group of 

athletes could help informed coaches about formulating proper instructional strategies to 

help maximising anticipation skills as well as improving players problem solving and 

decision making skills in tennis. 

 

Subject Rights 

Confidentiality will be maintained at all times. Participation in this research is voluntary and 

you are free to withdraw from the study at any time without prejudice. You can withdraw for 

any reason and you do not need to justify your decision. If you do withdraw we may wish to 

retain the data that we have recorded from you but only if you agree, otherwise your records 

will be destroyed. Potential project participants will not be treated, or suffer, in a prejudiced 

manner if they decide not to participate. If you have any questions concerning the research at 

any time please feel free to contact me (Mr. Hazuan Hizan) on 6488 1705 or Dr Peter Whipp 

at The University of Western Australia on telephone number 6488 2793. 
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Consent Form 

Understanding Knowledge Representations: Developing 

Tactics and Patterns of Play in High Performance Junior 

Tennis Players 

 

I (please print name) ___________________________ have read the information 

provided and any questions I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction.  I 

agree to participate in this activity, realising that I may withdraw at any time without 

reason and without prejudice.  

 

I understand that all information provided is treated as strictly confidential and will 

not be released by the investigator.   I have been advised as to what data is being 

collected, what the purpose is, and what will be done with the data upon completion 

of the research. 

 

I agree that research data gathered for the study may be published provided my name 

or other identifying information is not used. 

 

 

 

______________________                    __________________ 

 Participant Signature                                             Date 

 

 

The Human Research Ethics Committee at The University of Western Australia 

requires that all participants are informed that, if they have any complaint regarding 

the manner, in which a research project is conducted, it may be given to the 

researcher or, alternatively to the Secretary, Human Research Ethics Committee, 

Registrar’s Office, University of Western Australia, 35 Stirling Highway, Crawley, 

WA 6009 (telephone number 6488-3703). All study participants will be provided 

with a copy of the Information Sheet and Consent Form for their personal records. 

  

Investigators 
Dr. Peter Whipp 

Dr. Machar Reid  

Mr. Hazuan Hizan 

School of Human Movement and 

Exercise Science 

The University of Western Australia 

35 Stirling Highway, Crawley WA 6009 

Phone: (08) 6488 1705 

Fax: (08) 6488 1039 

Email: mohdhh01@student.uwa.edu.au 
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Consent Form 

Understanding Knowledge Representations: Developing 

Tactics and Patterns of Play in High Performance Junior 

Tennis Players 

 

A signed agreement to take part in the research from the participant in the following 

terms states that: 

 

I (Parent/Guardian) ______________________________________ of (Child‟s 

name) ________________________________ have read the information provided 

previously and have been fully informed about the study, and any questions I have 

asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I agree to allow my child to participate 

in the study. 

 

I understand that all information provided is treated as strictly confidential and will 

not be released by the investigator. I have been advised as to what data is being 

collected, what the purpose is, and what will be done with the data upon completion 

of the research. 

 

I agree that research data gathered in the survey may be published provided my 

child‟s name and confidential details are not used. 

 

_______________________________________                    __________________ 

 (Parent/Guardian)                                           (Date) 

 

                                                     . 

(Telephone number) 
 

 

The Human Research Ethics Committee at the University of Western Australia 

requires that all participants are informed that, if they have any complaint regarding 

the manner, in which a research project is conducted, it may be given to the 

researcher or, alternatively to the Secretary, Human Research Ethics Committee, 

Registrar’s Office, University of Western Australia, 35 Stirling Highway, Crawley, 

WA 6009 (telephone number 6488-3703). All study participants will be provided 

with a copy of the Information Sheet and Consent Form for their personal records. 

 

Investigators 
Dr. Peter Whipp 

Dr. Machar Reid  

Mr. Hazuan Hizan 

School of Human Movement and 

Exercise Science 

The University of Western Australia 

35 Stirling Highway, Crawley WA 6009 

Phone: (08) 6488 1705 

Fax: (08) 6488 1039 

Email: mohdhh01@student.uwa.edu.au 
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Appendix C   Post-Match Pattern Recall Questionnaire 
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Name: ____________________________Date of Birth: ____________ 

 

INSTRUCTIONS:  

 

Please circle the appropriate number on the diagram to describe the serve and return 

location. Please answer according to what actually happened in the match NOT 

what you wanted to happen. Please circle one number for each question. Please 

leave blank, if you do not recall any locations regarding the serve and return.  

 

WHEN YOU WERE SERVING… 

ARE YOU ABLE TO REMEMBER WHERE YOU SERVED? 

 

 

 

1. Where did you hit most of your first serves (that landed in, i.e., 

not faults) on the deuce side? 

Please circle 1, 2 or 3. 

 

Why? ___________________________________________

    

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

2. When hitting first serves to the location you have identified in 

question (1), where did your opponent return most of the time?  

Please circle one number. 
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3. Where did you hit most of your first serves (that landed in) on 

the ad side? Please circle 4, 5 or 6. 

 

Why? ___________________________________________

    

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
4. When hitting first serves to the location you have identified in 

question (3), where did your opponent return most of the time? 

           Please circle one number. 
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5. Where did you hit most of your second serves (that landed in) 

on the deuce side? Please circle 1, 2 or 3. 

 

Why? ___________________________________________

    

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

     

 

 

 

 

  

 
6. When hitting second serves to the location you have identified 

in question (5), where did your opponent return most of the 

time?  Please circle one number. 
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7. Where did you hit most of your second serves (that landed in)  

on the ad side? Please circle 4, 5 or 6. 

             

Why? ___________________________________________

    

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

8. When hitting second serves to the location you have identified 

in question (7), where did your opponent return most of the 

time? Please circle one number. 
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NOTE:    For questions 9 to 16, if you do not recall any 

locations at a certain point score during the game, please leave 

blank. 

 

 

 

 

 

9. During the match, if you served at 15-40, where did you hit 

most of your first serves (that landed in)?  

Please circle 1, 2 or 3.    

 

            Why? ___________________________________________

    

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 
10. When hitting first serves to the location you have identified in 

question (9), where did your opponent return most of the time?  

Please circle one number. 
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11. During the match, if you served at break point down on the 

ad side, where did you hit most of your first serves  

(that landed in)? Please circle 4, 5 or 6.   

 

Why? ___________________________________________

    

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

12. When hitting first serves to the location you have identified in 

question (11), where did your opponent return most of the 

time? Please circle one number. 
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13. During the match, if you served at 15-40, where did you hit 

most of your second serves (that landed in)?  

Please circle 1, 2 or 3.                

 

Why? ___________________________________________

    

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14. When hitting second serves to the location you have identified 

in question (13), where did your opponent return most of the 

time? Please circle one number. 
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15. During the match, if you served at break point down on the 

ad side, where did you hit most of your second serves (that 

landed in)? Please circle 4, 5 or 6.   

 

Why? ___________________________________________

    

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

16. When hitting second serves to the location you have identified 

in question (15), where did your opponent return most of the 

time?  Please circle one number. 
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WHEN YOU WERE RETURNING… 

 

ARE YOU ABLE TO REMEMBER WHERE YOUR OPPONENT SERVED? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

17. Where did your opponent hit most of his/her first serves  

(that landed in, i.e., not faults) on the deuce side?   

Please circle 1, 2 or 3.    

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

18. When your opponent hit first serves to the location you have 

identified in question (17), where did you return most of the 

time? Please circle one number. 
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19. Where did your opponent hit most of his/her first serves (that 

landed in) on the ad side?  Please circle 4, 5 or 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

20. When your opponent hit first serves to the location you have 

identified in question (19), where did you return most of the 

time? Please circle one number. 
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21. Where did your opponent hit most of his/her second serves 

(that landed in) on the deuce side? Please circle 1, 2 or 3.    

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

22. When your opponent hit second serves to the location you have 

identified in question (21), where did you return most of the 

time? Please circle one number. 
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23. Where did your opponent hit most of his/her second serves 

(that landed in) on the ad side? Please circle 4, 5 or 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

24. When your opponent hit second serves to the location you have 

identified in question (23), where did you return most of the 

time? Please circle one number. 
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25. During the match, if your opponent served at 15-40, where did 

he/she hit most of his/her first serves (that landed in)?  

Please circle 1, 2 or 3.   

 

 

Note:  If you do not recall this situation occurred, please leave 

blank.    

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

26. When your opponent hit first serves to the location you have 

identified in question (25), where did you return most of the 

time? Please circle one number. 
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27. During the match, if your opponent served at break point 

down on the ad side, where did he/she hit most of his/her first 

serves (that landed in)? Please circle 4, 5 or 6. 

 

 

Note:  If you do not recall this situation occurred, please leave 

blank.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

28. When your opponent hit first serves to the location you have 

identified in question (27), where did you return most of the 

time? Please circle one number. 
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29. During the match, if your opponent served at 15-40 where did 

he/she hit most of his/her second serves (that landed in)?  

Please circle 1, 2 or 3.   

 

 

Note:  If you do not recall this situation occurred, please leave 

blank.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

30. When your opponent hit second serves to the location you have 

identified in question (29), where did you return most of the 

time? Please circle one number. 
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31. During the match, if your opponent served at break point 

down on the ad side, where did he/she hit most of his/her 

second serves (that landed in)? Please circle 4, 5 or 6. 

 

 

 

Note:  If you do not recall this situation occurred, please leave 

blank.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
32. When your opponent hit second serves to the location you have 

identified in question (31), where did you return most of the 

time? Please circle one number. 
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WHEN YOU ARE SERVING…  

 

ARE YOU ABLE TO REMEMBER WHERE YOUR OPPONENT 

RETURNED?  

 

 

NOTE:    Questions 33 to 36 are more general questions 

related to where your opponent returned.  

 

 

 

 

33. Where did your opponent hit his/her first serve return most of 

the time on the deuce side? Please circle one number. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

34. Where did your opponent hit his/her first serve return most of 

the time on the ad side? Please circle one number. 
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35. Where did your opponent hit his/her second serve return most 

of the time on the deuce side? Please circle one number. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

36. Where did your opponent hit his/her second serve return most 

of the time on the ad side? Please circle one number. 
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WHEN YOU ARE RETURNING…  

 

 

ARE YOU ABLE TO REMEMBER WHERE YOU RETURNED? 

 

 

NOTE:    Questions 37 to 40 are more general questions 

related to where you returned. 

 
 

37. Where did you hit your first serve returns most of the time on 

the deuce side? Please circle one number. 

 

Why? ___________________________________________

    

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

 

      

38. Where did you hit your first serve returns most of the time on 

the ad side? Please circle one number. 

 

Why? ___________________________________________

    

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 
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39. Where did you hit your second serve returns most of the time 

on the deuce side? Please circle one number. 

 

Why? ___________________________________________

    

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

 

      

40. Where did you hit your second serve returns most of the time 

on the ad side? Please circle one number. 

 

Why? ___________________________________________

    

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

 

 

       

 

 

    
 

 

 

    

 

 

 

-END OF QUESTIONS- 
 

THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING! 

 

 

 


